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SYNOPSIS
Introduction
The anthropogenic activities, together with the natural sources like air-borne dusts, storms etc. are
affecting the Earth’s atmosphere to a great extent at both regional and global scales by altering the
physical and chemical characteristics, natural connectivity and behaviours of the key Essential
Climate Variables (ECVs) in the domain of atmosphere (e.g. Kaufman et al., 2002; Mahmood et al.,
2007; Huffman et al., 2007; IPCC, 2014, Letcher, 2015; Boucher, 2015; Hersey et al., 2015;
Okamoto et al., 2018). These key variables are mainly the aerosols, clouds, precipitation, air
temperature, humidity, and winds. In the past few decades pioneering efforts have been made by the
scientific communities in studying these climate sensitive variables on a global scale using remote
sensing and in-situ measurement techniques, to answer many difficult questions on the Earth's
atmosphere and to better predict the changes in the air quality, weather, and climate (e.g. Hartmann
et al., 1992; Albrecht, 1989; Quante, 2004; Kumari and Goswami, 2010; Wang, 2013; Hou et al.,
2014; Boucher, 2015). As, different terrains and geographical locations possess different challenges
in understanding the time dependent behaviours of the atmosphere. Therefore, it is equally
important to conduct the regional and location specific studies on the key atmospheric variables and
associated meteorology using the ground and space-borne remote sensing, and in-situ
measurements. Furthermore, the regional climate, particularly, over the mountains, where the
multitude of physical processes, and mountain-induced atmospheric phenomena occurs, and where
the slopes are greatly affected due to the deleterious anthropogenic interventions, is highly relevant.
With the noteworthy progress in remote sensing and in-situ techniques during the last few
decades, a global awareness has been build up towards understanding the variations in the
atmospheric parameters, and associated meteorology from the high altitude Himalayan region
(IPCC, 2014). The atmospheric studies from this region, where dearth of reliable ground based and
in-situ measurements on the major influencing atmospheric and meteorological parameters are
available (Mal et al., 2016), have an unequivocal relevance, as the occurrences of cloudbursts, flash
floods, landslides etc. have increased over this region due to the human’s overexploitation of natural
resources through rapid urbanization, industrialization, deforestation, emissions from forest-fires,
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transportation etc. (Valdiya, 2008; Tiwari and Joshi, 2016). As a consequence, during the past few
decades, the region has witnessed huge economic and human losses due to the catastrophes like the flash flood and cloudburst of Kedarnath in June 2013 which resulted in more than 10,000
killings (Dobhal et al., 2013; Asthana and Asthana, 2014; Dimri et al., 2017), and the devastating
earthquake of April 2015 which killed more than 8,000 people (Mendoza et al., 2016). The regional
climate change over the Himalayan region is evidenced by several researchers (e.g. UCOST and
USERC, 2012; Mishra, 2014), however, there are still limited information available on the long
term variations in the key atmospheric and meteorological variables over this region, and their
possible impacts on the ecosystem.
With this motivation, the work in this thesis is oriented to the study on the plethora of insitu, ground and satellite based remote sensing tools, and their utility in advancing the knowledge
on the spatio-temporal variability and characteristics of the aerosols, clouds, and precipitations,
together with the variations in the meteorological parameters over the Himalayan region, taking into
account a variety of temporal and spatial scales.

Study Area
Overall the study is focussed on the Himalayan region, confined in the boundary of 26.5-40.5°N,
62.5-105.5°E that mainly consists of complex chain of high mountains, rivers, elevated plateaus,
deep gorges and extended valleys, and the mean elevation of this region is ~1000 m. The selected
boundary also includes the Indo-Gangetic plains and foothills of the Himalaya. To investigate the
variations in the atmospheric and meteorological variables on a finer scale, the in-situ and ground
based measurements from a regional representative high-altitude, remote, and sparsely inhabited
observing station ARIES (29.36° N, 79.46°E, ~1958 m above mean sea level), Nainital are used.
Furthermore, clouds and precipitation studies are performed over northern India that encompasses
the group of states namely – Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana and
Chandigarh, Uttarakhand, Delhi & Non-Capital Region (NCR), and Uttar Pradesh.

Data and methods
The data used in this research work includes number of ground and satellite based remote sensing
and in-situ tools, and their details are tabulated in Table 1.
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Table 1: Details on the data used in the research work.
Tools

Ground based/ In-situ
observations

Satellite products

Trajectory model
Re-analysis product

Data product
AERONET
LiDAR
AWS

key parameters
aerosols
aerosols
meteorological parameters

Radiosonde

meteorological parameters

RaDAR
MODIS
CALIPSO
TEMIS (Multisensors)
OMI
AIRS
TRMM
DARDAR
HYSPLIT model
ERA-Interim

wind parameters, Doppler spectra
aerosols, fire counts
aerosols, clouds

Duration
2001 – 2018
2008- 2012
2013 –2018
2011-2012,
2017
2017
2006-2016
2006- 2017

aerosol index

1980-2017

aerosol index
surface temperature
Rainfall
clouds and precipitation
transport of air masses
meteorological parameters
meteorological parameters, carbon monoxide,
dust column mass density, snow depth
Surface albedo, surface temperature

2005-2017
2002-2017
1998-2016
2007 – 2016
2011, 2012
2010-2011

MERRA-2
GLDAS

1980-2017
2000-2017

The methodology used in the research work are summarized below:
 Common days of reliable measurements with best temporal match were selected in the studies
using the ground based LiDAR and AERONET measurements.
 Using the mean MODIS AOD values within 20 km × 20 km and 30 km × 30 km grid and
AERONET AOD averaged over ±30 minutes and ±15 minutes, various cases on spatiotemporal combinations were examined and the levels of agreement were established.
 Aerosol retrievals from CALIPSO over the observing site is selected based on the criteria of
high Cloud Aerosol Discrimination (CAD) score (between -35 and -100), the presence of 5 or
more valid vertical profiles up to 4.5 km altitudes within the horizontal distance of ~ 100 km
from the site, and the availability of coincident AERONET measurements within ± 30
minutes of the closest CALIPSO ground track.
 For comparison between the AOD measurements both from MODIS and CALIPSO, the
required data is selected based on the number of screening and coincidence constraints.
 The wavelength conversions from 500 nm (AERONET) to 550 nm (MODIS) or to 532 nm
(CALIPSO) were performed using the formula devised by Eck et al., 1999.
 Various performance metrices are used in the satellite product assessment and comparison
between the data used in this study. Some of these metrices are – Pearson’s correlation, Mean
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Bias Error (MBE), Root Mean Square Error (RootMSE), Average Error Ratio (AER), and,
Percentage Mean Relative Deviation (MRD).
 Iterative approach is used in the estimation of LiDAR Ratio (LR) of the LiDAR system.
 To estimate the Boundary Layer (BL) heights from radiosonde, vertical gradient method is
used for the Potential Temperature (PT) and Specific Humidity (SH).
 To retrieve the BL height from CALIPSO, two methods, namely the threshold (Melfi et al.,
1985; Jordan et al., 2010) and Wavelet Covariance Transform (WCT) (Brooks, 2003;
Compton et al., 2013) are used.
 In the development of Graphical User Interface (GUI) demonstrating the pulse compression
technique in atmospheric RaDAR, the software tools like LabVIEW and MATLAB are used.

Research objective and significance
The major research objectives and their significance are:
1) Study on the atmospheric aerosols – variation in its optical properties, evaluation, utilization
in deriving the LiDAR ratio and Boundary Layer (BL) height, and the case studies on aerosol
transport over the Himalayan region.
 The AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) based aerosol observations from ten stations
located in the Himalayan and adjacent Indo-Gangetic plains are investigated at seasonal
scales. The study will help in understanding the optical, and physical/ chemical properties
of aerosols to different air mass origins and local aerosol sources, and their spatio-temporal
characteristics. It may also serves as the crucial input for modeling and in predicting the air
quality and climate system over the mountainous region.
 Accuracy of the latest version of remotely sensed aerosol estimations from MODerateresolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellites were assessed against ground based
measurements over a complex terrain in the southern part of central Himalayan region.
This study may help in checking and correcting the artefacts or inconsistencies associated
with theoretical or operational exactitudes in satellite-based measurements (Ramachandran
and Kedia, 2013) before drawing any conclusions, or before formulating the current and
future climate change over this complex mountainous region.
 Focusing the AERONET measurements from the observing site, the LiDAR ratio (LR) for
the three different LiDAR systems is estimated and discussed using collocated
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measurements with the evaluated MODIS satellite retrievals. The methodologies adopted
in LR estimation, can be utilized by the larger science community worldwide in reducing
the uncertainty in their calculation on aerosol extinction coefficients and Aerosol Optical
Depth (AOD) values.
 The BL height is an essential parameter used for understanding the vertical transfer of
momentum, energy and mixing of pollutants in the lower troposphere. It is also very useful
parameter for weather, climate and pollution studies (Monks et al., 2009). Therefore,
making use of the validated satellite product, together with the in-situ observations, the BL
height is determined over the complex high altitude observing site and over the
geographical boundary 26-36°N and 72-86°E, where the major portion of north India is
confined. Different methods were explored in estimating the BL height, and the most
suitable and highly accurate methods among them were identified.
 Cases on the continental transport of smoke plumes emanating from crop-residue burning,
and the long range transport of dust, together with a case where hygroscopic ultra-fine
aerosol particles dominates (formation of local cloud) are discussed by making use of the
remote sensing and in-situ measuremets, and trajectory modeling at local and regional
scales over the Himalayan region. Further, impact study is carried out using the long-term
active fire, carbon monoxide emission, dust column mass density, snow depth, albedo and
snowfall data sets obtained from re-analysis models over this region. These studies may
expand the horizon of knowledge on the contributions from the major pollutants pertaining
to the climate change in the Himalayan context.
2) Climatological study on the absorbing aerosols over the Himalayan region using multi-sensor
remote sensing data:
 The transport and accumulation of the absorbing aerosols, mainly dust, negatively
contribute to cloud formation, snowfall, and retreat of glaciers. Therefore, study on the
seasonal climatology and trends on the absorbing aerosols with main emphasis on dust has
been attempted on a global scale as well as over the Himalayan region, using 38 years
(1980-2017) of data records from multi-sensors and re-analysis data.
3) Study on the distribution of clouds and precipitation over Northern India:
 Clouds are the critical and multi-scale atmospheric features least understood (Alley et
al., 2007), and has close associations with precipitation. Both of these climatic
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variables plays a major role in regional climate change and have the potential to
modulate the flow of incoming solar and outgoing thermal radiation, climate, weather,
hydrological cycle, circulations and chemical reaction processes occurring in the
atmosphere (e.g. Cess et al., 1989, 1990, 1996; Ramanathan et al., 1989; Hartmann et
al., 1992; Stephens, 2005; Qian et al., 2012). Therefore, the present study deals with
regional study on the distribution and association of these two variables.
 The study make use of a decade (2007-2016) observations from CloudSat and
CALIPSO satellites, to obtain a detailed climatology and three-dimensional
distribution of seven basic cloud types, together with the liquid and solid precipitation
patterns over the Northern States of India (NSI).
4) Study on the meteorological parameters using remote sensing and in-situ measurements:
 The long term variations in the meteorological parameters at both horizontal and
vertical scales over any region is essential to mitigate the meteorological hazards, or to
plan for some preventive measures or remedial actions, beforehand. Therefore, the
present study deals with the study on the key meteorological variables – air
temperature, pressure, humidity, and winds over the local and broader scales in the
Himalayan region.
 There is a shortfall in understanding the performance of ground based active remote
sensing tools like RaDAR over the hilly and mountainous terrain, where the multitude
of intriguing atmospheric phenomena occurs due to mountain-valley circulations that
manifests the diurnal pattern of the meteorological parameters. Therefore, a portion of
the study is also devoted on the preliminary investigations on the validation of threedimensional wind information obtained from ARIES Stratosphere- Troposphere (ST)
RaDAR facility.

Major Findings
The summary of key findings are:
1) The seasonal variations in the aerosol optical parameters, mainly volume-size distribution, total,
fine and coarse mode AODs, and Fine Mode Fraction (FMF) from ten AERONET stations
(Nainital, Pantnagar, Kanpur, New Delhi, Lahore, Gual Pahari, Gandhi College, Jaipur, Lumbini,
and Pokhara) revealed the dominance of coarse mode particles (mainly from long-range
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transport of dust) during pre-monsoon and monsoon seasons (≥ 0.2 µm3/µm2) for Kanpur, New
Delhi, Lahore, Gual Pahari, Gandhi College, and Jaipur stations, and about two times lowest
over the Himalayan foothills (Nainital, Lumbini, and Pokhara). The prevailing fine mode
aerosols are observed for almost all the stations during post-monsoon and winter, which are
mainly attributed to biomass burning and are of continental origine. Lower AOD values are
observed at the high altitude station i.e. Nainital than densely populated, low-altitude urban and
industrialized stations.
2) Analysis revealed that AOD from the latest MODIS Terra C6.0 deep blue (DB) 30 km × 30 km
and CALIPSO version 4.10 (overpass within ~100 km distance) are in a very good agreement (R
≥ 0.9) with that from coincident AERONET measurements averaged over the span of ±30
minutes, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. About 77 % of the AOD retrieved using
MODIS and ~ 87 % from CALIPSO were found to be within the expected error (EE) limits. The
AOD comparison between MODIS Terra C6.0 DB and CALIPSO version 4.10, suggested their
synergic use in aerosol characterization over the Himalayan region.

Fig.1. Scatter plot with one-one line comparison for MODIS Terra and AERONET AOD
measurements; green + yellow = complete, green = for values within %EE.
3) In comparison to the earlier versions, CALIPSO version 4.10 is found to have undergone
substantial changes and marked improvement in the surface elevation, vertical feature and
tropospheric aerosol classification, and the long term inter-comparison between the two versions
(versions 3 and 4), in the grid 28.86°-29.86° N and 78.96°-79.96° E revealed that their vertical
feature and aerosol sub-types are in agreement of ~ 94.6 % and ~ 68.6 %, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot with one-one line comparison for AERONET AOD and (a) CALIPSO ver. 4.10,
(b) ver. 3 column AOD measurements.
4) Utilizing the AOD retrievals from AERONET and MODIS collections, the iteratively computed
LR for three LiDAR systems operated from ARIES, Nainital was found to between 6 and 52,
under various atmospheric conditions, and the LR is found to be lower (< 16) during winter and
higher (> 43) during summer.
5) Study on the BL height estimations suggested that the Wavelet Covariance Transform (WCT)
method for CALIPSO could be the best choice as compared to the threshold method, and
complements well with the specific humidity gradient method used with the radiosonde
observation.
6) The long term seasonal analysis on BL height using the satellite measurements over the
geographical boundary 26-36°N and 72-86°E discovered higher BL height during March-May
(MAM), as compared to December-February (DJF).
7) Case studies on the major pollutants confirmed the dominance of smoke (Fig. 3) and dust (Fig.
4) over the Himalayan region, mainly during post-monsoon and summer/spring, respectively.
8) Study revealed that the dust loading is highest during summer/spring season across the globe and
over the Himalayan region, however, the contribution from dust over the Himalayan region to
the total global dust volume is highest (8.5 %) during monsoon, and lowest during winter (4.7
%). Monthly analysis on dust column mass density over the period 1980-2017 showed that May
and December are the maxima and minima dust depositing months over the Himalayan region.
9) The absorbing aerosol index was observed highest (~ 0.4) during June-August and March-May
over the globe and Himalayan region (~0.75), respectively.
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Fig. 3. Region showing fire occurrences during 1-10 November 2011, along with the 5-days
HYSPLIT back-trajectories of air mass ending at the study site.

Fig. 4. (a) Time averaged plot of MERRA-2 based dust column mass density (in kg m-2), and (b)
168 hrs HYSPLIT back-trajectories for 30 March 2012 showing the transport of air mass to the site.
10) Rising trend in the absorbing aerosols are found over the Himalayan region during the past
38 years of the study.
11) Investigation on different cloud types and precipitation over Northern Indian states
demonstrates the tendency of seasonal variations. Study revealed maximum cloud
appearances (>50%) and occurance of liquid precipitation during southwest monsoon
seasons (June-September), while during the active period of western disturbances
(December-March), ~25% of the total annual clouds appeared in addition to the dominant
solid precipitation over most of the NSI region. Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, and Jammu
& Kashmir experienced the maximum liquid and solid precipitations during the last decade.
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12) Climatological study on different cloud types found that during last decade, the Altostratus
(As) is the most frequently occurring cloud type (~ 20%) over the region, while during the
active months of southwest monsoon and western disturbances, the most dominant cloud
types are deep convective (~ 25%) and nimbostratus (~ 33%), respectively. The association
of deep convective (DC) and nimbostratus (Ns) with solid precipitation on an annual scale
are observed as 1.6 % and 76 % of their total co-occurances, respectively. On the other
hand, their association with liquid precipitation are found as 98.4 % and 23.7 %,
respectively, and hence implying that Ns and DC clouds are the main contributor in solid
and liquid precipitation occurences over the NSI region during the last decade.
13) The climatologies and long-term study on meteorology over the Himalayan region revealed
significant departures in the meteorological variables from their usual ranges, especially the
surface temperature. Table 2 shows the least-square linear regression trend in temperature
anomalies during past 38 years (1980-2017) over Nainital and the entire Himalayan region.
Overall the trends in surface temperature at both regional and local scales are positive, with
their slopes as +0.019 and +0.0062, respectively, and hence confirming the warming of the
Himalayan region.
14) The preliminary inter-comparison on the wind parameters obtained from the ARIES ST
RaDAR and radiosonde, showed reasonably good agreements. However, there is further
scope of improvements in the RaDAR data processing aspect, that essentially to work out
during the commissioning phase.
Table 2: The year-wise anomalies in annual mean surface temperature for the past 38 years (19802017) over Nainital and Himalaya using MERRA-2 re-analysis model. The trends ≥ 0.5 are shaded
in ‘yellow’, and that ≤ -0.5 are shaded in ‘green’.
Year
1980
1990
2000
2010

+0
+0.01
+0.05
-0.19
+0.54

+1
-0.26
+0.21
+0.16
-0.74

+2
-0.96
+0.16
+0.53
-0.22

Year
1980
1990
2000
2010

+0
-0.44
+0.14
+0.06
+0.35

+1
-0.55
-0.06
+0.34
-0.16

+2
-0.77
-0.47
+0.40
-0.56

Nainital
+4
+5
-0.07 -0.14
+0.27 +0.12
-0.12 -0.37
+0.02 +0.03
Himalaya
+3
+4
+5
-0.64 -0.41 -0.11
-0.09 +0.19 -0.15
-0.02 +0.26 -0.19
+0.23 -0.05 +0.25
+3
-0.80
+0.21
-0.19
-0.45
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+6
-0.42
-0.23
+0.31
+0.79

+7
+1.11
-0.84
-0.25
+0.54

+8
+0.45
-0.03
-0.52

+9
+0.14
+0.69
+0.45

+6
-0.46
-0.23
+0.58
+0.85

+7
+0.28
-0.34
+0.23
+0.42

+8
+0.36
+0.54
-0.16

+9
-0.50
+0.63
+0.24

Conclusions
Making use of plethora of in-situ, ground and satellite based remote sensing tools and ancillary data
sets, the key atmospheric parameters – aerosols, clouds, and precipitation, and the meteorological
variables mainly the temperature, pressure, humidity, winds etc. over the Himalayan region are
investigated. The study on these parameters are very critical from present climate change
perspective, and may serve as an inevitable input for placing an emphasis on the necessity of more
ground based and in-situ instrument systems, and network of stations with their telecommunication
and co-ordination over the data sparce Himalayan region. Quantitative investigation on the
absorbing aerosols, mainly dust over the Himalayan region is performed, which can be extended
further to understand the driving mechanisms behind snow surface darkening, undue melting of
snowpack’s, increase in the extreme weather events etc. and overall radiative impacts on the high
altitude Himalayan region. Cloud and precipitation (solid or liquid) dominant regions were also
detected over annual and seasonal time scales.
This research work, to some extent, fills the gap exists in the atmospheric studies of highly
sensitive mountain environment across the world. The outcome of this study will provide a
satisfactory impetus to improve the database system and will provide a general background to the
Scientists involved in atmospheric and Earth sciences, and to the policy makers for more specific
studies on the key atmospheric parameters and their inter-relations. In addition, this study may serve
as one of the inevitable reference while placing an emphasis on the urgent requirements of the
stations with more ground based and in-situ instrument systems, and while planning for
establishment of the network of such stations over the data sparse Himalayan region.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The research on aerosols, clouds, and precipitation over Himalayan region presented in this
thesis is almost exclusively based on freely available datasets, therefore, it is essential that such
datasets should continue to be made free of charge and easily accessible to carry out further
research on the topic in future. Further, there is a great need of time to time assessment on the
temporal and spatial accuracy and representativeness of the latest releases of satellite remote
sensing data products. It is also very much essential to orient the emphasis of the Himalayan
research more towards the information-rich approach, instead of principle-based approach, by
installing more ground based remote sensing tools, and by establishing large number of in-situ
observing facilities.
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and plots (b) and (d) after near zero Doppler clutter removal
(processed).
Fig. 5.52.

Typical Range-Doppler profiles of North, South, East, and West beams
obtained from ASTRAD, where (a1), (b1), (c1) and (d1) are the
original profiles, and the corresponding profiles (a2), (b2), (c2) and
(d2) obtained after zero Doppler clutter removal (processed). (e) The
composite occurrence frequencies of the identified peaks i.e. Doppler
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frequency in the Doppler spectra of North, South, East, and West
beams.
Fig. 5.53.

A typical range-Doppler spectra (a) with, and (b) without power line
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RFI.
Fig. 5.54.

Comparison between the ASTRAD (black) and radiosonde (red)
obtained average zonal (U) wind, meridional (V) wind, wind speed,
and wind direction for the three balloon flights, labeled as (a), (b), and
(c) conducted, respectively, on 02 February, 12 April, and 04 May of
2017. The tiny dots (grey) represents the data samples obtained from
the individual ASTRAD profiles used for averaging.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Earth and its surroundings
The Earth is the fifth largest planet of the solar system, located at about 150 million km away
from the Sun. It revolves around the Sun once in every 365 days and rotates on its own axis in 24
hours. The Sun is an important source of energy needed for sustaining life on the Earth. The
radiation from the Sun that reaches the Earth’s surface (shortwave radiation) varies geographically
and seasonally, depending upon the prevailing atmospheric condition and the level of
absorption/scattering from the atmosphere surrounding the Earth (Hart, 1978; Hartmann, 1994).
The concept of atmosphere was first brought by Aristotle in his book ‘Meteorologica’ written in
347 BC. According to this book, the atmosphere is a mixture of gases, and the water vapour is
present to balance the precipitation (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012). By the nineteenth century,
Scientists discovered the major gaseous components present in the atmosphere together with their
compositions, production, and exchange processes. These gaseous components are mainly nitrogen
(N2) with a volume percentage of ~78.09 %, oxygen (O2) with ~20.95 %, Argon (Ar) with ~0.93 %
and carbon dioxide (CO2) with ~0.03 % (Saha, 2008). The composition of these gaseous
components, that regulates and governs the balance between incoming and outgoing radiation to the
Earth and its atmosphere, are steadily changing due to human activities, and hence causing warming
over the Earth’s surface. The volume percentage of water vapour (H2O), that plays a major role in
the formation of clouds, are showing high spatio-temporal variability ranging from almost 0 to 5%
(Wallace and Hobbs, 2006), and their abundance is mainly controlled by evaporation and
precipitation (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012). However, all these gaseous components are basically
sub-agents of the full atmospheric system, and their composition and effects are well documented
and understood to some extent (e.g. Houghton et al., 2001; Lal, 2007; Butler and Lawrence, 2009;
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Parrish et al., 2011; IPCC, 2014; Baklanov et al., 2016). On the other hand, the role of some main
atmospheric agents like aerosols, clouds, precipitation, temperature, winds etc. that are getting
estranged from their natural connectivity and behaviors, have very low level of understanding.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to perform rigorous studies on these main agents which has the
potential to alter the climate system, in the view of predicting the future climate.

1.2. Changes in the Earth’s Atmosphere
The atmosphere is one of the vital component for Earth system, and to ensure our continued
survival we need to protect it by developing a comprehensive understanding of its structure and
dynamics. The phenomena such as fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning are directly linked
to the anthropogenic activities across the globe, affecting the weather and climate at various spatial
and temporal scales (Kumar et al., 2018). In the recent years it has been realized that these
anthropogenic sources as well as the natural sources like air-borne dusts, storms etc. are affecting
the atmosphere to a great extent both at regional and global scales (Mahmood et al., 2007; IPCC,
2014, Letcher, 2015; Boucher, 2015).
Since the pre-industrial era, humans have been contributing in changing the atmospheric
compositions on a large scale through anthropogenic emissions, which has led to an unprecedented
rise in the atmospheric concentration of the leading greenhouse gases, as evident in Fig. 1.1.

Fig. 1.1. Global averaged time series of the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) from 1848-2012 (IPCC, 2014).
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According to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), the global surface temperature (combined land and ocean) shows an increasing trend with
warming of 0.85°C (0.65 - 1.06 °C) over the period from 1880 to 2012, and the contributions to this
warming are very likely from the anthropogenic increase in the concentration of the greenhouse
gases and other anthropogenic forcings together (IPCC, 2014), as evident from Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2. Global surface warming trends over the period 1951 to 2010, and the corresponding
contributions from the greenhouse gases, and from anthropogenic and natural forcing’s (IPCC,
2014). The likely ranges are shown as whiskers, and the average value as bars.

The key factors driving the changes in anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions and other
anthropogenic forcing’s are the population, economic growth, urbanization, changes in the energy
usage and pressure on the land resources etc. These anthropogenic sources as well as the natural
sources like air-borne dust, storms etc. alters the concentration, chemical composition, size
distribution and shapes of the atmospheric components (Boucher, 2015), mainly the aerosols,
clouds, and precipitation (ACP). Any such alterations can affect the climate on regional, as well as
on global scales (IPCC, 2014; Hansen and Sato, 2016). The extent of such alterations in the
atmosphere due to these changes can be accessed through the measurements using the remote
sensing techniques and in-situ tools (Robinson, 1974; Bell, 1995; Hoff and Christopher, 2009;
Emeis, 2010). At the same time, it is essential that before drawing any conclusions, or before
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formulating the current and future predictions, an understanding has to be developed on the
relationship between the remote sensing techniques and in-situ measurements. In addition, any
artefacts or inconsistencies associated with the theoretical or operational exactitudes in their
measurements are necessarily be checked and corrected (Ramachandran and Kedia, 2013).

1.3. Relevance of studying the key atmospheric variables – aerosols, clouds, and precipitation
There are variety of changes happening in the atmosphere, which are resulting in poor air
quality, catastrophic weather events, and changes in the Earth’s climate. Intense scientific studies on
ACP are being conducted across the globe to answer many difficult questions about the Earth's
atmosphere and to better predict the changes in the air quality, weather, and climate (e.g. Hartmann
et al., 1992; Albrecht, 1989; Quante, 2004; Kumari and Goswami, 2010; Wang, 2013; Hou et al.,
2014; Boucher, 2015). Similarly, to improve the methods for limiting pollution, and to forecast the
harmful air quality conditions, information on ACP is crucial. The importance of ACP and their
relevance in the present study is discussed below.
The aerosols play an important role in the Earth’s atmospheric system and its chemistry
(Andreae and Crutzen, 1997). It tends to neutralise the effect of greenhouse gases by contributing to
the cooling of the atmosphere, however, there are several types of aerosol, such as black carbon and
mineral dust that partially absorbs the incident sunlight and terrestrial radiations, thereby
contributing to the warming of the atmosphere. The increased levels of some natural and
anthropogenic aerosols like dust, fog, smoke etc. alters the air quality and are responsible for
serious health hazards and other undesired changes in the weather or climate. The relative impact of
natural aerosols and those from human origin has to be quantified accurately. Moreover, the
understanding of aerosol properties and their variations over any region in conjunction with the
prevailing meteorological conditions improves the knowledge of atmospheric processes such as the
radiation balance, cloud formation, precipitation and chemical processes aloft. Rising concerns on
the climate change demands better insight of physical and optical properties of the aerosols by
means of ground and satellite based measurements such as AErosol RObotic NETwork
(AERONET), Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR), Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) and MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS).
In addition, the correlations and improved understanding on their relationships are also essential in
formulating the reliable current and future predictions (Ramachandran and Kedia, 2013). Past
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studies have emphasized that satellites are the best tool for broader understanding of aerosol
parameters on a global scale, however, satellite measurements possess certain uncertainties,
especially, at the regional or local scales which can be quantified through their assessment with the
ground based or in-situ measurements (Kokhanovsky et al., 2007; Hersey et al., 2015; Mehta et al.,
2016; Kumar et al., 2018). In this context, it is also important that the satellite based latest release of
aerosol products are examined from time to time and corrected with the ground based observation
on a regional scale at finer spatial resolutions. In addition, while dealing with the aerosol optical
product retrieval algorithms, it is quite common to make some priori assumptions in the retrieval
processes that sometime may lead to the erroneous results and incorrect conclusions. One such
assumption is the unknown aerosol LiDAR Ratio (LR) value of any Mie LiDAR system, whose
wrong selection may produce uncertainty in the calculation of aerosol extinction coefficients and
Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) values. Likewise, the aerosol retrieval algorithms based on satellite
data demands few assumptions regarding aerosol optical properties like Single Scattering Albedo
(SSA) and refractive index (Kokhanovsky et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011). Hence, their rigorous
assessments are also essential for studies on aerosol distribution.
On the other hand, clouds are the critical and multi-scale atmospheric features least
understood (Alley et al., 2007). They occurs over a wide spatio-temporal scales and plays a crucial
role in the Earth’s radiation budget by modulating the flow of incoming solar and outgoing thermal
radiation, climate, weather, hydrological cycle, circulations and chemical reaction processes
occurring in the atmosphere (e.g. Cess et al., 1989, 1990, 1996; Ramanathan et al., 1989;
Hartmann et al., 1992; Stephens, 2005; Qian et al., 2012). The quantitative investigation on the
vertical structures, spatial variability, distribution, and properties of clouds is a necessary step
(Wang and Sassan, 2001; Stephens et al., 2002; Rajeevan et al., 2013), as it has close connection
with the climate system (e.g. rainfall, water cycle etc.). Their accurate representation, especially at
regional scales, is needed to understand the functioning of different atmospheric processes and their
association with underlying forcing and feedback mechanisms in which they are involved. The
study on regional scale may help in unravelling the subtle influences e.g. due to orography.
Additionally, the study may further be supportive in forming the base-lines for the development and
validation of the regional climate models and simulations for better predicting the weather and
climate changes (Cess et al., 1989, 1990, 1996; Wang et al., 2004; Foley, 2010; Singh et al., 2016).
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Precipitation is also an important observable for researchers and decision makers in the areas
such as weather forecasts, landslides mapping, flood forecasting and mapping, agriculture, and
industries. The spatio-temporal distribution of precipitation is variable and intermittent on regional
or local scales. An accurate measurement of precipitation with high spatial and temporal resolution
is possible using the ground based rain gauge networks and weather Radio Detection And
Ranging’s (RaDARs) (Yilmaz et al., 2005; Krishnamurti et al., 2009). However, due to the
limitations posed by the Earth’s topography and lack of resources to install and manage the hydrometeorological stations, it is very difficult to have a good distribution and density of such networks,
especially in the less accessible regions like Himalaya (Rainbird, 1967; Rodríguez‐Iturbe
and Mejía, 1974). Moreover, the high operational and maintenance cost restricts one to build the
networks of ground based weather RaDAR in the developing countries like India. Further, the rain
gauges in India are insufficiently dense, unevenly distributed, and mainly clustered in the lower
altitude regions (plains), in the basins and rift valleys of the mountains like Himalayas, which may
not represent the high spatial variability of precipitation (e.g. Rajeevan et al., 2006; Mishra and
Coulibaly, 2009; Immerzeel et al., 2014). For producing the district-wise (which are more than 500
in numbers) rainfall climatology and forecast in India, the India Meteorological Department (IMD),
a government body, is holding the responsibility for recording the synoptic meteorological
variables. IMD have deployed a total of about 1350 automatic rain gauges, covering almost every
district, however, that still may not be sufficient to represent the rainfall variability for a district or a
state. Innovations in satellite remote sensing technology has provided an alternate platform of
retrieving regional and global based precipitation data with high spatial and temporal resolutions,
effectively and economically to fill the gaps in the data sparse regions, where the ground
instruments are not available (Adler et al., 2000; Mitra et al., 2003; Bajracharya et al., 2015;
Prakash, 2019). Utilizing the satellite tools to investigate this chaotic atmospheric variable (Fritsch
et al., 1998; Sivakumar, 2001) and especially over the data sparse Himalayan region is a necessary
step.

1.4. Himalaya and its Environment
Himalaya is made up of two words – ‘hima’ and ‘alaya’ meaning snow and home,
respectively. This represents Himalaya as a ‘home of the snows’. The Himalayan region covers ~
17 % (3 million hectares) of the mountains running from east to west i.e. from mount Namcha
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Barwa (~ 7756 m) to Nanga Parbat (~ 8126 m), continuing for about 2,500 km (Singh et al., 2011),
and includes the world’s 14 mountains higher than 8000 m (Fig. 1.3), in which the Mount Everest
(~ 8850 m), also known as Mt. Qomolangma, is the highest mountain peak in the world.

Fig. 1.3. Himalayan mountains higher than 8000 m (courtesy: Daktylek Krakow, March 2011).
Himalaya is regarded as one of the ‘steady water tower’ full of glaciers and snow packs
(Messerli et al., 2004; Viviroli et al., 2007; Bandyopadhyay, 2013), that supports perennial
downstream rivers (e.g. Ganges, Yamuna, Indus, Brahmaputra, Yangtze, Yellow river) and caters
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the hydrological demands of huge population locally and in the adjoining Asian countries
(Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Myanmar, Nepal, and Pakistan), including their
domestic, agricultural and industrial water requirements (Archer et al., 2010). This spectacular and
dramatic region is the third largest deposit of ice and snow in the world. The increase in natural and
anthropogenic activities, greenhouse gases and human induced modifications like deforestation,
overgrazing and recreational activities are making the Himalayan ecosystem more vulnerable to the
climate change, leading to the great loss of endemic flora and fauna (e.g. Xu et al., 2009; Chettri et
al., 2010; Gurung and Bajracharya, 2012; Pant et al., 2018). The undue interventions over this
region are also affecting the hydrological cycle by eventually melting the ‘steady water tower’ of
glaciers and snow packs, which in turn, leading to several glacial hazards, like catastrophic glacial
lake outbursts that killed hundreds of people and livestock in the Himalaya during last 50 years
(Richardson and Reynolds, 2000). To some extent, the increase in natural and anthropogenic
activities may be accounted for an increase in extreme weather and climate events (drought, flood,
cloud bursts, earthquakes etc.), leaving colossal losses and trauma. During the past few decades, the
Himalayan region has encountered huge economic and human losses (mortality and morbidity) due
to the catastrophes like - the flash flood and cloudburst of Kedarnath in June 2013 which resulted in
more than 10,000 killings (Dobhal et al., 2013; Asthana and Asthana, 2014; Dimri et al., 2017), and
the devastating earthquake on 25 April 2015 in Nepal which killed more than 8,000 people
(Mendoza et al., 2016).

1.5. Relevance of Atmospheric studies over the Himalayan region
In the present era of ground based, airborne and satellite observations along with the modeling
of Earth atmosphere system, a wealth of data is being produced and processed over land and ocean.
In the past few decades pioneering efforts have been made by the scientific communities on global
scale studies by means of the networks of ground based instruments and satellite missions to
understand the complex atmospheric phenomenon, their forecasts and predictions worldwide
(Holben et al., 1998; Kaufman et al., 2002; Winker et al., 2002; Huffman et al., 2007; Hersey et al.,
2015; Okamoto et al., 2018). Since different terrains and geographical locations possess different
challenges in understanding the time dependent behaviours of the atmosphere. Therefore, it is
equally important to conduct regional and location specific studies on the atmospheric phenomenon
using the ground and space-borne remote sensing and in-situ measurements. Furthermore, the
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regional climate, particularly over the mountains, where the multitude of physical processes and
mountain-induced atmospheric phenomena occurs, and where the slopes are greatly affected due to
the deleterious anthropogenic interventions, is highly relevant.
With the noteworthy progress in remote sensing and in-situ techniques during the last few
decades, a global awareness has been build up towards understanding the variations in the
atmospheric parameters, and associated meteorology from the high altitude Himalayan region
(IPCC, 2014). The atmospheric studies from this region, where dearth of reliable ground based and
in-situ measurements on the major influencing atmospheric and meteorological parameters are
available (Mal et al., 2016), have an unequivocal relevance, as the occurrences of cloudbursts, flash
floods, landslides etc. have increased over this region due to the human’s overexploitation of natural
resources through rapid urbanization, industrialization, deforestation, emissions from forest-fires,
transportation etc. (Valdiya, 2008; Tiwari and Joshi, 2016). The regional climate change over the
Himalayan region is evidenced by several researchers (e.g. UCOST and USERC, 2012; Mishra,
2014), however, there are still limited information available on the long term variations in the key
atmospheric and meteorological parameters, mainly the ACP, temperature, winds, relative humidity
(RH) over this region, and their possible impacts on the ecosystem. This includes the preliminary
assessment on climate change with impact studies on temperature and rainfall, snow cover and
glaciers, biodiversity, streams and rivers, agriculture and other sectors conducted for a portion of
the Himalayan region (UCOST and USERC, 2012; Mishra, 2014). Taking the reference of the past
studies and considering the remote sensing and in-situ measurements as valuable data source,
particularly for monitoring the key atmospheric parameters, a long term study on the variations,
mainly in temperature, RH, winds, aerosols, clouds, and precipitation, over the Himalaya at local
and regional scales, has been presented in this thesis. The study allows researchers to move a step
forward in understanding the climate change over this ‘third pole’ i.e. Himalaya in a much better
way.

1.6. Objectives of the study
The major research objectives are:
1) Study on the atmospheric aerosols – variation in its optical properties, evaluation,
utilization in deriving the LiDAR ratio and Boundary Layer (BL) height, and the case
studies on aerosol transport over the Himalayan region:
9

The investigation on the aerosol size distribution over ten AERONET stations located in the
Himalayan region is performed. Apart from this, the performance of latest version of satellite
products is evaluated against in-situ and ground based measurements, as previously done by the
researchers (e.g. Choudhry et al., 2012; Solanki and Singh, 2014) on earlier versions. The AOD
retrievals from the latest level-2 data collections (C5.1 and C6.0) of MODIS onboard Aqua and
Terra satellites and CALIPSO versions (4.10 and 3.xx) are subjected for quantitative analysis to
assess the level of agreement with the quality assured level-2.0 ground based AERONET
measurements from Aryabhatta Research Institute of observational sciencES (ARIES), Nainital, a
high altitude regional representative site in the Himalayas. This would enable subsequent usage of
the satellite products for understanding the aerosol characteristics and their impact over the region.
Focusing the AERONET measurements over ARIES, Nainital, the LR for three different Mie
LiDAR systems is estimated and discussed using collocated measurements with the evaluated
MODIS satellite retrievals. Further, making use of the latest version of CALIPSO dataset and insitu radiosonde measurements, the BL height is estimated using different numerical methods, in
order to identify the most suitable and accurate one. Further, a long term seasonal analysis on BL
heights is carried out over a sub-portion of the Himalayan region using latest version of CALIPSO
data sets.
Case studies on the continental transport of smoke plumes emanating from crop-residue
burning, and the long range transport of dust, together with a case where hygroscopic ultra-fine
aerosol particles dominates (formation of local cloud) are discussed using the collocated ground
based measurements from a regional representative site, in conjunction with the satellite
measurements (MODIS and CALIPSO), re-analysis data and trajectory modeling. Impact study
using the long-term data on active fire, carbon monoxide (CO) emission, dust column mass density,
snow depth, albedo and snowfall over the glaciated surfaces of the Himalayan region, are also
included in the case studies.
2) Climatological study on the absorbing aerosols over the Himalayan region using multisensor remote sensing data:
Himalaya, a fragile mountain system is getting affected due to aerosols mainly of absorbing in
nature (e.g. dust, smoke etc.). To understand the spatial distribution and temporal variations of the
absorbing aerosols, mainly dust, across the globe and over the Himalayan region, climatological
study is performed on the seasonal and monthly scales using 38 years of multi-sensors and re10

analysis data sets. Additionally, trend analysis are also performed on monthly scales to understand
their influence.
3) Study on the distribution of clouds and precipitation over Northern India:
Clouds and precipitation are closely associated to each other and a baseline understanding of
such meteorological parameters is necessary at various scales including their regional climatology.
In this research work, a detailed climatology and distribution of seven basic cloud types, alongwith
the investigation on the liquid and solid precipitation patterns over the Northern States of India
(NSI) are performed using the combined CloudSat and CALIPSO observations. To understand the
rainfall pattern over this region, latest version of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
data is also analyzed in this study.
4) Study on the meteorological parameters using remote sensing and in-situ measurements:
Last few decades have witnessed several meteorological hazards and environmental
degradations in the Himalayan region. Therefore, it is important to understand the long term
variations in surface meteorological parameters, and their vertical characteristics over this
mountainous region. In this context, preliminary investigations are performed using the available insitu measurements (e.g. temperature, pressure, humidity, winds, and rainfall) from Nainital, and
Delhi stations. For studying the surface meteorology, the data obtained from ground-based
Automatic Weather Station (AWS) measurements at ARIES, Nainital is used. In addition, to study
the long-term surface temperature change at local and regional scales, the evaluated re-analysis data
is used, and for understanding the vertical distribution of meteorological parameters, radiosonde
observations available for Nainital and Delhi stations are also utilized in this study. Other than
meteorological studies, some preliminary results on pulse compression technique, data quality, and
scientific validation of wind parameters (zonal wind, meridional wind, wind speed and direction)
obtained from ARIES RaDAR system using the co-located in-situ observations are also discussed.

1.7. Research Hypotheses
To fulfil the research objectives, falsifiable hypotheses have been formulated.
The objective 1 and 2 mainly focusses on aerosols, and their main hypotheses are:
i. Over different locations in the Himalayan region, there are systematic differences in the
sizes and concentrations of aerosols.
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ii. Large errors in satellite remote-sensing estimates on aerosols can be reduced through
their assessments using in-situ and ground based observations.
iii. Making use of the co-ordinated ground based aerosol measurements with satellite
overpasses can help in estimating the unknowns like LiDAR ratio, and boundary layer
heights with high degree of accuracy.
iv. The transport of pollutants over the Himalayan region are from distinct locations and
have different sources of production.
v. The intrusions of pollutants have adversely affected the Himalayan ecosystem.
For objective 3 the main hypotheses are:
i. The satellite based RaDAR and LiDAR could be used to measure the vertical structure,
spatial variability, distribution, and properties of different cloud types, their macrophysical properties, and climatology over any region.
ii. Clouds have close connection with the climate system (e.g. precipitation, surface
meteorology etc.).
iii. Not all the cloud type triggers precipitation or extreme weather events.
iv. The characteristics of clouds and precipitation patterns over the region shows seasonal
variability.
v. The clouds and precipitation patterns over northern India have changed due to
anthropogenic activities.
For objective 4 the main hypotheses are:
i.

There is significant shifts in the meteorological parameters (temperature, humidity,
winds etc.) at regional and local scales over the Himalayan region.

ii.

Himalayan environment are getting warmer due to changes in the key atmospheric
and meteorological parameters.

iii.

Continuous monitoring of surface meteorology over the mountains and complex
terrains in the Himalayan region is crucial for accurate modeling and forecasting.
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1.8. Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is structured over six chapters, including a brief introduction about the Earth
system and the changes in the atmospheric variables in Chapter 1. This chapter also gives an
overview of Himalaya and its environment, and the relevance of atmospheric studies over this
region using remote sensing and in-situ tools. At the end, this chapter provided the objectives,
hypotheses, and the brief outline of other chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the literature relevant to the
thesis and provides the global and national scenario pertaining to the topics of research. The chapter
builds fundamental understanding on the key atmospheric parameters – aerosols, clouds, and
precipitation, and further elaborates the role of in-situ and remote sensing tools used in their
measurements. The chapter also provided literature survey on the active remote sensing tools like
LiDAR and RaDAR covered in the research. This chapter is followed by the details on the study
areas in Chapter 3. Further, Chapter 4 describes the data sets obtained from remote sensing and
in-situ measurements, used in this thesis. The focus of the chapter then progresses onto the
methodologies adopted in the evaluation of the satellite retrievals with the ground truths, and their
utility. This include discussions on various methods and criterion defined for data selection, their
processing and analysis. The results and discussions are covered in Chapter 5, which discusses on
the assessment of aerosol retrievals, their utility, case studies on aerosol transport, climatology of
absorbing aerosols, studies on the clouds and precipitation, and long term variations in the
meteorological parameters, at the end. The summary and conclusions of the thesis alongwith the
recommendations are covered in Chapter 6. Collectively, these chapters develop an analytical
picture on the use of remote sensing techniques and in-situ measurements in atmospheric studies
over the Himalayan region.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1. Global scenario of the research
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is the specialized agency of United Nations (UN)
that came into force on 23 March 1950 (https://public.wmo.int/en/about-us). It is the central
framework that coordinates the activities of 185 countries and 6 territories in the generation and
exchange of information related to meteorology (weather and climate) and hydrology according to
the international standards. In 1974, the sixth special session of UN General Assembly invited
WMO to conduct a study on the global climate change (Zillman, 2009), and following this, a report
was prepared by a panel of experts nominated by WMO. The report brought out the necessity of
having a single physical framework within which all the mechanisms or processes affecting the
climate can be studied. It emphasized on continuous monitoring of the natural and anthropogenic
parameters (e.g. CO2, trace gases, aerosols, clouds, surface albedo), meteorological parameters (e.g.
surface temperature, precipitation, winds), and various interactive processes (e.g. interaction
between radiation, clouds and aerosols). Further, the report stresses on the development of high-end
coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice models, and other simpler numerical climate models for making
reliable climate change assessments and forecasts (Gibbs et al., 1977). Inspired by this study, WMO
decided to convene the World Climate Conference (WCC) to review the world’s climate on a
broader perspective (White, 1979). The first WCC was held during 12 - 23 February 1979 at Geneva
in collaboration with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the World Health Organization (WHO),
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the International Council for Science
(ICSU), and other scientific partners (White, 1979). This conference led to the formation of World
Climate Programme (WCP) with an objective of promoting the climate change studies and their
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implications on society and the environment (WMO, 1979). After this conference, the tenth World
Meteorological Congress meeting was held in May 1987 that discusses the need of creating a panel
that can take-up the responsibility of conducting periodic assessment of human-induced climate
changes, and their impacts on a comprehensive, objective, open and transparent basis, and suggests
the option for their adaptation and mitigation (WMO, 1987). This led to the creation of joint WMOUNEP IPCC panel in 1988. IPCC in its very first assessment report concluded that an improved and
systematic observations on the climatic variables at global scale is very essential to evaluate the
human induced climate change (Houghton et al., 1990). The second WCC in 1990 led to the
establishment of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) and the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The objective of UNFCCC is to regulate the
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (Freestone, 2016). The GCOS was set up in
1992 with an objective to provide reliable and, comprehensive data and information on the total
climate system to the IPCC and UNFCCC. It includes data/information on climate system from insitu, airborne and satellite based measurements, for conducting national, international and global
studies on climate change. Furthermore, to meet the important requirements of the IPCC and
UNFCCC, the GCOS has defined a list of 54 Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) based on their
relevance in characterizing the Earth’s climate system. This also included the technical feasibility in
deriving or obtaining them, and their costs effectiveness in generation and archieval. These ECVs
are essentially classified into three broad categories, namely the Atmospheric, Oceanic, and
Terrestrial, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The study on these ECVs is required for a wide range of
applications, including monitoring, mitigating, adapting to the climate changes, as well as the
empirical basis required to understand the past, current, and possible future climate variability (e.g.
Hollmann et al., 2013; Bojinski et al., 2014; Bodeker et al., 2016; Blunden and Arndt, 2017). The
study on ECVs have gained wide popularity in respect to the present climate change, and various
renowned journals have called for special issues on ECVs, like Elsevier (Remote sensing of
Environment) has published ~ 19 papers in the issue on ‘Earth Observation of Essential Climate
Variables’ in 2017 (Buchwitz et al., 2017). Likewise, the MDPI’s Remote sensing journal has
published about 8 papers on ECVs in its special issue on ‘Remote sensing in climate monitoring and
analysis’ during 2011 (https://www.mdpi.com/ journal/remotesensing /special_issues/).
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Fig. 2.1. List of 54 Essential Climate Variables defined by GCOS (source: https://gcos.wmo.int).

The scope of the present study is limited to the first category i.e. atmospheric variables, which
is further classified into three sub-categories – Surface (that includes the measurements at
standardized, but globally varying heights in close proximity to the surface), Upper-air, and the
Composition. Globally, researchers have been working on many of the Atmospheric variables
which are available for long term in order to study and understand the climate change and its
impacts (e.g. Bodeker et al., 2016; Blunden and Arndt, 2017). These variables mainly include air
temperature, winds, precipitation, clouds and aerosols, and their mutual interactions. However,
among these variables, the role of ACP remains poorly understood individually, and yet represents
an area of intense research, owing to their significance in Earth’s radiation, surface energy balance,
weather, hydrological cycle etc. (Fan et al., 2016; Islam et al., 2018). The advent of modern remote
sensing and in-situ tools, have shown marked improvements in the measurement techniques and
retrieval approaches of ACPs, and brought new opportunities and challenges in the exploration of
different aspects of ACP research. Despite the progress made in understanding and quantifying the
climatic effects of ACPs, many uncertainties still exists (IPCC, 2013, 2014). Part of these
uncertainties arises because of incomplete knowledge on their spatio‐temporal distributions, trends
and their associated properties (Mehta et al., 2016; Islam et al., 2018). It is, therefore, important to
improve the characterization of ACPs over different regions of the globe. Some relevant studies on
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the global variations and trends on ACPs have been reported (e.g. Stephens and Kummerow, 2007;
Boucher et al., 2013; Mehta et al., 2016; Islam et al., 2018).
The data on the number of ECVs in the domain of atmosphere are obtained by accumulating
the regular measurements made in different temporal and spatial scales and hence introduces the
inhomogeneity that limits their usefulness in studying the long-term variations in climate. To
overcome this, atmospheric re-analysis products (e.g. ERA-Interim, MERRA, MERRA-2,
NCEP/NCAR) have been established, that uses modern data-assimilation systems to reprocess the
observations taken over the past several decades. Such re-analysis-based ECV data sets have now
became an important source of information for conducting studies on climate variations (Dee et al.,
2011, 2014) and for assessing the climate models (Gleckler et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2013; Bender
et al., 2018).
The change in global climate can be quantified by means of indicators defined by GCOS (Fig.
2.2), and among them, the most commonly used indicator is the global-mean surface air
temperature taken over a long period of time because of its ability to represent the energy exchange
process over the Earth’s surface (Vinnikov et al., 1990; Pant et al., 2018).

Fig. 2.2. Indicators of climate change, defined by GCOS (source: https://gcos.wmo.int).
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The monthly global-mean surface air temperature anomalies plotted from January 1979 to
January 2019, relative to the 1981-2010 period, using European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA)-Interim dataset is shown in Fig. 2.3. The figure clearly
shows the consistent rising trends, possibly due to the current tendency of natural and humaninfluenced global activities. Recent comparison using re-analysis and several other data sets, has
confirmed ERA-Interim as one of the preferable choice for studying the changes in global-mean
surface temperature (Dee et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2017).

Fig. 2.3. Monthly global-mean surface air temperature anomalies relative to 1981-2010, from
January 1979 to January 2019 using ERA-Interim product (credit: ECMWF, Copernicus Climate
Change Service).

According to IPCC’s assessment (IPCC, 2013), changes in the precipitation pattern is
expected globally in the next few decades due to the sustained increase in global temperature and
anthropogenic interventions. The global annual mean precipitation rate, according to the fifth IPCC
report is 2.7 mm/day, with 3 mm/day over ocean and 2.1 mm/day over the land (Boucher et al.,
2013). The global scenario on mean precipitation trends from 1901 to 2005 for the individual
regions have been compiled in the fourth IPCC assessment report (Trenberth et al., 2007), as shown
in Fig. 2.4. In this assessment, it is observed that the changes in precipitation extremes are much
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less coherent than surface temperature, however, the decadal trend in total annual precipitation from
very wet days (95th percentile) is on the higher side in the recent decades than earlier decades.
Furthermore, the positive changes in intense precipitation is observed for more than one half of the
global land area, in addition to the changes in the mean precipitation of many extratropical regions
including United States (Groisman et al., 2005).

Fig. 2.4. Global scenario on mean precipitation trends from 1901 to 2005 for 19 regions whose
names are mentioned at top of the surrounding plots. The central map shows the trends in % per
century, while the surrounding 19 plots shows the time series of annual precipitation (in % of mean,
with mean over the period 1961-1990 is given at top). The green bar in the surrounding plots are
produced from Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) precipitation data, the black
curves are for the decadal variations of it, and for comparison, the Climatic Research Unit (CRU)
decadal variations are shown by magenta curves (Trenberth et al., 2007).
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2.2. National scenario of the research
India is geographically located north of the equator between 8°4’ N - 37°6’ N and 68°7’ E –
97°25’ E. It is the seventh largest country of the world with total area of ~3,287,590 km2, extending
from snow-capped mountain ranges of Himalaya in the north, to the coasts along the Indian Ocean
in the south, and from the arid salt-pans of the west to the tropical rainforests in east. It has the land
frontier of ~ 15,200 km and coastline of ~ 7,500 km (Census, 2011), and the country is bordered by
densely populated and industrialized areas on the east and west sides, from where different
pollutants are produced and transported. India experiences a large variability in its climate, ranging
from continental to coastal, from hot to cold extremes, from extreme aridity and negligible rainfall,
to excessive humidity and heavy rainfall. The country’s climate is strongly influenced by the
Himalayas and the Thar desert. The urban population in India is ~ 31.14 % of the total population,
and the rate of urbanization have intensified in post-1970 period with increase in the number of
million-plus population sized cities from 9 in 1971 to 53 in 2011 (Census, 2011; Sudhira and
Gururaja, 2012).
With diverse and contrasting geographical features, dense population, rapid economic
development, urbanization and industrialization, coupled with contrasting synoptic meteorological
conditions associated with the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM), India is quite susceptible to the
adverse impacts of climate change. Therefore, it is important to monitor the spatio-temporal
variability and to observe the long-term trends in ECVs, especially the atmospheric variables like
temperature, winds, precipitation, aerosols and clouds over India, as they have close associations
with the climate change (e.g. Rajeevan et al., 2013; Ramachandran and Kedia, 2013a).
Additionally, the long‐term changes in aerosols and clouds are gaining increased interest recently
over Indian subcontinent due to their importance in global climate change (e.g. Dey and
Girolamo, 2011; Ramachandran et al., 2012; Sreekanth, 2016; Satheesh et al., 2017).
The trend and magnitude of warming over India in the past century is broadly consistent with
the global trend and magnitude (e.g. Arora et al., 2005; Dash et al., 2007; Kothawale et al., 2010;
Ross et al., 2018). In conformity with the rising trend observed in the global surface temperature
(0.85±0.18°C) since 1901 (IPCC, 2014), the annual mean surface temperature for the period 19012017 over India (Fig. 2.5) has also shown a significant increasing trend of +0.66 °C/100 years
(IMD, 2018; MoEFCC, 2018). This analysis from IMD observational network, also provided the
lists of nine warmest years of India, in the order as: 2016 (anomaly +0.87°C), 2009 (+0.85°C), 2010
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(+0.82°C), 2015 (+0.59°C), 2006 (+0.56°C), 2002 (+0.45°C), 2007 (+0.417°C), 2014 (+0.415°C)
and 1998 (+0.41°C).

Fig. 2.5. Annual mean surface temperature anomalies for the period 1901 to 2017, relative to 19712000 average. The solid blue curve has sub-decadal time scale variations smoothed with a binomial
filter (source: IMD, 2018).

Several studies observed that there is no significant trend in average rainfall over the country
as a whole (e.g. Guhathakurta and Rajeevan, 2007; Basistha et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2010),
however, last few decades have witnessed significant decreasing/increasing trends in rainfall at
some locations, increase in the extreme rainfall events, decrease in the number of rainy days in
some regions, and so on (e.g. Goswami et al., 2006; Mall et al., 2006; Dash et al., 2007; Kumar et
al., 2010; Kharol et al., 2013; Duhan and Pandey, 2013; Bharti et al., 2016). Any change in the
rainfall pattern influences the spatial and temporal distribution of runoff, soil moisture and
groundwater reserves, which would affect the frequency of droughts and floods. The Indian climate
is dominated by the ISM (June-September), which accounts for ~ 80 % of the total rainfall in the
country. The rainfall during ISM season is important for the Indian economy and in the studies of
global circulations. The rainfall during July is highest and contributes ~25 % of the annual rainfall,
and in August the rainfall is slightly lower than that of July and contributes ~22 % of the annual
rainfall. The rainfall in other two months i.e. June and September are almost the same, with their
individual contributions as ~ 15 % of the annual rainfall. A recent study on inter-annual variations
in the rainfall (percent departure) over India (based on 306 rain gauges) during ISM season (Fig.
2.6) revealed that over the period 1871-2016, there were 20 major flood years (green bars), 27
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major drought years (red bars), and 99 normal years (blue bars) in India (Kothawale and Rajeevan,
2017). The linear trend in rainfall during ISM season, for the entire period (1871-2016) is found
negative i.e. -0.18 mm per year, and hence indicating reduction in the rainfall during this season
(Kothawale and Rajeevan, 2017).

Fig. 2.6. All-India area-weighted mean rainfall anomalies (percent departures from its long-term
mean) in the Indian Summer Monsoon (June-September) during 1871-2016. (source: Kothawale
and Rajeevan, 2017).

2.3. Major Atmospheric variables
2.3.1. Aerosols
Aerosols are the suspended solid or liquid particles of varying sizes, mass, physical and
chemical properties, ubiquitously present in the Earth’s atmosphere. They are anthropogenic or
natural, and gets emitted either at the source as particles (primary production) or as vapours, which
later condenses on the existing particles or nucleates to form new particles (secondary production).
The size of the aerosol particles varies from few nanometers to around hundreds of micrometers,
and an example illustrating their typical size distributions is shown in Fig. 2.7.
The size distribution of aerosols usually exhibit one or several modes and submodes (Fig. 2.7)
according to their formation process, and source/sink mechanisms. In number distribution of
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aerosols, there are two modes – Nucleation mode and Aitken mode, while in volume distribution, in
addition to these modes (Accumulation mode and Coarse mode), there are two submodes –
Condensation and Droplet submodes. The Accumulation mode in volume distribution is also
referred as the Fine mode, and depending on the particle diameter it is also characterized as the
Ultrafine mode. Further details on the modes and submodes in the aerosols particle size distribution,
including the major source of their production are provided in Table 2.1.

Fig. 2.7. Typical curves showing the number (upper) and volume (lower) distribution of aerosols.
(Modified from Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012).
Table 2.1: Details of modes and submodes in aerosols number and volume distribution.

diameter
life-span
formation

Aerosols number distribution
Modes
Nucleation
Aitken
< 10 nm
10 – 100 nm
transient
or minutes to
few minutes
hours
nucleation
condensation
(gas-to-particle of gases and
conversion) of water vapour
volatile gases

Aerosols volume or mass distribution
Modes
Ultrafine
Accumulation/Fine
Coarse
< 100 nm
100 nm – 2.5 μm
2.5 μm – 50 μm
days to week
minutes to days
combustion (wood, oil, coal, gasoline mechanical disruption
and other fuels); coagulation (collision such as bursting of
or sticking of two or more particles bubbles in the ocean
together)
of
tiny
particles; (sea salt), wind or
condensation of sulphates, nitrates and erosion picking up
other organics; smelters; mainly man- dust, pollens, soil etc.;
made
mainly natural
overlapping Submodes of Accumulation mode
Condensation
Droplet
coagulation
and
vapour created
during
cloud
condensation
processing
of
some
particles
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The concentration of aerosols varies with location and altitude, e.g. over oceans it is about
100 ~ 300 per cm3, and over rural areas it is about 1000 ~ 10000 per cm3 (Seinfeld and Pandis,
2012). Many aerosols such as Particulate Matter (PM) with diameter < 2.5 μm i.e. PM-2.5 or with
diameter < 10 μm i.e. PM-10 poses detrimental effect on human health (Lippmann et al., 2000;
OECD, 2014). Moreover, the aerosols have direct and indirect effects on climate (Fig. 2.8), that
varies significantly between different regions of the globe (Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Lohmann
and Feichter, 2005; Boucher et al., 2013; Boucher, 2015; Banerjee et al., 2018). Most of the
aerosols scatter light and, hence, cools the environment, while, the absorbing class of aerosols like
smoke, dust and volcanic ash, modifies the rate of atmospheric heating and modulates the properties
and lifetime of neighbouring clouds and precipitation (Hansen et al., 1997; Ming et al., 2010; Lau
et al., 2010; Wang, 2013; Lee and Wang, 2015).

Fig. 2.8. Sources of aerosols and their impacts (Banerjee et al., 2018)
Earth’s atmosphere are directly affected from the emission of natural and anthropogenic
aerosol sources by absorbing/scattering the incoming solar radiations (shortwave), and by
absorbing/re-radiating the outgoing radiations (longwave) emitted from the Earth. These
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perturbation in the solar radiation due to aerosols both of natural and anthropogenic origin, the
physical drivers of climate change, influences the Earth's energy budget, and the level of this energy
perturbation is quantified through aerosol radiative forcing, whose value greater than zero leads to
warming, and lesser than zero signifies the cooling in the atmosphere. The estimation of aerosol
radiative forcing is done on the basis of in-situ and remote sensing observations, or from the model
calculations (Kaufman et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2006; Schulz et al., 2006; Hoff and Christopher, 2009;
IPCC, 2014).
IPCC in its fifth assessment (IPCC, 2013) reported that over 1750-2011, the direct radiative
forcing from the anthropogenic sources (mineral dust, sulphate, nitrate, organic carbon, and black
carbon) is −0.27 Wm-2 (−0.77 to +0.23 Wm-2), and hence contributing to net cooling of the
atmosphere. However, the aerosol radiative forcing is highly complex and has largest uncertainty
with respect to the future climate change. This is because apart from some aerosols that contributes
in cooling the atmosphere, there are several types of aerosol such as black carbon and mineral dust,
which partially absorbs the incident sunlight and terrestrial radiations, thereby leads to warming of
the atmosphere. In fact, in future, it is anticipated that the warming effect from black carbon may
balance the cooling effect of other anthropogenic aerosol constituents, and especially the sulphate
component, which is one of the major contributor to aerosol cooling (Jacobson, 2001; Bond et al.,
2013).
The aerosols affect the climate indirectly by acting as Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) and
ice nuclei, and can change the cloud microphysical properties and precipitation efficiency (Albrecht,
1989), and over the period 1750-2011, its contribution to the radiative forcing, as reported by IPCC
in its fifth assessment (IPCC, 2013) is −0.55 Wm-2 (−1.33 to −0.06 Wm-2). In contrast to the
cooling effects, the total anthropogenic contributions in the year 2011 relative to the year 1750
shows the warming, with radiative forcing of +2.29 Wm-2 (+1.13 to +3.33 Wm-2).
2.3.2. Clouds
Clouds are generally formed when the RH of air masses exceed the saturation threshold. They
are basically the complex three-dimensional mass of condensed water vapour, ice particles or both,
which are suspended in the atmosphere, and distributed over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales.
Their properties change widely with time, location, changing weather or climate, and season. At any
given time, on an average, they occupies more than 60 % of the Earth’s atmosphere, with ~ 10 %
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more clouds over oceans than over land, and are closely linked to the Earth’s radiation budget,
atmospheric convection, precipitation etc. (Quante, 2004; Stephens, 2005).
Clouds are classified as low, middle or high levels on the basis of their height from the
surface of Earth, and their visual appearances like colour, density, shapes, and the extent of their
covers (WMO, 1956). Generally, the clouds lying within ~2 or 3 km vertical are classified as low
level clouds (stratocumulus, stratus, and cumulus), between 2-7 km as middle level (altocumulus,
altostratus, and nimbostratus), and above 7 km as high level clouds (cirrus that also include
cirrocumulus and cirrostratus). Cumulonimbus clouds (or deep convective) extend through all the
three levels. Fig. 2.9 shows the different cloud types, corresponding to each levels.

Fig. 2.9. Low, middle and high level cloud types (source: Bureau of Meteorology, Australia)

Clouds of sufficient thickness acts as effective reflector of the solar radiation. The effect of
clouds on the Earth’s radiation balance is measured in terms of Cloud-Radiative Effect (CRE),
which is computed as the difference between the radiations under the all-sky and clear-sky
conditions (Ramanathan et al., 1989; Quante, 2004). The net global mean CRE of approximately –
20 Wm–2, implies a net cooling effect (Boucher et al., 2013). There are two important radiative
effects of the cloud:
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(a) Cooling of the Earth through cloud albedo (ratio of reflected-to-incoming solar energy)
forcing, that occurs due to reflection of incoming solar radiation (shortwave) from clouds back to
space. Generally, low level clouds reflect more shortwave radiations back to space than mid or high
level clouds. The global and annual mean shortwave CRE over the period 2001-2011 is reported in
the fifth IPCC report as –47.3 Wm–2 (Boucher et al., 2013).
(b) Warming of the Earth through clouds greenhouse forcing, that is caused when the
longwave radiations emitted by the Earth are absorbed and re-emitted by some of the clouds like
cirrus. The global and annual mean (2001- 2011) longwave CRE contribution is reported as +26.2
Wm–2 (Boucher et al., 2013).

2.3.3. Precipitation
Precipitation is the frozen (snow) or liquid (rain) water falling from clouds (Trenberth et al.,
2007). It is one of the multifaceted climate variable that controls the landscape morphology and
Earth’s surface processes (Bonnet and Crave, 2003). The formation of precipitation primarily
depends upon the distribution of clouds and moisture in the vertical column of the atmosphere
(Trenberth et al., 2007). Within the water cycle, water vapour condenses into clouds from which
precipitation may fall, returning water from the atmosphere to the surface, and provides a primary
source of fresh water vital to life on the Earth (Kidd and Huffman, 2011). The underlying processes
play an important role in manipulating the atmospheric heating profiles and in maintaining the
monsoon circulation (Levermann et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2012). The spatio-temporal distribution of
precipitation is highly variable and intermittent, mainly at regional or local scales, than other
climate variables such as temperature and pressure. Precipitation plays a crucial role in the
vegetation growth, hydrology and surface mass transport on Earth, hence, its measurement and
analysis are immensely needed (Istanbulluoglu and Bras, 2006; Dubois et al., 2014). The
quantification of precipitation is also essential for the production of climate scenarios for climate
change analysis and impact studies (e.g. Hulme et al., 1999; Duan et al., 2006; Kidd and Huffman,
2011; Guzman et al., 2018; Giorgi et al., 2019), developing a good prediction and warning system,
for evaluating various climate models like General Circulation Model/Global Climate Model
(GCM), Community Earth System Model (CESM), and hydrological or biogeochemical system
models (Michaelides et al., 2009; Kucharik et al., 2000; Hong and Adler, 2007; Tapiador et al.,
2017).
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Precipitation varies across a wide range of space–time scales. At all the scales, precipitation is
inherently the most important ECV than other commonly reported climate variables, such as
temperature and pressure, and its measurement and analysis are more demanding than other ECVs
(New et al., 2001). It is difficult to confirm the direct role of humans in triggering the precipitation
related disasters, such as drought, floods, or extreme precipitation events, however, it contributes
both in the dynamic and thermodynamic processes associated with global warming (Easterling et
al., 2000; Emori and Brown, 2005; IPCC, 2013, 2014). A warmer atmosphere, in general, is more
conducive to precipitation because it can hold more water. Regional and global studies have shown
that there are more land regions where the mean and extreme precipitation events and the frequency
of prolonged dry periods have increased (e.g. Groisman et al., 2005; Goswami et al., 2006; IPCC,
2013, 2014). Consequently, precipitation measurements with good spatial and high temporal
resolution, recorded over a long time span are essential in better understanding its impact, and
predicting changes over the land masses. The increased occurrence of extreme precipitation events,
and the increased frequency of prolonged dry periods, may have serious consequences for human
life, property, agriculture, water resources, and ecosystems (Easterling et al., 2000; IPCC, 2013,
2014). A consequence of extreme precipitation is increasing faster than mean precipitation in
response to the atmospheric warming (e.g., Allen and Ingram, 2002; Lintner et al., 2012). This may
be attributed to the greater thermodynamic effect on the extremes due to increase in atmospheric
water vapor and thus thunderstorm activity, particularly over the subtropics. Another process is
dynamically related, that involves the changes in circulation pattern of precipitation intensity in
middle and high latitudes (IPCC, 2013, 2014). It is also crucial to have a quantitative classification
of the extreme precipitation events so that the policy makers and stakeholders can facilitate better
mitigation measures.

2.4. Remote sensing and in-situ tools for atmospheric measurement
The tools used in monitoring the atmosphere are divided into two main categories – (a) insitu, and (b) remote sensing. In-situ tools measure the atmosphere at a localized point and requires
the instrumentation to be located at the same point and in contact with the atmospheric column to be
measured. They are often fixed or mounted on a mobile platform such as a balloon or an aircraft.
Remote sensing tools, on the other hand monitors the atmosphere at a location or at some distance
away from the subject of interest. Remote sensors are either passive or active systems. Passive
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sensors receive information that are naturally emitted from a region in the atmosphere, whereas
active instruments generally emit an electromagnetic signal and record the characteristics of this
signal after it interacts with an object or surface and returns back to the sensor. Remote sensing
techniques used in atmospheric monitoring generally employ optical or microwave radiation, and
acoustic sounders to probe the atmosphere (Hewitt and Jackson, 2008).
The satellite and ground based remote sensing, together with the in-situ measuring tools are
primarily engaged for baseline monitoring and management of the Earth’s atmosphere and
planetary resource-bases at scales from local to global. The in-situ techniques involve the apparatus
and region of interest being co-located, while the remote sensing basically involves conveying
information about an object by observing the interaction between radiation and the object of
interest. In-situ measuring devices are the most common method for observing the atmosphere.
Kites, balloons, rockets, aircrafts etc. have been used to perform in-situ measurements of the
atmosphere. Kites were first used by Alexander Wilson in 1749 to study the variation of
temperature with altitude (Shaw, 1926). Manned balloons were first introduced in 1783, and in
1927, the use of radiosonde started for vertical profiling of atmosphere (Rolt, 1966; Wallace and
Hobbs, 2006). The use of rockets and commercial aircraft for atmospheric purposes was initiated in
the late 1940's (Dickinson, 1975). These in-situ techniques have high accuracy in individual
measurements but are restricted to measure the parameters at only one location at a given instance.
On the other hand, remote sensing tools have advantage of being able to make multiple
measurements from a range of heights simultaneously with high temporal and spatial resolution
compared to the in-situ measurements (Tsang et al., 1985; Janssen, 1993). The remote sensing is a
powerful technique that integrates a broad set of human knowledge and technologies to observe,
acquire, process, interpret, and monitor the marine, terrestrial and atmospheric phenomenon by
means of active or passive sensors that are not in contact with the object, area, or phenomenon
under investigation (Elachi, 1987; Sabins, 2007; Lillesand et al., 2008). The collected data from
remote sensors are of great interest to the scientific community for studying the global and regional
climate changes, assessment and monitoring of environmental impacts resulting due to
urbanization, land cover change, deforestation, natural calamities etc., and various other devastating
changes caused due to human interventions with the natural resources. The data acquired from the
remote sensing tools are also used to initialize and validate various computational models (e.g.
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global climate models, regional climate models, energy balance models etc.) developed for
simulating and predicting changes in the Earth's environment.
The science of remote sensing has advanced enormously since the pigeon era, and today it
become possible to monitor the state of Earth-atmosphere system with substantially high degree of
spatio-temporal resolutions and geographic coverage. Its application in Earth observations and
monitoring was first begun in 1960’s when the Television Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS)
series of meteorological satellites were launched into the orbit, e.g. TIROS-1 launched in 1960 for
weather analysis and forecasting (Natl. Res. Counc., 2008). Since then, numerous passive and active
satellites were introduced. The passive remote sensing satellite sensors are widely being used to
retrieve the properties of ACPs on a scales from a local to global with good spatio-temporal
resolutions (Table 2.2). The passive sensors alone can only provide access to integrated information
in the atmospheric column, hence to perform a comprehensive study, the measurements of the
vertical distribution of atmospheric particles is also very essential, which can be achieved through
active remote sensing sensors, and the most notable active sensors are listed in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Satellite based passive and active remote sensing tools.
Passive sensors
AVHRR (Stowe et al., 1992)
TOMS (Torres et al., 2002a)
GOME (Carboni, 2006)
SeaWiFS (Wang et al., 2000)
POLDER (Deschamps et al., 1994)
MODIS (King et al., 2003)
MISR (Diner et al., 1998)
MTI (Chylek et al., 2003)
ATSR (Veefkind et al., 2000)
OMI (Torres et al., 2002b)
SCIAMACHY (Noël et al., 1999)
SEVIRI (Schmid, 2000)
TRMM Microwave Imager (Huffman et al.,
2007)

Active sensors
LITE (Winker et al., 1996)
GLAS (Zwally et al., 2002)
CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2002)
CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002)
TRMM Precipitation RaDAR (Huffman
et al., 2007)
CATS (McGill et al., 2015)

2.4.1. Aerosols measurement
The properties of aerosols, mainly the AOD, Angstrom Exponent (AE), etc. which provides
the information on aerosol load and size distribution, are directly measured by analysing the in-situ
samples, or retrieved from remotely sensed data acquired at ground-based stations or by instruments
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carried on the satellite platforms. Time to time, the physical, chemical, and optical properties of
aerosols have been examined from different regions of globe by means of field campaigns (e.g.
ACE-1 and 2, AEROSOLS99, SHADE, INDOEX, ICARB, SAFARI 2000), however, due to the
rare occurrences of these campaigns, the aerosol measurements from them are relatively limited in
space and time. Therefore, making use of in-situ and remote sensing tools, the aerosol
measurements were started through ground-based networks since the early seventies (Bodhaine,
1983). In 1998, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) established a global
network of ground-based automatic sun photometers: the AERONET (Holben et al., 1998) that
performs passive measurements of column-mean aerosol microphysical and optical properties like
AOD, AE, SSA, phase function, size distribution (fine and coarse), at more than 400 stations across
the globe. The access to different levels and quality assured AERONET data sets for all the stations
are made free (https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/), and the researchers are utilizing them for long term
aerosol studies and product validations (Holben et al., 2001; Torres et al., 2002a; Bréon et al.,
2011; Bibi et al., 2015; Bilal et al., 2016).
Satellite based measurement of aerosols were started in 1972 through the Multi Spectral
Scanner (MSS) sensor aboard Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) – 1 (Griggs, 1975).
After the successful study of aerosol parameters over water surfaces by MSS, several instruments
such as radiometers, spectrometers, polarimeters, LiDARs etc. were deployed in succession on
polar orbiting sun-synchronous and geostationary satellites, for conducting aerosol studies from
space at both global and regional scales. To facilitate the aerosol measurements through satellite
remote sensing, NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS) have launched the constellation of polar
orbiting satellites, equipped with passive and active sensors like MODIS on Terra and Aqua
satellites, Multiangle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MISR) aboard Terra, Ozone Monitoring
Instrument (OMI) on Aura, Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances (POLDER)
on Polarization and Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Science coupled with Observations
from a Lidar (PARASOL) platform, and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) on board the CALIPSO platform, that are widely being used for aerosol studies
(Kaufman et al., 2002; Winker et al., 2002; Chylek et al., 2003; Natl. Res. Counc., 2008; Hoff and
Christopher, 2009). The Cloud–Aerosol Transport System (CATS) satellites from the International
Space Station (ISS) is another elastic backscatter LiDAR operating at 1064, 532 and 355 nm
wavelength since February 2015, and is equipped with the High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL)
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at 532 nm that offers high resolution studies of aerosol distribution and transport, together with
cloud motion (McGill et al., 2015). With the launch of various space missions, an extensive studies
on the aerosols are being done over a large scales, however, the ground based aerosol measuring
instruments are still considered as most reliable source of measurements, and widely used for the
evaluation and validation of the aerosol parameters retrieved using satellites.

2.4.2. Clouds measurement
The reliable estimate of clouds and their variations on spatio-temporal scale increases the
level of understanding their roles in modulating the radiation budget (Hartmann et al., 1992).
Observing clouds with in-situ sensors (e.g., Evans et al., 2006; Brenguier et al., 2013), groundbased remote sensors (e.g., Mahesh et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2018) and satellite remote sensing
systems (e.g. Stephens et al., 2002; Winker et al., 2002; Stephens and Kummerow, 2007; Hartmann
et al., 2013), all contribute to an understanding on the composition and distribution of clouds in the
atmosphere. The most important cloud optical properties that can be estimated from these sensors
are cloud optical thickness, cloud albedo, cloud top height, horizontal extent and variability, phase
(liquid or ice), etc. Better use of the in-situ and remote sensing in understanding the cloudiness over
any region relies on the analysis methodology, availability of data with higher spatio-temporal
resolution, and the use of quality control information, and first guess.
The satellites are the observing platform that offers the characterization of clouds with much
better spatial and temporal coverages compared to the ground-based or in-situ sensors (Hartmann et
al., 2013). Under many conditions, the satellite sensors proved to locate and quantify the clouds
accurately (Smith and Platt, 1978; Wielicki and Coakley, 1981; Wang and Sassen, 2001; Stephens
and Kummerow, 2007; Qian et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2015; Foga et al., 2017), and provided their
macrophysical and microphysical properties (Minnis et al., 1995; King et al., 2003; Wang and
Sassen, 2001; Liu et al., 2013).
The first long term observations on clouds from satellite remote sensors is made in 1978 with
the launch of the TIROS-N satellite (Swanson et al., 1980). During the last few decades, the
proliferation of satellite platforms carrying modern and advanced sensors are explored extensively
to foster the wealth of cloud related information (e.g., Rossow and Schiffer, 1991; Minnis et al.,
1995; Stephens et al., 2002; Mace et al., 2009; Okamoto and Sato, 2018). Examples of some
notable sensors providing the cloud information are - the Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) aboard the
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CloudSat satellite (Stephens et al., 2002), the CALIOP on board the CALIPSO satellite (Winker et
al., 2009), the MODIS (King et al., 2003) on the EOS, the MISR (Diner et al., 1998) etc. The oldest
records (since 1983) on the clouds and radiative flux is available with International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Schiffer and Rossow, 1983) of World Climate Research Program
(WCRP).

2.4.3. Precipitation measurements
The primary sources of obtaining the precipitation information are in-situ and remote sensing
tools (Prigent, 2010; Brenguier et al., 2013; Hou et al., 2014). Measuring precipitation over the
desired period of time using rain gauges, is the most common approach used by meteorologists and
hydrologists on a local scale, however, the global distribution of these gauges are quite variable,
sparse, and almost non-existent over the ocean (Prigent, 2010), and hence unsuitable for climate or
hydrological models, which requires high resolution precipitation data as input. Remote sensing
using ground based weather RaDAR is another approach for precipitation measurement from the
land surfaces, that provides data with high spatial and temporal resolutions than rain gauges
(Csiszár et al., 1999), however, due to its high operational and maintenance costs, it is not feasible
to build the networks of such RaDARs, and moreover, they still lacks in providing the measurement
over oceans surfaces.
With the rapid advancements in space technology, there has been immense progress in
carrying out the precipitation measurements using satellite remote sensing tools, which are
primarily based on the interpretation of solar radiation that is scattered or emitted from
hydrometeors, and underlying surface. Presently, the satellite based precipitation products such as
TRMM, Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), Climate Prediction Centre (CPC)
MORPHing Technique (CMORPH), Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP), and
Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks
(PERSIANN), are available at high spatial (≤ 0.25°) and temporal (≤ 3 hours) resolutions over
regional and global scales (Huffman et al., 2007; Hou et al., 2014; Ashouri et al., 2015; Sun et al.,
2018). However, the estimation methods used in these products are relatively complex and most of
them make use of the Visible (VIS) (0.4 - 0.7 µm), thermal Infra-red (IR) (10.6 – 12.6 µm), and
Microwave (MW) (0.3 – 3 cm) bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. Precipitation can be
estimated from Geostationary (GEO) satellites like Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellites,
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two Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) and the Japanese Multifunctional
Transport Satellites (MTSAT) series, which typically carries VIS and IR sensors. Low Earth
Orbiting (LEO) satellites using the multi-channel VIS/IR, and MW (passive and active) sensors also
provides the precipitation retrievals. The GEO satellites moves at speed of the Earth’s rotation, and
hence are capable of providing measurements at a fixed location on the Earth continuously, while
the LEO satellites that are positioned in sun-synchronous orbits, revisits any spot on the Earth at
regular intervals in a day. The low temporal resolution of LEO satellites can be compensated by
integrating the data obtained from the GEO satellites to acquire precipitation data with high
temporal and spatial resolution. The satellites that carries passive MW sensors are Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites series of Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
(SSM/I) and Special Sensor Microwave Imager-Sounder (SSMIS), Aqua satellite includes the
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-Earth (AMSR-E) observing system, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellite series of Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B
(AMSU-B) system, and TRMM (Stephens and Kummerow, 2007; Huffman et al., 2007; Hou et al.,
2014; Sun et al., 2018). The use of active MW observations from satellites was started with the
launch of the TRMM mission in 1997, which made it possible to capture the three-dimensional
structure of precipitation (Kummerow et al., 2000). This mission has provided wealth of
precipitation data, and the researchers are using them extensively to understand the local and
regional scales (e.g. Schumacher and Houze, 2003; Hirose and Nakamura, 2004; Shrestha et al.,
2012; Maranan et al., 2018).
2.5. Remote sensing of the atmosphere using ground-based RaDAR and LiDAR
Remote sensing tools have advantage of being able to make multiple measurements from a
range of heights simultaneously with high temporal and spatial resolution compared to the in-situ
measurements (Tsang et al., 1985; Janssen, 1993). They emerge as the best tool to study the
dynamically changing environments due to their repetitive capability and synoptic coverage. The
RaDAR and LiDAR are active remote sensing tools that relies on the propagation of radio waves
and light waves, respectively. Over the last few decades, they have gained immense popularity in
the atmospheric research, and are still serving as the backbone tools for true monitoring of vertical
layers of atmospheric constituents with finer resolution (e.g. Doviak and Zrnic, 1984; Melfi et al.,
1985; Rao et al., 1996; He et al., 2006; Baars et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2008; Solanki and Singh,
2014).
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RaDAR is a state-of-art, active remote sensing aid for detecting the presence of target,
determining their direction and range, and recognizing their character by means of radio waves
(Skolnik, 2008). The RaDAR primarily used for the atmospheric probing and wind profiling are
called atmospheric RaDAR, which generally operates in pulsed mode, typically in the Very High
Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) frequency bands (Röttger and Larsen, 1990;
Skolnik, 2008). The turbulent fluctuations in the refractive index of atmosphere serves as targets for
these RaDAR. The atmospheric RaDAR, profiling the vertical structure of the atmosphere, has a
long history (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984; Kumar et al., 2011), starting from early thirties (Hardy and
Gage, 1990). The pioneering work of Woodman and Guillen demonstrated the potential of high
power VHF RaDAR in exploring the structure and dynamics of the middle atmosphere with
unprecedented height and time resolutions (Woodman and Guillen, 1974). The first largest
atmospheric RaDAR system in the VHF band (at 49.9 MHz) was installed in Jicamarca, Peru in
1961 (Steen, 1992) which is still in operation for studying the equatorial ionosphere and the neutral
atmosphere. It was the first major discovery in the atmospheric research after 1941, when the first
meteorological RaDAR observations started (Sauvageot, 1992). Thereafter, number of different
types of atmospheric RaDARs have been developed for middle and upper atmospheric research, and
several research communities are utilizing their resources for understanding and monitoring the
Earth’s atmosphere (e.g. Gage and Balsley, 1978; Balsley and Gage, 1980; Röttger and Larsen,
1990).
The optical probing of atmosphere is primarily achieved using LiDAR, which probes the
atmosphere by two means i.e. ground based as well as airborne or space-borne (Welton et al., 2000;
Winker et al., 1996, 2002). The ground based LiDAR system plays a vital role in calibration and
validation of space-borne missions such as CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2002; Solanki and Singh,
2014), and sometimes used in synergy with them to study various characteristics of the atmosphere
(He et al., 2006). The atmospheric observations using ground based LiDAR was started in 1960’s
(Fiocco and Smullin, 1963), and during that time the LiDAR was popular as optical RaDAR or as
Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (LASER) RaDAR (Fiocco and Smullin,
1963; Standford, 1967; Kent and Wright, 1970). In India, the first backscatter Neodymium-Doped
Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Nd:YAG) LASER RaDAR for middle atmospheric studies was started
in April 1992, at Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad (23° N, 72.5° E) (Jayaraman et
al., 1995). The global network of eye-safe ground based LiDARs, called Micropulse LiDAR
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Network (MPLNET) collocated with unique AERONET stations, were started by NASA in 2000
for aerosol and cloud vertical profiling and related studies across the globe (Welton et al., 2000). To
provide the comprehensive climatological database for qualitative studies on spatio-temporal
distribution of aerosols on a continental scale, the first ground based aerosol LiDAR network
(comprising of more than 25 permanent stations) - European Aerosol Lidar Network (EARLINET)
were also established in the year 2000 (Bösenberg et al., 2001). With the advancements in
technology, the ground based LiDAR systems are now became highly robust, and the use of small
diode pumped Nd:YAG LASER, solid state photo-diodes, photon counting detectors, and costeffective multi-channel scalar signal acquisition, have made the system much compact and portable
than earlier days.
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3.1. Observational site: ARIES, Nainital
Nainital (Fig. 3.1a) is a hill station, situated amidst the lavish green mountains of central
Himalaya, in the state of Uttarakhand, India. The station occupies a unique place known for its
salubrious climate, scenic natural splendour, and diversified floras and fauna. It belongs to the subtropical part of the globe and because of its altitudinal location, it exhibits the temperate climate,
which is characterized by warm and short summer, moist and wet rainy, and pronounced and severe
winter. This historical station is full of small lakes (popularly called “Tal”) of which the Naini Lake,
a pear shaped Tal surrounded by green mountain peaks from the three sides and a downhill slope on
the south-east side, is the ‘heart of the city’. It is one of the oldest and largest lake (~ 0.7 km2)
amongst all the lakes in Nainital (Fig. 3.1b).

Fig. 3.1. (a) Location of Nainital on Google
Earth, and (b) view of Naini Lake, Nainital.
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ARIES (29.36° N, 79.46°E, ~1958 m above mean sea level (amsl)), a 50 years old
observatory, is located amidst calm environs on the top of a majestic hill of Nainital called Manora
peak, which is covered with trees (mostly Banjh oak and Chir pine trees) and shurbs on all sides
(Fig. 3.2a). It is located at ~ 2 km (aerial) distance from the popular Naini Lake (Fig. 3.2b), and just
~100 km (aerial) away from the southern peaks of the central Himalayas, and witnessed as one of
the best regional representative site for atmospheric studies by various researchers (Sagar et al.,
2004, 2015; Hegde et al., 2009; Solanki and Singh, 2014; Sarangi et al., 2014; Ojha et al., 2014;
Solanki et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2018).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.2: A panoramic view of ARIES, Nainital showing (a) its location at Manora peak and nearby
‘Tarai’ regions, (b) its aerial separation from the Naini Lake, and its view under (c) no cloudy, and
(d) cloudy conditions.

The study using ground and satellite based measurements over this high-altitude, remote, and
sparsely inhabited site amidst undulating topography in the free tropospheric conditions is of great
relevance (Sagar et al., 2004, 2015). This pristine site is surrounded by sharply rippling mountain
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ranges in north and north-east, and towards its south and south-west, there are low-elevated lands of
Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGPs) (known as ‘Tarai’) as evident in Fig. 3.2a and c. The nearby hills and
valleys surrounding the site are quite often shrouded with low level slow-moving clouds as seen in
Fig. 3.2d. During past two decades, industrialization has grown up rapidly in these ‘Tarai’ portions
(Kazuo, 2014) and the pollutants are being transported to the site quite often (Ojha et al., 2012;
Sarangi et al., 2014). Therefore, the site has a great advantage to study the influence of continental
as well as long range transport of the pollutants, and additionally it provides the background values
of the aerosol parameters. Further details of the site, variations in meteorology and synoptic-wind
patterns can be found elsewhere (Ojha et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2016).

3.2. Himalayan region (26.5-40.5°N, 62.5-105.5°E)
The aforementioned spectacular and dramatic region of Himalaya mainly consists of complex
chain of high mountains, rivers, elevated plateaus, deep gorges and extended valleys, and the mean
elevation of this region is ~1000 m (Fig. 3.3). The selected region traverses across number of Asian
countries including Tajikistan in the west to Myanmar in the east with Afghanistan, Pakistan, India,
Nepal, Bhutan, northern and southern portion of Bangladesh and China, respectively.

Fig. 3.3. Map showing the portion of Himalayan region lying in the geographical boundary 26.540.5°N, 62.5-105.5°E.

The abrupt rise of the Himalayan landmasses from less than few hundreds of meters to more
than 8,000 m results in a diversity of ecosystems. Despite of the apparent remoteness and
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inaccessibility, the population growth in this most productive ecosystems is rapid, and due to the
increase in anthropogenic activities, the climate of the region is getting affected to a great extent.
Several studies have found that the glaciers in this region have retreated considerably in the last few
decades (Bolch et al., 2012; King et al., 2017), that leads to catastrophic outburst floods etc.
(Richardson and Reynolds, 2000; Immerzeel et al., 2013; Dimri et al., 2017) due to the formation of
several glacial lakes. Manifestations in climate change indicators, such as an increase in
temperature and decrease in precipitation are also evident in this region (Bhutiyani et al., 2007,
2010; UCOST and USERC, 2012; Mishra, 2014; Dimri et al., 2018). One of the key areas of
knowledge gap over this region is the influence of aerosols, mainly those having absorbing
characteristics (e.g. smoke, dust and volcanic ash), at different time scales. These aerosols gets
lifted up from the surface to high elevation quite often, to this climatically sensitive region, and
alters the rate of snow melt via snow darkening effect (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Hansen and
Nazarenko, 2004), and at the same time changes the properties and lifetime of neighbouring clouds
and the stability of the atmosphere (Hansen et al., 1997; Ackerman et al., 2000; Koren et al., 2008;
Lee et al., 2015). The loading of absorbing aerosols on snow surfaces over the Himalayan region
reduces the snow-albedo and allows snowpack to absorb more sunlight, resulting in the accelerated
snow melting. This entire process is referred as snow darkening effect (Warren and Wiscombe,
1980; Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004).
Considering these aspects, this work pursues the study on the seasonal and monthly
climatology of the absorbing aerosols over the defined Himalayan region, by making use of the
updated and long-term data obtained from multiple sensor measurements.

3.3. NSI region
The northern states of India is confined within the geographical boundary 23° - 38°N and 72°
- 85°E, and encompasses the group of states namely – Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh,
Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh, Uttarakhand, Delhi & Non-Capital Region (NCR), and Uttar
Pradesh. The total area of the region is about 0.67 million km2, comprising of approximately 20 %
of India’s total land area. These states possess diverse topography and cover the major portion of
the Himalayan ranges as well as IGP. Fig. 3.4(a, b) shows the map with elevation details of the
study NSI region.
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(a)

Fig. 3.4(a). Map of study region i.e. northern states of India, and (b) its elevation map

The understanding on cloud vertical structures, their microscopic and macroscopic properties,
and spatio-temporal distribution of clouds and precipitation, describing the impact on changing
climate over the NSI region is still poor. Its states like Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh are
highly prone to extreme rainfall reception and cloudbursts, due to their physiography, especially
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during June-September (e.g. 4-5 September 1995 in Kullu valley of Himachal Pradesh, 17-19 July
2001 in Mandi, 09-10 August 2001 in Shimla, 5-6 July 2004 in Chamoli, 14-15 September 2010 in
Almora, 2-8 August 2012 in Uttarkashi, 14-17 June 2013 in Kedarnath). Even, Jammu & Kashmir
also have the records of cloudbursts (e.g. 23-24 June 2005, 31 July-1 August 2006 and 4-6 August,
2010 in Leh, 8 June 2011 in Doda) despite of experiencing a little monsoon activity. Since there are
Himalayan mountain ranges in the larger portions of Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, and Jammu
and Kashmir, hence, the orographic enhancement of precipitation and its interaction with the cloud
microphysical processes may be thought as the driving mechanism behind the cloudbursts in
addition to the thermodynamic factors, in these regions (Thayyen et al., 2013; Asthana and Asthana,
2014; Dimri et al., 2017). The heavy rainfall and cloudbursts activities, in the NSI region
occasionally leads to the disastrous flood incidents e.g. 14-17 June 2013 in Kedarnath
(Uttarakhand), and 4–6 September 2014 in many parts of Jammu and Kashmir etc. Such floods
often occurs due to large scale disturbed atmospheric conditions as a consequence of the interaction
between the westward-moving monsoon low and the eastward-moving deep trough in the midlatitude westerlies. Hence, the quantitative study focussed on the clouds and precipitation over this
region using the remote sensing tools may be an important step in the direction of mitigating the
natural catastrophes like cloudbursts, flash floods, and landslides causing the loss of life and
ecosystem, and to some extent in diagnosing and predicting the icing conditions, precipitation and
other weather hazards associated with clouds. The analysis on cloud-related parameters over this
region will help in reducing the uncertainties associated with regional climate models, and in
quantifying the feedback by the clouds in radiation and latent heat calculations (Cess et al., 1996;
Wang and Sassen, 2001; Kumari and Goswami, 2010; Rajeevan et al., 2013).
The varied and complex topography of NSI, covering the major part of IGP as well as the
Himalayan region, possesses the large variability in meteorological parameters particularly the
rainfall pattern, which is mainly controlled by two major atmospheric circulations – southwest
monsoon (June – September), and the western disturbances during December - March. These two
contrasting periods: (i) June-July-August-September (JJAS), and (ii) December-January-FebruaryMarch (DJFM) encompassing the southwest monsoon and active periods of western disturbances,
respectively, are hence taken up for the seasonal investigations over the region.
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4.1. Ground based and in-situ measurements
4.1.1. AERONET
The AERONET program is an inclusive federation of ground-based remote sensing aerosol
networks established by NASA and PHOTONS and greatly expanded by networks and
collaborators from national agencies, institutes, and other partners (Holben et al., 1998). The
program provides a long-term database of globally distributed observations of aerosol optical,
microphysical and radiative properties. It uses Cimel sun/sky radiometers that measures direct sun
and diffuse sky radiances within 340-1020 nm and 440-1020 nm spectral ranges, respectively
(Holben et al., 1998). AERONET data is available at three levels: level 1.0 (unscreened), level 1.5
(cloud screened; Smirnov et al., 2000), and level 2.0 (cloud screened and quality assured; Holben et
al., 1998; Smirnov et al., 2000). The access to these different levels AERONET data sets for the
stations, which are ~ 400 in number across the globe, are made free (https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/),
and the researchers are utilizing them for long term aerosol studies and product validations (e.g.
Holben et al., 2001; Torres et al., 2002a; Bréon et al., 2011; Bibi et al., 2015; Bilal et al., 2016).
AERONET performs passive measurements of column-mean aerosol microphysical and optical
properties like AOD, AE, SSA, phase function, and size distribution (fine and coarse). The
AERONET measurements are considered as the ground truth due to its worldwide use and
acceptability in the validation and bias corrections of the satellite retrievals (Bréon et al., 2011; Bibi
et al., 2015; Bilal et al., 2016). Only level-2 data is used in this research work, that includes
automatic cloud screening and utilizes the tools such as 1-min stability, diurnal stability,
smoothness tests etc., and the uncertainty in the AOD values is 0.01 to 0.02 (Eck et al., 1999).
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The AERONET data from ten stations, that are distributed within 1500 km distance (aerial),
and situated in the defined Himalayan boundary, are investigated on seasonal scales, where seasons
are defined namely as, pre-monsoon during March to May (MAM), monsoon during June to August
(JJA), post-monsoon during September to November (SON), and winter during December to
February (DJF). The selected stations are – Nainital, Pantnagar, Kanpur, New Delhi, Lahore, Gual
Pahari, Gandhi College, Jaipur, Lumbini, and Pokhara (Fig. 4.1). The details of the chosen stations
are presented in Table 4.1. Except, Lahore in Pakistan, and Lumbini and Pokhara in Nepal, other
seven stations are located in India.

Fig. 4.1. Map showing the location of ten AERONET stations - Nainital, Pantnagar, Kanpur, New
Delhi, Lahore, Gual Pahari, Gandhi College, Jaipur, Lumbini, and Pokhara.
Table 4.1: List of ten selected AERONET stations for aerosols study.
Station

Latitude (°N)

Longitude (°E)

Nainital

29.36

79.46

Pantnagar
Kanpur
New Delhi
Lahore
Gual Pahari

29.05
26.51
28.63
31.48
28.43

79.52
80.23
77.17
74.26
77.15
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Elevation
(m)
1939
1943
241
123
240
209
384

Duration (MMM
YYYY)
May 2008 – Feb 2011
Oct 2011 – Mar 2012
Apr 2008 – Oct 2009
Jan 2001 – Mar 2018
Jan 2009 – Dec 2009
Jan 2007 – Apr 2015
Dec 2008 – Jan 2010

Gandhi College
Jaipur
Lumbini
Pokhara

25.87
26.90
27.49
28.19

84.13
75.81
83.28
83.97

60
450
110
800

Apr 2006 – June 2017
Apr 2009 – Dec 2016
Jan 2013 – Aug 2018
Jan 2010 – May 2018

Nainital is a high altitude, rural site in the central Himalayan region. The place is surrounded
by high-altitude mountains of central Himalayas having dense forest with thick vegetation, and free
from industries (Sagar et al., 2004, 2015; Hegde et al., 2009; Dumka et al., 2014; Solanki and
Singh, 2014; Sarangi et al., 2014; Ojha et al., 2014; Solanki et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2018).
Pantnagar is a rural/semi urban site in the foothills of Himalayas. This site is surrounded by regions
of small-scale industries (Dumka et al., 2014). Kanpur (located in IGP region) is one of the
extremely polluted and urban site of north India with a population of ~ 5 million (Tripathi et al.,
2005; Ram et al., 2016). New Delhi, a mega-city of Asia, lies east of the Thar desert and south of
the Himalayas in the IGP region (Srivastava et al., 2012, 2014). Gual Pahari in Gurgaon is a semiurban site located at about 25 km south of Delhi, where the anthropogenic sources are mainly city
traffic, emissions and power production (Hyvarinen et al., 2010). Gandhi College is in the northeastern India, towards the south of Himalayas and east of Thar desert. This station is located in the
village of Mirdha which is ~ 10 km from the city of Ballia, in Uttar Pradesh. Jaipur, an urban city of
eastern Rajasthan, is located in the vicinity of Thar desert. The city is more influenced by nearby
dust sources, than the industrial activities (Verma et al., 2015, 2017). Lahore is the second largest,
and densely populated (~ 10 million people) city of Pakistan. It is the hub of major industries, and
transportation centres (Alam et al., 2012; Ali et al., 2014). Lumbini, a sacred birth place of Lord
Buddha, is the world heritage, semi-urban Tarai portion of Nepal. The place occupies the southern
portion of Nepal, and located between the highly polluted IGP to its south and the foothills of the
central Himalaya to its north (Rupakheti et al., 2017, 2018). The last station, Pokhara is a low
elevation (~ 800 m), second largely populated (> 2,50,000) sub-urban valley in Nepal. This
AERONET station is surrounded by mountains of approximately 1500 m tall. Further north of
Pokhara, within less than 40 km distance, there is a sharp elevation gradient (over 7000 m amsl or
higher) favoring the orographic lift of humid air masses. Due to distinct topography, Pokhara is one
of the largest receptor of precipitation in Nepal (Aryal et al., 2015).
For all the above mentioned stations, the seasonal variations in aerosol volume-size
distribution, total, fine and coarse mode AODs, and Fine Mode Fraction (FMF) at 500 nm are
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computed and subjected for investigation. The aerosol volume-size distribution, in 22 radius size
bins ranging from 0.05 to 15 µm, is governed by the following equation (Schuster et al., 2006):

 (ln r  ln rv ,i )2 
dV (r ) n Cv ,i

exp 

d ln r i 1 2 i
2 i2



where,

(4.1)

dV (r )
(in µm3/µm2) is the aerosol volume particle size distribution, Cv ,i is the particle
d ln r

volume concentration of particulate matter (µm3/µm2), n is the number of log-normal aerosol
modes,  i is the variance or width of each mode, i, and rv,i is the geometric volume mean or median
radius (µm). The aerosol volume-size distribution deduced from AERONET are often described as
two volumetric modes: an accumulation or fine mode (mean radii of the particle is < 0.6 µm), and a
coarse mode with geometric mean radii > 0.6 µm (Dubovik et al., 2002).
The AOD is a measure of aerosols from the surface of earth to top of the atmosphere. The fine
and coarse mode AODs at 500 nm are based on the Spectral De-convolution Algorithm (SDA)
(O'Neill et al., 2003). The total AOD is the sum of fine and coarse mode AODs, and is defined as
the extinction of solar radiation from both fine and coarse mode aerosols. Whether dominant
aerosols in the atmosphere are coarse (e.g. dust) or fine, is determined using FMF, defined as the
ratio of fine mode AOD to the total AOD. The FMF values of 0 and 1 represent the purely coarse
mode particles (originating from natural sources such as wind-blown mineral dust and sea salt) and
purely fine or accumulation mode particles (which are formed due to gas to particle conversion
mainly from anthropogenic activities and produce sulfate, black carbon, organic carbon, nitrates
etc.), respectively, and practically, the value lies in between the two, where both coarse and fine
modes contributes to the total AOD in proportion.

4.1.2. LiDAR
Background
The range resolved measurement of aerosols, clouds, water vapour, temperature etc. for
understanding the complex mechanism that governs the atmosphere, can be efficiently performed
using the LASER based active remote sensing tool, known as LiDAR. It mainly comprises of four
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elements – a pulsed LASER light source and transmitter optics, a receiver module equipped with a
telescope and optical assembly used to focus and filter the received light, a detector assembly
usually consisting of Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMT), Avalanche Photo Diodes (APDs) or other high
gain photoelectric modules, and high-speed data acquisition boards that samples the signal and
provide the received information in terms of photon counts at pre-defined dwell times. By
definition, the LiDARs are monostatic, that is, its transmitter and receiver are at the same location.
They may be coaxial, with axes of the transmitted beam and receiver Field Of View (FOV)
coinciding, or side by side, or may be biaxial, with the two axes parallel or near-parallel, but not
identical.
The atmospheric profiling using LiDAR is done by transmitting the LASER beam vertically
up in the atmosphere, from where it gets scattered or absorbed by atmospheric aerosols and
molecules. Scattering in the atmosphere takes place mainly due to two processes - the Mie
scattering, and the Rayleigh scattering. The Mie scattering is effective from lower heights where the
size of the aerosols, cloud droplets, and other particles are larger or comparable to wavelength of
the LASER beam, whereas, the Rayleigh scattering is from the atmospheric molecules and it is
dominant at higher altitudes (> 20 km).

LiDAR systems at ARIES, Nainital
From ARIES, Nainital, three Mie LiDAR systems were operated for vertical profiling of the
atmospheric aerosols and clouds during the period 2006 - 2014. All the three LiDAR systems
primarily consists of three major subsystems - transmitter, receiver and detector & data acquisition
system, and the basic block diagram of one of the system (LiDAR-II) is shown in Fig. 4.2. The first
Mie LiDAR system (LiDAR-I) was operated during 2006-2008 (Hegde et al., 2009), and the second
system (LiDAR-II) between 2010 and the mid of 2011 (Bangia et al., 2011). The third system
(LiDAR-III) named as LiDAR for Atmospheric Measurement and Probing (LAMP) is an upgraded
version of the first one which was made operational since October 2011 (Solanki et al., 2013;
Solanki and Singh, 2014). LAMP is much more compact monostatic version of the first one and is
equipped with Recommended Standard-232 (RS-232) and Ethernet interfaces, built-in acousto-optic
modulator for Q-switching and high quality optical assemblies. Fig. 4.3 provides the snapshot of the
above-mentioned versions of the LiDAR systems, together with their essential electronics. Further,
Table 4.2 summarizes the major differences among all these systems.
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Fig. 4.2. A typical block diagram of a Mie LiDAR system (source: Bangia et al., 2011).

Fig. 4.3. The Mie LiDAR systems operated at ARIES during the period 2006 - 2014 (a) LiDAR-I,
(b) LiDAR-II, and (c) LiDAR-III. The bottom figures shows some of the essential electronics of
these systems.
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Table 4.2: Technical specifications of the Mie LiDAR systems operated at ARIES, Nainital.
Parameters
Wavelength

LiDAR-I

LiDAR-II

LiDAR-III
532 nm
Cassegrain, 150 mm dia,
~ 400 µrad
Focal ratio – f/9

532 nm
Cassegrain, 150 mm dia,
~ 1 mrad
Focal ratio – f/9

532 nm
Cassegrain, 380 mm dia,
~ 6 mrad
Focal ratio – f/15

LASER type

Q-switched, Nd:YAG

Q-switched, Nd:YAG

Acousto-optic,
Q-switched, Nd:YAG

Beam expander

8X

10X

8X

Resolution

30 m

300 m

15 m

~150 m

~300 m

~90 m

Telescope

Complete
Overlap

The statistics on the LiDAR observations from the site during each years, corresponding to
individual months is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4. LiDAR observations from ARIES, Nainital site during 2006-2014 for (a) all (cloudy,
cloud-free, and mixed conditions), and (b) only the cloud-free conditions.

Basic principle
The basic principle involved in all three LiDAR systems are same, which can be expressed in
terms of LiDAR equation as (Bangia et al., 2011):
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 R

KPo  (r ) exp  2  (r )dr 
 0

P(r ) 
2
R

(4.2)

where, P(r) is the instantaneous backscattered signal power at time t from range (height) r, Po
is the transmitted LASER power, K is the LiDAR constant that includes receiver optical efficiency
η, collecting area (A) of the primary mirror of receiving telescope, and the range resolution (cτ/2,
where c and τ are velocity of light and pulse duration of the LASER beam, respectively). The term
A/r2 is the solid angle subtended by the primary mirror at a given range.  (r) and  (r ) are the
backscattered and extinction coefficients, respectively, which includes the contributions from both
aerosols and molecules, given by:

 (r )   aer (r )   mol (r ) , and
 (r )  aer (r )  mol (r )

(4.3)

where, subscript (aer) and (mol) indicate aerosols and molecules, respectively.
The extinction  mol (r ) , contributed by molecules is expressed as:

 mol (r ,  , p, T ) 

2
8 3 (nair
 1) 2
T p(r )
F ( , r ) N s 0
4
2
3 N s
p0T (r )

(4.4)

where, the values of the pressure, p(r ) and temperature, T (r ) are taken from the COmmittee
on SPAce Research (COSPAR) International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA) 1986 standard
atmosphere model (Rees et al., 1990) deduced for the site,
temperature, respectively,
wavelength,

nair denotes

p0

and

T0

are standard pressure and

the refractive index of air, r is the height, λ is the LiDAR

N s is the molecular number density and is considered as 2.54743  1025 m-3 (Sagar et

al., 2004). The term F(λ, r) is the King factor for the depolarization of air at wavelength,  and
height, r expressed as:
F(λ ,r) =

6  3
6  7

where,  is the depolarization factor taken as 0.035 for ARIES LiDARs.
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(4.5)

The molecular backscatter coefficient
LiDAR ratio,

 mol (r ) is estimated by considering the theoretical molecular

Smol   mol (r ) /  mol (r ) as 8 / 3 sr (constant), under the condition of zero molecular

absorption. Various techniques are there to solve equation (4.2) (Klett, 1981; Fernald, 1984; Sasano
and Nakane, 1984). In the present work, Fernald method is used in the analysis, which is expressed
as (Fernald, 1984):

r

 aer (r )   mol (r ) 

X (r ) exp[2( Saer  Smol )]  mol (r )dr
rc

r


X (rc )
 2Saer   X (r ) exp[2( Saer  Smol )   mol (r ')dr ']dr 
 aer (rc )   mol (rc )
rc
rc

r

where, X (r ) is the range normalized signal, given by

(4.6)

P(r )r 2 and rc is the reference height,

Saer is the LiDAR ratio due to aerosols, which is discussed in details, in the later portion of this
thesis.

4.1.3. Automatic Weather Station
The AWS system is installed in the campus of ARIES, Nainital at approximately 29.21°N,
79.27°E, ~1790 m amsl. It is the latest technology based compact, modular, and rugged system that
facilitates continuous monitoring of near surface meteorological parameters like temperature,
humidity, pressure, rainfall, solar radiation, wind speed and direction. The location of the AWS
station alongwith the elevation map of the surrounding regions, is shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5. Elevation map showing the location of AWS station at ARIES, Nainital.

The heart of the system is its data logger, comprising of main processor, peripheral devices
and interfaces for communicating and collecting data from the meteorological sensors in its in-built
memory. The sampling of sensor data is done at equi-spaced time intervals set in the data logger,
which can be changed as per the user requirements. Communication with the remotely located
master desktop and display screen is accomplished over an Ethernet connection via File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) server. The master desktop hosts the Network Management Software (NMS)
application for further processing. The final data is displayed at about every 15 minutes interval to
the display screen for general public. Fig. 4.6 shows the pictorial view of the installed AWS system,
and the front view of display screen, together with the NMS application running on master desktop.
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Fig. 4.6. AWS system at ARIES, Nainital.

The details on the sensors, and their accuracies, that are installed on the AWS tower is
provided in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Technical specification of AWS sensors at ARIES, Nainital.
Air Temperature
Sensor type Platinum Resistance Thermometer (PRT)
Range
-40 to +85 ºC
Accuracy
0.05 ºC
Resolution 0.01 ºC
Relative Humidity
Sensor type capacitive
Range
0 to 100%
Accuracy
± 2%
Resolution 0.1%
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Atmospheric Pressure
Sensor type ceramic Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
Range
100-1200 hPa
Accuracy
±0.2 hPa
Resolution 0.01 hPa
Wind speed
Sensor type Ultrasonic
Range
0-60 m/s
Accuracy
± 2%
Resolution 0.01 m/s
Wind direction
Sensor type Ultrasonic
Range
0-359°
Accuracy
± 2%
Resolution 1°
Pyranometer (total Solar radiation)
Sensor type Multi-junction Thermopile
Range
0 to +2000 W/m2
Accuracy
± 3 % FS
Resolution 1 W/m2
Rainfall
Sensor type Tipping Bucket
Accuracy
±3%
Resolution better than 0.5 mm

4.1.4. Radiosonde
Background
Accurate measurements on vertical structure of the meteorological parameters such as
pressure, temperature, humidity, and wind, plays crucial role in dispersion, transportation and
accumulation of the atmospheric pollutants, and their study is extremely important for weather
prediction, environmental pollution, upper-air climate change, model validation etc. The radiosonde
is standard in-situ tool for obtaining the profiles of these parameters upto ~ 30 km vertical in the
atmosphere, with sufficient accuracy or degree of confidence as compared to satellite observing
systems. The lightweight radiosonde, equipped with meteorological sensors, signal-processing
electronics, and a radio transmitter unit, is transported to atmosphere with the help of a rubber
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balloon, filled with fixed mass of helium/hydrogen gas. In order to avoid free-fall and jerks, a
parachute and unwinder/dereeler are put in between the radiosonde and rubber balloon. The balloon
acts as a constant pressure device, which expands its volume, V during ascends, according to the
ideal gas equation: pV = nRT, where p and T are the ambient pressure and temperature, respectively.
The term n is the number of moles of helium/ hydrogen gas, and R (= 8.314 J/mol-K) is the
universal gas constant. Sounding typically reaches ~30 km in height before the balloon bursts due to
very low temperature in the upper atmosphere.
The radiosonde is also equipped with a low noise Global Positioning System (GPS) device to
gather the height and position information of the radiosonde in sky. There are two radio frequency
bands specified by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) i.e. 400.15–406 MHz (band1) and 1668.4–1700 MHz (band-2) that are used worldwide for transmitting the meteorological
data. The ground system is mainly composed of directional antenna (generally Yagi-Uda), Low
Noise Amplifier (LNA), modem, a radio receiver, and a computer/laptop. Antenna is used to
receive the radio transmission sent from radiosonde, LNA is for pre-amplification of signal, radio
receiver is for processing the received signal, modem is for the demodulation of data, and a
computer is used for recording the information demodulated by modem.

Radiosonde observations from ARIES, Nainital
The first radiosonde observation from ARIES, Nainital was made on 18 June 2008 using
Vaisala make RS80 radiosonde, in collaboration with PRL, Ahmedabad (Fig. 4.7).
The regular (on a weekly basis) radiosonde launches from ARIES, Nainital was started since
January, 2011, with iMet-1 RSB radiosondes (Wierenga and Parini, 2005) attached to a 1.2 kg (or 2
kg, when used with ozonesonde) rubber balloon. The size and weight of radiosonde is ~ 260 g and
18 cm
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B). The iMet-1 RSB radiosonde at ARIES uses band-1, which can

be tuned to one of the 8 frequencies in 400.15-406 MHz frequency range. The details on
meteorological sensors used in iMet-1 RSB radiosonde is given in Table 4.4.
Apart from regular observations, the observations using Vaisala RS92-SGP radiosonde
(Table 4.4), were also made four times a day (at about 0 hrs, 6 hrs, 12 hrs, and 18 hrs UTC), during
a 10-month (June 2011 to March 2012) Indo-United States (US) field campaign - Regional Aerosols
Warming Experiment (RAWEX)–Ganges Valley Aerosol Experiment (GVAX), which was
conducted at ARIES jointly by the US Department of Energy (DOE) and Indian Space Research
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Organization (ISRO) (e.g. Moorthy et al., 2016; Naja et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2016), alongwith the
involvements from institutions like ARIES, Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Argonne National
Laboratory, North Carolina State University, and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(Kotamarthi, 2010, 2013).

Fig. 4.7. Snapshots of the first radiosonde launch from ARIES, Nainital.

Table 4.4: Technical specifications of the meteorological sensors provided in iMet-1 RSB and
Vaisala RS92-SGP radiosondes.
iMet-1 RSB
Vaisala RS92-SGP
Air Temperature sensor
Type
Bead thermistor
Capacitive wire
Range

-95 to +50 ºC

-90 to +60 ºC

Resolution
Accuracy
Response time
Humidity sensor
Type

< 0.01 ºC
±0.3 ºC
2 sec (1000 hPa)

0.1 ºC
±0.5 ºC
< 4 sec (1000 hPa)

Capacitive polymer

Range

0 to 100 % RH

Thin film capacitive polymer, heated
twin sensor
0 to 100 % RH
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Resolution
Accuracy
Response time

< 0.1 % RH
±5 % RH
2 sec at 25°C
60 sec at -35°C

1 % RH
±5 % RH
< 0.5 sec at 20°C
< 20 sec at -40°C

Pressure sensor
Type

Piezoresistive silicon

Capacitive silicon

Range

2 to 1070 hPa

3 to 1080 hPa

Resolution
Accuracy

< 0.01 hPa
±0.5 hPa for < 400 hPa
±1.8 hPa for 400-1070 hPa
< 1 sec

0.1 hPa
±0.6 hPa for 3-100 hPa
±1 hPa for 100-1080 hPa
< 1 sec

Response time
GPS
Altitude accuracy
Position accuracy
Wind
velocity
accuracy
Wind
direction
accuracy

±15 m
±10 m
±1 m/s

±20 m
±10 m
±0.15 m/s std. dev. of differences
between two soundings
≤ ±5° for wind speeds < 14 m/s, 2° std. dev. of differences between two
and ≤ ±2° for wind speeds > 14 soundings, wind speed above 3 m/s
m/s

Radiosonde observations from Delhi station for intecomparison

Fig. 4.8. Geographical locations of the stations – Delhi, and Nainital.
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The radiosonde data for a highly polluted urban-industrial city i.e. Delhi (Lodhi et al., 2013),
available at the University of Wyoming's Department of Atmospheric Science public repository
(weather.uwyo.edu/upper air/sounding.html) is also analyzed in the present work, and compared
with the observations made from ARIES, Nainital. Delhi (28.58°N, 77.20°E, elevation: 216 m amsl)
is located towards southwest at ~ 230 km (aerial) from Nainital. The geographical location of the
selected two stations are shown in Fig. 4.8.
The sources of errors associated with the comparison between radiosonde launches from
Nainital and Delhi stations are mainly due to (a) temporal gap between the observations, (b)
horizontal separation between the observing stations, and (c) differences arising due to types and
accuracies of sensors used in the measurement. The error source (c) is not taken into account in the
present work, however, error sources (a) and (b) are minimized here, by selecting the observing
station i.e. Delhi closest to Nainital, and by considering only those observations, that offer the best
temporal matching (±1 hr) with the radiosonde observations from Nainital, during the period of
investigation. Table 4.5 summarizes the number of radiosonde observations available from Nainital
station during June 2011 – March 2012, and the corresponding observations from Delhi station.
Table 4.5: The number of radiosonde observations available from Nainital during June 2011 –
March 2012, together with the number of coincident radiosonde observations (±1 hr) from Delhi.

Seasons

monsoon

Months

June-2011
July-2011
Aug-2011
post-monsoon Sep-2011
Oct-2011
Nov-2011
winter
Dec-2011
Jan-2012
Feb-2012
pre-monsoon Mar-2012

Nainital
Delhi
No. of observations
No. of
observations coincident (±1 hr) to (A)
(A)
(B)
13
7
118
55
112
56
118
59
117
60
114
59
120
59
122
56
114
54
121
59

It is necessary to mention that the wind measurements from radiosonde for Nainital site during June
- August 2011 are available only for 4 coincident days, and hence not considered in the present
comparison.
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4.1.5. ST RaDAR
Background
While radiosonde have been giving the vertical profiles of meteorological parameters like
temperature, humidity, winds, however, they possess some limitations. They give a temporal
snapshot of these parameters along the line of ascent, and due to cost implications associated with a
single radiosonde launch, they cannot be used on a continuous basis. The contemporary science
scenario in the atmospheric dynamics, especially in the troposphere and lower part of the
stratosphere, requires setting up of a state-of-the-art system that monitors the atmosphere round the
clock. This is achieved using the atmospheric RaDARs, which generally operates in VHF and UHF
bands (Woodman and Guillen, 1974; Strauch et al., 1984), and widely used to investigate structure
and dynamics of the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere. Table 4.6 provides the list of some
directly and derivable parameters obtained from atmospheric RaDARs.

Table 4.6: List of some direct and derivable parameters obtained from the atmospheric RaDARs.
1.

2.
3.
1.

2.

3.
4.

Directly measurable parameters
Wind parameters
The two orthogonal horizontal wind components (zonal and
meridional) and the vertical wind component, together with wind
spped and direction
Turbulence
The width of the Doppler spectra give the estimates of turbulence
parameters
RaDAR reflectivity
It is obtained directly from the received signal strengths
Derivable parameters
Brunt
Vaisala The Brunt Vaisala frequency signifies the atmospheric stability,
frequency
and and can be derived from temporal spectrum of the vertical wind
temperature profile
velocity. From the altitude profile of the Brunt Vaisala frequency,
the temperature profile can be derived using the method devised
for convective stability conditions (Röttger, 1986; Revathy et al.,
1996; Mohan et al., 2001).
Horizontal divergence The horizontal divergence (D) can be derived from vertical
velocities obtained from RaDAR using different methods,
namely, the kinematic, adiabatic and the vorticity methods (Cifelli
et al., 1996; Satheesan and Murthy, 2005).
Vorticity
The vorticity can be derived using the high resolution wind
measurements from RaDAR (Kudeki and Rastogi, 1992).
Momentum fluxes
The vertical flux of horizontal momentum of the different
atmospheric waves can be derived from the wind components
(Vincent and Reid, 1983)
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The atmospheric RaDAR basically works on the Doppler principle which was introduced by
Austrian mathematician and physicist Christian Andreas Doppler in 18th century (Roguin, 2002).
The principle states that if there is a relative motion between the source of waves and an object
encountering the waves, the frequency measured at that object will be different from that at the
source. If the object is approaching the source, the frequency will be higher; if it is receding, the
frequency will be lower. The amount of frequency change, called the Doppler shift ( f d ), is directly
proportional to the relative radial velocity ( Vr ) between the source and object and inversely
proportional to the wavelength (λ). Here, the source is the atmospheric RaDARs and the object is
the refractive index irregularities that scatters the waves. The advection of scatterers causes the
Doppler shift expressed in Hz, as:

fd 

2Vr



(4.7)

where, Vr is the radial velocity (m/s) of scatterers along the antenna beam, and f d is the Doppler
shift (Hz). The negative sign indicates the positive radial velocities corresponding to motion away
from the RaDAR, where the frequency is lower.
The atmospheric RaDARs detect echoes from turbulence-induced irregularities and
fluctuations in the radio refractive index of atmosphere (which is the function of temperature,
humidity, and electron density). The gradients in radio refractive index give rise to a very little
backscatter of the incident electromagnetic waves and since they get mixed well due to turbulence
and moves with the wind, they are used as an effective tracers of wind velocity, which essentially
characterizes the atmospheric dynamics. In general, the radio refractive index for the troposphere,
stratosphere and mesosphere at VHF and UHF bands is (VanZandt et al., 1978):

n 1 

n
3.73 101 e 77.6 106 P

 40.3 e2
2
T
T
fo

(4.8)

where, n is the refractive index, P is the atmospheric pressure (mb), e is the partial pressure of the
water vapor (mb), T is the absolute temperature (°K), ne is the ionospheric electron density (m-3),
and f o is the RaDAR operating frequency (Hz).
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One of the simpler equation of RaDAR theory is the RaDAR range equation that gives the
relation between the received backscattered signal level and other parameters like transmit peak
power, aperture, volume reflectivity etc. The basic form of RaDAR equation is:

Pr 

Pt Ae c F1
128 R 2 t r a

(4.9)

where, Pt = transmitter peak power (watt), Ae = effective area of antenna (m2), Pt Ae is power
aperture product (~ 1  108 Wm2) which is required to be high for better sensitivity of the system, c
is the velocity of light (= 3  108 m/s), τ is pulse width (sec), η is the RaDAR volume reflectivity
(m2/m3) , F1 is loss due to filtering (~ 1dB), R is the range (m),  t is the transmit loss (~ 1dB),  r is
the receive loss (~1.2 dB), and  a is the two-way attenuation due to atmosphere.
The received backscattered signal from the clear air is directly proportional to the RaDAR
volume reflectivity, η, which is related to the volume averaged refractivity turbulence structure
constant, Cn2 as follows (Otterson, 1969; Singh et al., 2008):

  0.38C 2 1 / 3
n

(4.10)

where, λ is the RaDAR wavelength (m).
The refractivity turbulence structure constant, Cn2 values, in general lies between 10-12 m-2/3 and
10-19 m-2/3 (Rao et al., 1996; Singh et al., 2008) at different layers of atmosphere that corresponds to

 variation from 3.35  10-13 m-1 (-124.7 dB) and 3.35  10-20 m-1 (-194.7 dB). Further, the RaDAR
volume reflectivity, η and hence the Cn2 is directly related to Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at any
given range (VanZandt et al., 1978; Rao et al., 1996), expressed as:

SNR 
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where, k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.3807  10-23 J/°K), B is the effective noise bandwidth of the
RaDAR (Hz), Ts is the system noise temperature (°K) which includes the sky noise component, the
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component due to ohmic losses and the amplifier’s noise figure. Ta is the antenna noise temperature
(°K), Ttr is the transmission line temperature (°K), and TR is the receiver noise temperature (°K).

RaDAR system at ARIES, Nainital
There are different types of VHF and UHF band atmospheric RaDARs, and among them, the
VHF band Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere (MST) and Stratosphere-Troposphere (ST)
RaDARs are the excellent remote sensing tools for high resolution measurements (temporal: 10 min
or less, vertical: ~ 75 m – 500 m) of the atmospheric winds, turbulence, waves, stability,
troposphere-stratosphere exchange processes, precipitation, and other phenomenon throughout the
troposphere and up to the Mesospheric heights. To fill the gap of such systems in the Himalayan
region, one ST RaDAR has been installed at ARIES, Nainital, which is a monostatic, active,
coherent, pulsed Doppler RaDAR, for obtaining the vertical profiles of wind and its three
components namely the zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V) and vertical wind (W) up to ~18 km
height on a continuous basis, with good vertical and temporal resolutions. The location of this only
RaDAR in the Himalayan region is expected to offer the ample of opportunities for studying the
mountain waves, turbulence, structure and formation of clouds and precipitating systems over the
mountainous region, and to some extent, it will emerge as a robust tool in building up a credible
database for verification of regional climate models dealing with mountain meteorology, and
numerical weather predictions.
The ARIES ST RaDAR is also called as Aries ST RADar (ASTRAD). After successful
demonstration of its down-scaled version (comprising of 49 transceivers), so called Mini-profiler, at
17.28° N, 78.34° E in Hyderabad (Fig. 4.9), the installation and testing of ASTRAD system at
ARIES, Nainital was started in 2013, which is in the process of testing the hardware and validation
of its data products (mainly the winds) before commissioning.
The intermittent test observations from ASTRAD was started since 2014, and the data were
collected in a progressive manner using 49 (one cluster), 147 (three clusters) and 343 (seven
clusters) transceivers, and currently, the system is ready to conduct the test observations with its full
capacity i.e. with the twelve clusters (588 transceivers). The number of days, ASTRAD system was
operated in the test observation modes during 2014-2018 is shown as vertical bars in Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.9. Mini-profiler site at 17.28° N, 78.34° E in Hyderabad.

Fig. 4.10. Month-wise statistics of ASTRAD observations from ARIES, Nainital during 2014-2018.

The ASTRAD system employs 588 solid state Transmit-Receive Modules (TRMs) each
connected to individual 3-element Yagi antenna elements, placed in an equilateral triangular grid
fashion, forming circular aperture array, with an inter-element spacing of 0.7λ. The main advantage
of this active array RaDAR is that the phase of the signal transmitted from individual Yagi’s are
electronically controlled at low power level, and hence fast dynamic behaviour of the atmosphere
can be observed with the system. The inherent advantage of Yagi antenna elements is that because
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of its reflector, extra ground plane is not required, and a single Yagi provides high gain and
negligible coupling between the adjacent Yagi’s in an array. A clutter fence is installed along the
periphery of the antenna array to minimize the strength of the clutter return from the nearby hills.
The snapshots of the major sub-sections of ASTRAD is shown in Fig. 4.11, and Table 4.7 provides
the detailed technical specifications of the system.

Fig. 4.11. ASTRAD facility at ARIES, Nainital: (a) building and clutter fencing at its roof-top, (b)
antenna array, (c) transmit-receive modules, (d) digital subsystems.

ASTRAD produces vertical profiles of the orthogonal horizontal (U and V) and vertical wind
by measuring the radial velocity (Vr) of the scatterers as a function of range on three or five antenna
beam positions (Fig. 4.12). One antenna beam is pointed towards zenith and the other two or four
beams are pointed off-zenith (at selected scan angle in 1° - 30° range, in 1° step resolution) with
orthogonal azimuths. The beam steering to orthogonal directions is achieved electronically by
controlling the phase shifters placed in the individual TRMs, such that the phase gradient between
successive modules is equal and corresponds to the desired steering angle.
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Fig. 4.12. Antenna beam positions in ASTRAD. The beam directions are denoted as Z (zenith), N
(north), S (south), E (east), and W (west) beams, and the horizontal and vertical velocities are
represented as U (zonal), V (meridional), and W (vertical).

Table 4.7: Technical specifications of ASTRAD system at ARIES, Nainital.
Parameters
RaDAR system
Operating frequency
Operating modes
Peak Power Aperture product
Height Coverage
Height resolution
Horizontal wind velocity
Vertical wind velocity
Time resolution
Beam width
Scan angle
Array type
Aperture
Array element
Inter-element spacing
Array Gain
Transceiver type
Number of TRMs
Total peak power

Specifications
Active phased array, pulsed Doppler VHF band
206.5 MHz, 5 MHz bandwidth
Doppler Beam Swinging (DBS), Spaced Antenna Drift (SAD)
~ 1  108 Wm2
~ 0.5 km - 18 km above ground level (AGL)
75 m -300 m (typical)
0.1 m/s - 70 m/s
0.1 m/s - 30 m/s
~ 10 min for full profile
~ 3°
upto 360° (azimuth), upto 30° (elevation) in 1° step
Active, planar phased array
Circular, equilateral triangular grid, installed in 30 m  30 m
area on the roof-top
588 numbers of 3-element Yagi antenna
0.7λ
~ 34 dB (typical)
Coherent, solid-state Transmit-Receive modules (TRMs)
588
~ 235 KW
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Recovery time
Duty ratio
Pulse repetition frequency
Pulse width
Dynamic range
Intermediate frequency (IF)
Digital receiver channels
No. of coherent integration
No. of spectral averaging
No. of FFT points
Data storage format

< 4 µs
12.8 % max
250 Hz – 8000 Hz
0.5 – 64 µs uncoded
2 - 64 µs coded with baud of 0.5 and 1 µsec
~ 70 dB
70 MHz
4
upto 1024 (programmable)
upto 10
upto 1024 (programmable)
binary, NetCDF

The received backscattered signals after amplification in the receive chain of the TRMs are
combined in power combiners to provide the combined received signal for extraction of Doppler
information in the digital receiver, which contains the high speed Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs), and dedicated embedded processors. Digital receiver, after performing analog to digital
conversions, extracts the inPhase (I) and quadPhase (Q) signals at baseband level, which are then
decoded, in the case of coded transmission, and coherently integrated in time domain to improve the
SNR. When the complex time series (I + jQ) is transformed into the frequency domain, its finite
length introduces side-lobes in the Doppler spectrum. The spectral leakage from these side-lobes
increases the noise level across the spectrum's entire width. To correct this, the data is weighted
with a window function (e.g. Hamming, Hanning, Blackman, Kaiser) to smooth the abrupt edges in
the time series. The transformation from time to frequency domain is done using standard Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm in near-real time (Farley, 1985). Spectral averaging (incoherent
integration) is then performed on the power spectrum to further enhance the SNR. The power
spectrum containing signal is obtained after subtracting the noise power density, which is estimated
using an objective method (Hildebrand and Sekhon, 1974). The three spectral moments (Mo, M1 and
M2), that represents signal strength, the weighted mean Doppler shift and variance in the Doppler
spectrum respectively, are then computed through numerical integration (Woodman, 1983). By
measuring the Doppler shift in the frequency of the return signal for each range resolution cell, the
radial velocity (Vr) of the scatterers, and hence the wind components (U, V, and W) at a given
height is estimated and displayed on the real time (RT) display. The Doppler spectra are also stored
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in the desktop for offline processing, where necessary processing and quality checking (e.g. clutter
removal, smoothing, averaging etc.) is performed in the data, at the stages starting from the raw IQ
level to final wind estimation. Fig. 4.13 shows the basic signal processing flow diagram of
ASTRAD, after the received signal enters the digital receiver.

Fig. 4.13. Signal processing steps performed in the ASTRAD digital subsystems.

4.2. Satellite remote sensing products
4.2.1. MODIS
MODIS is a key Earth observing instrument launched aboard NASA’s Terra (MOD) and
Aqua (MYD) satellites on 18 December 1999 and 4 May 2002 respectively (Savtchenko et al.,
2004). Terra's orbit around the Earth is so timed that it passes from north to south across the equator
(descending node) in the morning, while Aqua passes south to north over the equator (ascending
node) in the afternoon. MODIS satellite passes over the Nainital region twice a day and specifically,
Terra crosses between 10:00 – 11:00 hrs LT, while Aqua between 13:00 – 14:00 hrs LT. MODIS
Terra and Aqua satellites view the entire Earth's surface in every 1 to 2 days, acquiring data since
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March 2000 for Terra, and July 2002 for Aqua in 36 spectral bands between 0.4 and 14.4 μm. The
acquired MODIS data are available in the hierarchy of levels (level-1 to 4) and grouped in four
broad disciplines – land, atmosphere, ocean and cryosphere. The collections are also defined in
MODIS data that represent the versions of MODIS data production algorithm (Savtchenko et al.,
2004; Remer et al., 2005). In the present work, level-2 MODIS aerosol collections (C5.1 and C6.0)
and active fire location product (C6.0) available under atmosphere and land disciplines respectively
are used.
The latest level-2 MODIS aerosol product collections C5.1 and C6.0 over land and ocean are
based on two algorithms, namely the Deep Blue (DB) and Dark Target (DT) (Remer et al., 2005;
Levy et al., 2013; Bilal et al., 2016). DT has separate algorithms for land and ocean, whereas DB is
for the land retrieval only. Both C5.1 and C6.0 contains the standard 10 km spatial resolution
MODIS Terra (MOD04_L2) and Aqua (MYD04_L2) retrievals. To cater the need of resolving the
local aerosol gradients and regional features in a much precise manner, the MODIS C6.0 production
includes the DT aerosol product with 3 km spatial resolution under both Terra (MOD04_3K) and
Aqua (MYD04_3K) platforms. Recent studies revealed that the MODIS 3 km land product is less
reliable and requires continued evaluation in contrast to the standard 10 km product (Remer et al.,
2005; Levy et al., 2013; Remer et al., 2013; Nichol and Bilal, 2016; He et al., 2017). Studies were
carried out on the validation of MODIS 10 km aerosol retrievals over land with the ground based
measurements, and over ocean with the shipborne measurements (Remer et al, 2002; Remer et al.,
2005; Wang et al., 2011; Sayer et al., 2013). Majority of the cited studies have found reliable and
good agreements of the 10 km retrievals with ground based measurements. Therefore, here 10 km
MODIS level-2 latest C6.0 (DT and DB) and C5.1 (DT) with quality flag 3 were chosen for
assessment and comparison with the ground truth over Nainital region.
For one of the case studies presented, the MODIS C6.0 standard active fire location product
MCD14ML is extracted from NASA Fire Information for Resource Management System (FIRMS)
database which is produced using the most up-to-date algorithms in the form of monthly files
containing the geographic location, date, brightness temperature, updated Fire Radiative Power
(FRP), fire type and the confidence levels for each fire pixel detected by the Terra and Aqua
MODIS sensors. The confidence estimate is expressed in percentage and is classified as 0% - 29 %
for low, 30% - 79% for nominal, and 80% - 100% for high fire-events (Giglio et al., 2003; Giglio,
2005).
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4.2.2. CALIPSO
CALIPSO was launched in April 2006 under a joint mission of NASA and the French space
agency, Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES). It is equipped with a dual wavelength (550 and
1064 nm) polarization LiDAR system referred as CALIOP for providing the long term database of
global aerosol vertical profiles (Winker et al., 2009, 2010). The CALIOP LASER transmitter is a
diode-pumped Nd:YAG LASER that emits simultaneous co-aligned pulses at 532 and 1064 nm.
The LASER generates optical pulses of ~20 ns long with 110 mJ of energy at both the wavelengths.
The receiver sub-systems measures the backscattered signal intensity at 1064 nm and the two
backscattered orthogonal polarization components at 532 nm (Winker et al., 2009, 2010; Hunt et
al., 2009).
At present, the researchers worldwide, are utilizing the CALIPSO products to a great extent in
order to understand the impact of aerosol and cloud on the Earth’s radiation budget. The
CALIPSO/CALIOP (ver. 3 and 4.10) aerosol products used in this thesis are:
 Level-1B product:
temporal resolution: 0.05 sec, vertical and spatial resolution: 30 m (0 - 8.2 km) and 333 m
 Level-2 products:
- Aerosol profile (temporal resolution: 5.92 sec, vertical and spatial resolution: 60 m × 5 km)
- Aerosol layer (temporal resolution: 0.74 sec, spatial resolution: 5 km)
- Vertical Feature Mask (VFM) product (temporal resolution: 0.74 sec, vertical and spatial
resolution: 30 m (up to 8.2 km) and 333 m)

4.2.3. DARDAR
NASA A-train satellite mission (e.g. CloudSat, CALIPSO, and MODIS) provides a
simultaneous multi-sensor view of clouds and radiation (L’Ecuyer and Jiang., 2010). In the present
study, the potential of its two most popular and widely used satellites – CALIPSO (Winker et al.,
2009, 2010) and CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) is explored. The CALIPSO operates at 532 nm
and 1064 nm, while the W-band nadir-pointing RaDAR onboard CloudSat operates at 94 GHz
(about 3.2 mm wavelength). The CloudSat RaDAR is more sensitive to thick clouds, and in
contrast, the CALIPSO LiDAR signals can probe the thin clouds but gets attenuated by thick cloud
layers (Winker et al., 2009, 2010; Stephens et al., 2002).
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The combination of CloudSat RaDAR and CALIPSO LiDAR, so called raDAR/liDAR
(DARDAR) is a state-of-the-art multi-sensor extraction that not only provides vertical cloud
information but also offers the view on both thick and thin clouds as well (Delanoë and Hogan,
2008, 2010; Ceccaldi et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2019). It was developed by Drs. Julien Delanoë and
Robin Hogan at Department of Meteorology in the University of Reading (Delanoë and Hogan,
2008, 2010). The product is derived using the variational (or varcloud) method (Delanoë and
Hogan, 2008), applied on the combination of the CloudSat raDAR reflectivity (dBZe) and
CALIPSO parallel and perpendicular attenuated backscatter (β) and retrieves the profiles of visible
extinction (σ), ice-water content (IWC) and effective radius (re) (Delanoë and Hogan, 2008, 2010).
In addition to the characterization of cloud types, the combination of LiDAR (CALIPSO)
backscatter and RaDAR (CloudSat) reflectivity in DARDAR also forms the basis for distinguishing
different forms of precipitation. The backscattered signal in LiDAR gets intensified due to large
cross-sectional area of the precipitation particles, mainly liquid droplets. In contrast, the CloudSat is
highly sensitive to the precipitation-size particles with signal detectability range and accuracy as -30
to + 40 dBZ and about 1 dBZ, respectively (Tanelli et al., 2008), and hence the precipitation related
information is mainly inferred using CloudSat. The information on light to moderate rain and snow,
together with the drizzle are captured with high degree of accuracy through CloudSat (Stephens et
al., 2002; Sassen and Wang, 2008), however, the estimates from CloudSat impedes during heavy
rainfall that causes strong attenuation in the backscattered raDAR echoes (Sassen and Wang, 2008).
The DARDAR version 2.0 (most recent version) products (Table 4.8) available at Interactions
Clouds Aerosols Radiations Etc (ICARE) Thematic Centre are used as the primary data for clouds
and precipitation studies in this work.

Table 4.8: DARDAR by-product details.
Products
CSTrack
(CloudSat Track)
 CAL-LID-L1
 CAL-LID-L2-VFM
 CLOUDSAT-2BCLDCLASS
 CLOUDSAT-2BGEOPROF

version

Description

Multi-sensor extractions
ver.0.2.3 co-located
with
the
CloudSat footprints
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Horizontal

~1.1 km

Resolution
Vertical

60 m
(-1.92 km to 40.02 km)

DARDAR_MASK

ver.2.0

DARDAR_CLOUD

ver.2.0

CALIPSO/CloudSat
combined
vertical
categorization mask
Cloud variables retrieved
from
CALIPSO/
CloudSat

~1.1 km

60 m
(-1.02 km to 25.08 km)

1.4 km

60 m
(-1.02 km to 25.08 km)

4.2.4. TRMM
TRMM, often referred as ‘flying rain gauge’ is a space mission for monitoring and studying
the three-dimensional tropical and sub-tropical rainfall and the associated energy (latent heat)
budget. It was launched from the Tanegashima Space Center, Japan in November, 1997, jointly by
the NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) (Kummerow et al., 1998, 2000;
Adler et al., 2000). The satellite carries the complementary suite of active and passive instruments
like Precipitation RaDAR (PR), TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), Visible and Infrared Scanner
(VIRS), Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES), and the Lightning Imaging
Sensor (LIS). These instruments either function individually or in combination with one another
(Huffman et al., 2007). The PR, operating at 13.8 GHz, is the key TRMM instrument and the first
rain RaDAR in space that measures three dimensional rainfall distribution over the land and ocean.
This Ku-band PR, with its minimum detectable signal level of about 17 dBZ, and with the
uncertainties of about 1.5 dBZ (below 0°C isotherm) and about 2 dBZ (above 0°C isotherm), is
capable of estimating moderate to heavy precipitation, however its high wavelength (~ 22 mm)
limits its capability to detect the light rain (< 0.7 mm/hr), solid precipitation and drizzle entirely
(Kummerow et al., 1998).
The TRMM PR Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) is designed to combine
precipitation estimates from various satellite systems and land surface precipitation from rain
gauges. This primary merged microwave infrared product is computed at a 3-hourly temporal and
0.25° x 0.25° spatial resolution (Huffman et al., 2007). The TMPA is computed as two products - an
experimental real-time monitoring product that is produced nine hours after collection (TMPA_RT),
and a post-real-time research-quality product (TMPA_3B42) that becomes available about ten to
fifteen days after the end of every month (Huffman et al., 2007). In this work, ver. 7 of the researchquality product i.e. TRMM/TMPA_3B42 is used for rainfall estimation. In addition, the monthly
TRMM product – TRMM/TMPA_3B43 ver. 7 is also used. This product is created using TRMMadjusted merged microwave-infrared precipitation rate (in mm/hr) and Root-Mean-Square (RMS)
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precipitation-error estimates. The key specifications of the selected product are - spatial coverage:(50°N to 50°S; -180°E to 180°W), temporal coverage: 01 January 1998 to present, with spatial and
temporal resolution is 0.25° x 0.25°, and 1 month, respectively.

4.2.5. AIRS
The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) onboard NASA’s Aqua satellite provides the
estimates of atmospheric temperature and water vapor at a spatial resolution of 1°  1° (Parkinson,
2003). AIRS ver. 6 is the most current retrieval algorithm since the launch of AIRS instrument
(Olsen et al., 2013), and its monthly standard physical retrieval (AIRX3STD, level-3), available at
Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center (GES DISC), is used in this work for
comparison of its temperature data with the re-analysis models.

4.2.6. Multi-sensors
The Absorbing Aerosol Index (AAI) near the ultra-violet range over the Himalayan region is
retrieved from Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service (TEMIS) which is the part of
Data User Programme (DUP) of the European Space Agency (ESA). From TEMIS, the MultiSensor Absorbing Aerosol Index (MS-AAI) data record (ver. 1.7) with 1° ⅹ 1° resolution from the
measurements using Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment

(GOME)-1,

Scanning

Imaging

Absorption

Spectrometer

for

Atmospheric

CHartographY (SCIAMACHY), OMI, GOME-2A and GOME-2B instruments for the period
January 1980 to December 2017 is considered in this study (Tilstra et al., 2011, 2013). It is to be
noted that there exists a two-year gap in the data from June 1993 to May 1995. OMI flies on the
NASA’s EOS Aura platform since 15 July 2004, and its level-3 monthly data (ver. 1.7) with 1° ⅹ 1°
resolution is also used for the period 2005-2017 in the study.

4.3 Ancillary products
4.3.1. Re-analysis products
The records on the atmospheric variables are usually generated by accumulating the regular
measurements made in different temporal and spatial scales and hence introduces the
inhomogeneity that limits their usefulness in studying the long-term variations in climate. To
overcome this, re-analysis products have been established. The re-analysis products are produced
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from the available atmospheric observations and dynamic models, and uses modern dataassimilation systems to reprocess the observations taken over the past several decades. There are
number of re-analysis products available on the global scale such as National Centers for
Atmospheric Prediction - National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) re-analysis
(NNR), ERA-40, ERA-Interim, Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications
(MERRA) etc. (Decker et al., 2012). These re-analysis data sets have now became an important
source of information for conducting studies on climate variations (Dee et al., 2011, 2014) and for
assessing the climate models (Gleckler et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2013; Bender et al., 2018).
In the present study, following re-analysis products are used to describe the general synoptic
conditions, and the horizontal/vertical and temporal distribution of the prevailing meteorological
conditions over the study area:
(1) MERRA-2: It is one of the latest re-analysis product released by NASA Global Modeling and
Assimilation Office (GMAO), and is based on the EOS satellite observations (Bosilovich et al.,
2016). Its most updated version i.e. ver. 5.12.4 is used in this work. For surface temperature its
M2TMNXSLV and M2TMNXLND data products, and for ascertaining the sources of dust, the
most recent version of aerosol diagnostic data (M2T1NXAER) are used. Further, MERRA-2 data
products are also used for understanding the carbon monoxide emission, snow depth over glaciated
surface, and snowfall over the Himalayan region.
(2) ERA-Interim: The 6-hourly ERA-Interim product is produced from the available atmospheric
observations and dynamic models (Dee et al., 2011, 2014). ERA-Interim parameters used in this
study are the stored products, except the U and V components of wind that are computed from the
stored vorticity and divergence fields that are scaled by cosine of the latitude i.e. Ucos(lat) and
Vcos(lat).
(3) GLDAS: The surface temperature and albedo data with 0.25° X 0.25° spatial resolution,
obtained from Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) ver. 2.1 Noah land surface model
L4 (Rodell et al., 2004; Beaudoing and Rodell, 2016) are utilized for product inter-comparison, and
in the context of demonstrating changes in glaciers and snow depth over the Himalayan region.
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4.3.2. Air mass trajectory model
To trace the sources of air masses over the study region, the backward trajectory analysis is
done using NOAA Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model
(Draxler and Hess, 1997, 1998). The model utilizes several meteorological parameters like rainfall,
humidity, temperature and solar radiation flux for computing the air mass trajectories at different
height levels. The trajectory analysis basically characterizes the air masses and their origin or
source of production, in order to understand the impact on meteorological conditions and the
aerosol transport (Draxler and Hess, 1997, 1998; Stein et al., 2015).

4.3.3. Digital elevation data
The Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation (GTOPO30) data set is used for preparing the elevation
profiles in this thesis. The horizontal grid spacing in GTOPO30 dataset is 30 arc seconds (~ 1 km)
and is derived from multiple sources of topographic information, compiled at the United States
Geological Survey (USGS)/ Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Data Center (EDC)
and made available from the Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC).

4.4 Methodologies
4.4.1. Assessment of aerosol retrievals from MODIS and CALIPSO satellites
4.4.1.1. Data selection
Out of the data sets collected from the ground based LiDAR and AERONET measurements
over ARIES, Nainital, during the period 2008- 2012, common days of reliable measurements with
best temporal match were selected. Based on the LiDAR profiles, the selected data were further
screened for clear sky conditions. In this process the usable data sets turned out to be 37, and
considered for the analysis.
In order to match with the identified 37 days, the selection of MODIS data sets is done on the
basis of closest overpass to the site and the availability of AERONET data during the overpass. The
details on the number of spatially and temporally coincident data sets (N) so obtained is given in
Table 5.2 of the next chapter in this thesis. To achieve a valid comparison between AOD values
measured from MODIS and AERONET instruments, a well-known spatio-temporal averaging
technique is adopted (Ichoku et al., 2002) and multiple metrics were utilized to quantify the results.
Taking into account the mean MODIS AOD values within 20 km × 20 km and 30 km × 30 km grid
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and AERONET AOD averaged over ±30 minutes and ±15 minutes, various cases on spatiotemporal combinations were examined and the levels of agreement were established.
MODIS being the passive remote sensor provides a single columnar value of aerosol
parameter, which lacks the information of aerosol vertical distribution, a rather important parameter
to quantify aerosol effects in the atmosphere. In this context, the CALIPSO satellite products were
also evaluated and used in the BL height estimation and for the case studies on the evolution and
transport of aerosols. In order to understand the associated changes (vertical features and aerosol
sub-types) in the two versions (ver. 3 and 4.10) of CALIPSO data over the complex Himalayan
terrain, level-2 VFM profiles available within the grid of ± 0.5° ranging from 28.86° - 29.86° N and
78.96° - 79.96° E for the period August 2006- April 2017 were analysed. The results in the form of
confusion matrix are presented and discussed in relevance to the changes in the feature types and
aerosol sub-types between ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 data. Further, to evaluate the AOD values from two
versions of CALIPSO with AERONET, a total of 23 data sets were identified based on the criteria
of high Cloud Aerosol Discrimination (CAD) score (between -35 and -100), the presence of 5 or
more valid vertical profiles up to 4.5 km altitudes within the horizontal distance of ~ 100 km from
the site, and the availability of coincident AERONET measurements within ± 30 minutes of the
closest CALIPSO ground track.
For the period October 2006 – December 2014, 54 good cases of AOD measurements both
from the MODIS Terra DB C6.0 and CALIPSO (within 100 km) were identified, and the same were
utilized in the products inter-comparison. The selection procedure is based on the screening and
coincidence constraints, and the sequence is as follows:
 To account for the best temporal match between the CALIPSO and MODIS satellite overpasses,
only the day-time CALIPSO profiles were considered where the time difference between two
observations is within 3 hours.
 For MODIS, the averaged AOD values (550 nm) with quality flag 3, measured within 30 km ×
30 km from the site were considered.
 For CALIPSO, the average of the column AOD values (532 nm) reported in CALIPSO level-2
aerosol layer product is used. The selection criteria set for the AOD is: CAD score (between -35
to -100), Extinction QC 532 flag (0 or 1), column optical depth uncertainty (between 0 and 0.5 ×
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AOD), CALIOP initial LR = final LR, surface elevation > 1200 m, and the horizontal averaging
≤ 80 km (Young and Vaughan, 2009; Vaughan et al., 2016).

4.4.1.2. Retrieval error and wavelength conversions
The EEs associated with AERONET measured AOD (τ) and the corresponding MODIS
retrievals are EEAERONET = ± 0.01 to ±0.02 and EEMODIS = ± (0.05+0.15τ), respectively (Holben et
al., 1998; Eck et al., 1999; Remer et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2013). Similarly, the EE associated with
CALIPSO measurement is EECALIPSO = ± (0.05+0.4τ) (Winker et al., 2009). The uncertainties in the
AODs measured with AERONET are wavelength (λ) dependent and consititutes ± 0.01 for λ >
440nm and ± 0.02 for shorter wavelengths (Holben et al., 1998, 2001).
MODIS and AERONET measure AOD at two different wavelengths 550 and 500 nm
respectively, and to make a valid comparison between the two, AOD at 500 nm is converted to
AOD at 550 nm by taking into account the AE provided by AERONET in the wavelength range of
440 - 870 nm, using the relation as follows (Eck et al., 1999):

 required



  measured   required 
 measured 

 AE

(4.12)

  
log  1 
 2 
where, AE  
, 𝜏𝜆1 and 𝜏𝜆2 are the AOD values at wavelengths λ1 and λ2.
 1 
log  
 2 
Similar analogy is used to make the comparison of CALIPSO (532 nm) with AERONET. In
all the wavelength conversions, it is assumed that the errors introduced were negligible.

4.4.1.3. Performance parameters used in product assessments
To evaluate the performance of different products, the following statistical parameters were
computed on N coincident data sets:
(i) Mean Bias Error (MBE) =

 (

Satellite

  AERONET )

N

, is the measure of overall bias error and the

values > 0 indicate overestimation, whereas the values < 0 represent underestimation of the
satellite retrievals with the ground truth.
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(ii) Average Error Ratio (AER) =

 (

MODIS

  AERONET )
N



1
, is the measure of the comparison
EE

between the actual error and the Expected Error (EE) limits. |AER| ≤ 1 is the good match, and
|AER| > 1 represents the poor match. In case of satellite data, AER< 0 represents
underestimation of the measurement, and AER > 0 reveals overestimation.
(iii) Root Mean Square Error (RootMSE) – It is the root mean square of the error in the regression,
computed as the square root of the reduced Chi-square i.e. √𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝜒 2 . It provides the
variability/standard deviations of the data from the regression line. Lower the value of
RootMSE, better will be the agreement between the regression and the data.

100 N M version 2  M version1
(iv) Percentage Mean Relative Deviation (MRD) =
, is the measure of
 M
N i 1
version 2
mean divergence of the data version 2 (Mversion2) from the version 1 (Mversion1).
(v) Percentage EE (%EE) = Percentage of values falling within EE limits. If out of N values, M
values falls within the EE limits, then %EE 

M
100 .
N

(vi) Standard Deviation (SD) – It is a measure of how spread out a data is, and is equal to the
square

root

of

N

SD 

(X
i 1

i

the

variance.

Mathematically,

for

N

samples

(X1,

X2,…

XN),

 X )2

N 1

, where,

X

is the mean value of N samples.

(vii) Standard Error of Mean (SEM) =

SD
, and is the measure of the variability associated with
N

estimating a mean.
(viii) Correlation: It a statistical technique that shows how strongly the pair of variables are related
to each other. There are several different correlation techniques but the Pearson’s or productmoment correlation is most common. For two measurements X and Y the correlation
coefficient is given by the covariance of X and Y divided by the product of their standard
deviation. Its value lies between -1 to +1.
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4.4.2. Utilization of the aerosol retrievals: estimation of LR and BL height
4.4.2.1. LR estimations
The LR for any single wavelength ground-based LiDAR is a key parameter that needs to be
known for the retrieval of aerosol vertical profiles. Basically, it is the ratio of aerosol extinction
coefficient (αaer) and the aerosol backscatter coefficient (βaer) that is linked to the regional aerosol
characteristics like shape, size and composition. A-priori hypotheses for LR in the range between 20
to 100 sr is quite common, but LR computed by constraining the AOD from LiDAR through
AERONET or MODIS measurements can be the better choice than former (He et al., 2006; Leon et
al., 2009). In the later approach, initially the LiDAR Range-Corrected Signal (RCS) is processed for
AOD computation with a fixed LR, which then undergoes several iterations to produce an adjusted
LR at a point where the difference between LiDAR derived AOD (𝜏𝐿𝑖𝐷𝐴𝑅 ) and the AOD retrieved
from AERONET (𝜏𝐴𝐸𝑅𝑂𝑁𝐸𝑇 ) or MODIS (𝜏𝑀𝑂𝐷𝐼𝑆 ) measurements is minimal. Similar approach is
adopted here to find out the best LR values for the three LiDAR systems operated in night-time
under clear-sky conditions during different seasons. Along with the intermittent observations made
using the LiDAR systems, the collocated AERONET measurements from ARIES site for the period
of 2008- 2012 is used in this case. The AERONET observation were made in two phases – each
during April 2008 - February 2011 (Nainital station) and August 2011 - March 2012
(ARM_Nainital station). AERONET provides the high quality data on a wider scale across the
globe, so the methodologies adopted here, can be utilized by larger science community.
To estimate LR, at first the RCS obtained from LiDAR measurement is processed for
obtaining the aerosol extinction profile with a fixed LR and system constants. The obtained
extinction profile is then subjected for integration to obtain AOD value from LiDAR data. Then by
using an iterative method, the initial LR value is changed in steps of 0.01 sr for minimizing the
difference between 𝜏𝐿𝑖𝐷𝐴𝑅 and 𝜏𝐴𝐸𝑅𝑂𝑁𝐸𝑇 (or 𝜏𝑀𝑂𝐷𝐼𝑆 ). The adjusted range-independent LR values,
where the 𝜏𝐿𝑖𝐷𝐴𝑅 showed the best match within the tolerance of ±0.5 %, are considered to be the
final LR. To account for any discrepancies between day and night-time AOD measurements from
AERONET and the ground based LiDAR, about 95% of the data sets were so chosen that the
diurnal variations in AOD and AE (440-870 nm) fall in the limits of ± 0.05 and ± 0.2, respectively
(Amiridis et al., 2011). Such a bound is employed to ensure that the intrusion of aerosol from other
locations is almost insignificant and the aerosol loading remains nearly the same during day and
night over the site.
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The LiDAR AOD in LR retrieval process has been computed using the relation:
z1

z2

z0

z1

 LiDAR,532    aer ( z )dz    aer ( z )dz

(4.13)

where, z0 = height at which the LiDAR system is installed, z1 = height at which complete
overlap occurs (150 m, 300 m and 90 m considered for the three LiDAR systems at ARIES,
respectively), and z2 = upper height limit considered for the columnar AOD retrievals (assumed as
4.5 km above ground level). Considering the uniform distribution of aerosols between z0 to z1, it is
assumed that for the three LiDAR systems, the maximum of 7.5 %, 15 % and 5 % of the AOD
values, respectively are confined within the respective overlap regions.

4.4.2.2. BL height estimation
The BL height is an important meteorological parameter that determines the extent to which
the dispersion of pollutants, heat and moisture take place, and is very useful parameter for weather,
climate and pollution studies (Monks et al., 2009). It is one of the fundamental parameter in
numerical simulations of regional meteorology and air quality. In this context, an accurate
determination of BL height, using different data sources over the complex high altitude site, where
the upslope and downslope airflows vary with time, is of great interest.
From ARIES, Nainital, the radiosonde launches were conducted four times a day during
2011-2012 (Singh et al., 2016), so taking this an advantage, and considering the fact that BL depth
can be derived from the radiosonde (Seibert et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2016) and CALIPSO data
(Jordan et al., 2010; McGrath Spangler and Denning, 2012), an attempt is made to estimate and
compare the BL height computed from the in-situ radiosonde observations and near coterminous
CALIPSO level-1B data (< 100 km overpass distance; ver. 4.10). To ascertain cloud-free cases, the
parameters (signal intensity at the surface, depolarization ratio, color ratio and vertical features)
from CALIPSO level-1B and 2 data products are examined for the period June 2011 - March 2012.
After discarding the cloud contaminated profiles, a total of 10 day-time cloud-free CALIPSO
profiles, in the temporal match (< 2 hours) with the radiosonde observations were identified and
selected for BL height estimation. The day-time cases were selected to avoid the influence of the
residual layer and heavy surface inversion (Su et al., 2017).
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To estimate the BL heights from radiosonde, the vertical gradient method is used for the
Potential Temperature (PT) and Specific Humidity (SH), that is expressed as:

dX ( yi ) X ( yi 1 )  X ( yi )

dy
yi 1  yi

(4.14)

Here, X(yk) is used to represent the PT or SH values at altitude yk, where k represents the
height intervals i up to 3.2 km amsl in vertical, that is selected on the basis of the characteristics
studied over Nainital (Singh et al., 2016). The BL height is identified as the location of the
maximum vertical gradient for PT and SH changes (Seibert et al., 2000; Seidel et al., 2010).
To retrieve the BL height from CALIPSO, two methods, namely the threshold (Melfi et al.,
1985; Jordan et al., 2010) and Wavelet Covariance Transform (WCT) (Brooks, 2003; Compton et
al., 2013) are used. With the threshold method, the BL height is determined by finding the steepest
gradient in total aerosol backscatter coefficient profiles (CALIPSO level-1B). In WCT method, the
Haar wavelet and the Mexican hat wavelet functions (Brooks, 2003) are frequently used for BL
height estimation from the atmospheric LiDAR profiles. Possibly other available wavelet functions
produces large discrepancies in BL estimate. The Haar wavelet function has been selected in the
present work because it distinguishes even a small-scale transitions efficiently as compared to the
Mexican hat wavelet function.
Computing WCT using Haar function is equivalent to a joint low-pass filtering and
differentiation process. For BL height computation, the Haar function is applied to the total aerosol
backscatter coefficient profile, and its first maxima where the sharpest decrease in the total aerosol
backscatter coefficient occurs is taken up as the BL height (Baars et al., 2008). The implementation
of WCT method is described using two equations (Gamage and Hagelberg, 1993; Brooks, 2003):

1 t '
 z b 
W f (a, b)   total ,532 ( z ) 
 dz
a zb
 a 
z
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(4.15)


 1;

 z b  
and,  
  1;
 a  
 0;



a

b    z  b
2

a

b  z  b  
2

elsewhere

(4.16)

where, a = dilation parameter (spatial extent); b = vertical translation i.e. altitude at which the
'
wavelet function is centered; total ,532 ( z ) = CALIPSO level-1B total aerosol backscatter coefficients

as the function of altitude; W f (a, b) = wavelet covariance transform as a function of dilation and

 z b 
translation;  
 is the Haar wavelet function, described as a symmetrical square wave with
 a 
'
positive and negative going amplitudes; 𝑧𝑡 and 𝑧𝑏 are the top and bottom altitudes of total ,532 ( z ) .

The dilation ‘a’ and translation ‘b’ adjusts the location and shape of the wavelet function. The value
for ‘a’ is nΔz, where n = 2, 4, 6,…. and Δz is the vertical resolution of the backscatter profile.

For retrieval of BL height with high degree of accuracy using the WCT method, it is essential
that the dilation, ‘a’ should be chosen carefully, and must be sufficient enough to distinguish the
'
transitions from small-scale variations in total ,532 ( z ) (Brooks, 2003), and the translation ‘b’ is to

chosen in between two discrete points to ensure the symmetry in equation 4.15. At small dilation,
due to the spurious gradients and noisy W f (a, b) profile, it becomes very difficult to estimate the
correct BL height, and at extremely high dilation value, the BL height becomes too high or
sometime may even get missed. Therefore, the BL height estimated from the mean profile of
wavelet covariance transform, < W f (a, b) >, generated across the mid-range of dilation values, is
considered as the optimum BL height in the present work, which is expressed as:

1 n
 W f (b)  W f (ai , b)
n i 1
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(4.17)

The final BL height is max < Wf (b) >, for 𝑧𝑏 < b < 𝑧𝑡 . This approach of selecting and averaging
multiple wavelet dilation values will reduce the bias in the final BL height estimation. An example
demonstrating the sensitivity analysis and the selection of appropriate dilation range for a typical
CALIPSO level-1B (ver. 4.10) total aerosol backscatter coefficients profile of 16 June 2011 is
shown in Fig. 4.14(a-d). As evident in the shown figure, the profile of W f (a, b) becomes smoother
with the increase in dilation a.

Fig. 4.14. (a) CALIPSO level 1B total aerosol backscatter coefficient (an average of the profiles
lying within 100 km coincidence circle of the closest CALIPSO overpass) of 16 June 2011 (~13:15
hours LT); (b) and (c) are its wavelet covariance transform, 𝑊𝑓 (𝑎, 𝑏) over the range of dilation ‘a’
from 0.9 to 2.7 km in 30 m steps (bins 30 to 90); (d) Mean profile of the wavelet covariance
transform, represented as < 𝑊𝑓 (𝑏) >, generated across the range of 50 to 80 bins. The location
showing the first maxima from the surface upward is the final estimated BL height.
4.4.3. Absorbing aerosols
The absorbing aerosols like dust, smoke, black carbon and volcanic ash can modulate the
cloud properties, photochemical processes, and atmospheric stability (Koren et al., 2008; Mishra et
al., 2014; Lee and Wang, 2015). In the present era, numerous datasets collected through satellites,
ground stations and computational models exist that describes the state of the past and present
Earth‘s atmosphere, and serves as the basis to model projections. However, these massive resources
are under-utilized in the climatological investigation of the aerosols, especially over the complex
mountainous regions, where they get trapped and accumulated in the foothills or surrounding
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spaces. One such mountainous region posing serious concerns from climate perspective is the ‘third
pole’ on Earth i.e. the Himalayas (Immerzeel et al., 2013; Pant et al., 2018), where the local winds,
complex terrains and orography have strong interactions with the air masses. The undue
interventions from these pollutants modify the rate of atmospheric heating and modulates the
properties and lifetime of neighbouring clouds and atmospheric stability (Penner et al., 2003; Koren
et al., 2008; Torres et al., 2013; Lee and Wang, 2015). These modifications are possibly affecting
the hydrological cycle indirectly by eventually melting the ‘steady water tower’ of glaciers and
snow packs of this region (Messerli et al., 2004; Viviroli et al., 2007, 2011). To some extent, they
are also responsible for increase in the extreme weather and climate events (drought, flood, cloud
bursts, etc.) leaving, colossal losses and trauma.
Himalayan environment is characterized by large variability, which complicates efforts to use
short data records for the study therefore, the long term climatological study from multiple satellites
data sources is very essential. Considering the same, this work pursues the study on the seasonal
and monthly climatology on the absorbing aerosols over the Himalayan region with an emphasis on
the major pollutant – dust, by making use of the updated and long-term data obtained from multiple
sensor measurements of Aerosol Index (AI). The AI is the key parameter used to distinguish
between absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols. The AI is positive for absorbing and negative for
non-absorbing aerosols like sulphate (H2SO4) or nitrate (HNO3) aerosols. The AI values, almost
equal to zero are mainly due to cloud presence (Mironova et al., 2008).

4.4.4. Precipitation and clouds distribution over NSI region
Due to varied and complex topography of the NSI region, covering the major part of IGP as
well as the Himalayas, it possess the large variability in the meteorological parameters particularly
the rainfall pattern. Rainfall is the predominant form of precipitation which is responsible for spatial
and temporal distribution of runoffs, soil moisture and groundwater reserves, and its intensity
affects the frequency of droughts and floods. Hence, it is important to study the rainfall pattern over
this region, for which, the latest ver. 7 (released in late 2012) of the TRMM Multi-satellite
Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) 3B42 data product (with resolution 0.25° X 0.25°) is analyzed for
the period of almost two decades (1998-2016). Although none of the satellite based rainfall data is
free from bias, however, this product has reported relatively low bias (Tan et al., 2015), hence, used
in the present study.
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Rainfall over the NSI region is mainly controlled by two major atmospheric circulations –
southwest monsoon (June – September), and the western disturbances during December - March.
These two contrasting periods - (i) June-July-August-September (JJAS), and (ii) DecemberJanuary-February-March (DJFM) encompassing the southwest monsoon and active periods of
western disturbances, respectively over the NSI region, are hence taken up for seasonal study on
precipitation and clouds.
The DARDAR CSTrack CLOUDSAT-2B-CLDCLASS v.0.2.3 product contains CloudSat
level 2 based classification of eight different cloud types - cirrus (Ci), altostratus (As), altocumulus
(Ac), stratus (St), stratocumulus (Sc), cumulus (Cu), nimbostratus (Ns), and deep convective (DC)
(i.e., cumulonimbus) (Wang and Sassen, 2001). In addition, the product also provides the
classification on precipitation types – liquid precipitation, solid precipitation and (possible) drizzle.
These information on clouds and precipitation types are available at CloudSat footprints with the
resolution of ~1.1 km (horizontal) and 60 m vertical (over -1.92 to 40.02 km), and the same data
product is used to understand the spatial distribution, and seasonal variability of different types of
cloud (up to 18 km from the mean sea level) and precipitation, prevailing over the NSI region
during the period 2007 – 2016. The provided information will be helpful in quantifying the
feedback provided by the clouds in the earth–atmosphere system and in radiation and latent heat
calculations. The St cloud type is not taken into account due to its negligible frequency of
occurrence over this region. The analysis is subjected to the identified daytime (between 06:30 07:40 UTC) data records of 163 days (2007), 126 days (2008), 142 days (2009), 147 days (2010),
53 days (2012), 94 days (2013), 121 days (2014), 133 days (2015), and 89 days for the year 2016,
amounting to be a total of 1,068 days. The cloud type information for the year 2011 is not taken into
account in the investigations, due to very less data records (30 days). The TRMM 3B42 ver. 7
product combines the rain gauge and passive satellite observations to estimate the 3-hourly rain rate
at a spatial grid resolution of 0.25° x 0.25°. The coincident days and collocated TRMM
observations over NSI available at 06:00 UTC and 09:00 UTC (an average of these two temporal
observations per day), providing the best spatial and temporal match with DARDAR (06:30 - 07:40
UTC) are considered in the precipitation estimates.
It is to mention that the studied years have different days of data records, hence to make a
valid comparison of the cloud types on an annual scale, at first, the matrices are generated for
individual cloud types, say xijk, where, x represents the cloud type, i represents year numbers (2007-
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2016, excluding the year 2011), j represents the height bins at every 60 m vertical intervals from
the surface to 18 km, and k is the accumulated counts of x in each height bins. The individual cloud
type data, xijk, is then normalized throughout the height range with the maximum value of k obtained
individually for the study period.

4.4.5. ASTRAD system: waveform generation, interference removals, and data validation
4.4.5.1. Implementation of Pulse compression technique
An ideal pulsed RaDAR transmits a short pulse of high magnitude, which is then detected by
the receiver after some delay. The receiver may receive several smaller pulses reflected from the
different scattering points within the target. The intervals between these smaller pulses defines the
resolution (ΔR), which can be resolved prior to the reflection from two close scattering points.
Brandon described the limit on ΔR that the peak power from a transmitter is usually limited and for
the given peak transmit power, maximum range coverage (R) with desired SNR can be achieved by
lengthening the pulse, i.e. sacrificing with R (Brandon, 1973). For some problems however both
maximum R and smaller R are needed, which in turn poses the requirement of impractical values
of power from the transmitter, which are unacceptable in most systems. To circumvent such
requirements, the pulse compression coding technique is used in RaDAR application, in which the
codes are superimposed onto the carrier wave. The technique allows RaDAR to achieve data
acquisition with maximum range coverage with smaller R and high SNR, at reasonable power
levels. In this research work, an attempt is made to demonstrate the usefulness of pulse compression
technique in the context of atmospheric RaDARs through Graphical User Interface (GUI) based
approach that will save a lot of time spent on computer programming and/or constructing any
hardware assemblies for demonstration purposes. The functionality of this developed GUI tool in
LabVIEW and MATLAB environment is discussed in Chapter 5.
The relevant theory on RaDAR waveforms, coding schemes, and their properties are provided
below.

1. Pulsed waveform
Almost all the pulsed waveforms with constant amplitude and phase (or frequency) are in the
form:
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𝑡

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑗𝜑(𝑡) 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 [𝜏 ]
𝑝

𝑡

where, 𝜏𝑝 is the PW, and 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 [𝜏 ] = {
𝑝

(4.18)

1, 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝜏𝑝
𝑡
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 [𝜏 ]
𝑝
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒

The generation of pulse compression waveform for any RaDAR applications involves the two
fundamental parameters of the RF waves:


Bandwidth: The RF carrier will have a particular set of frequencies, with some minimum
and maximum range. The total amount of frequency spectrum used by a channel is known as
the RF bandwidth.



Modulation: Waves are sinusoidal in nature defined by their properties of amplitude,
frequency and phase. With these three properties they can carry information on the sine or
cosine waves. This process is known as modulation.

In this work, the operating frequency of ASTRAD is chosen as the carrier frequency i.e. 206.5
MHz with 5 MHz bandwidth. The type of modulation used in the analysis and front-end GUI
creation is phase modulation, which occurs when the amplitude and frequency remains constant but
the phase within the carrier frequency changes over a small range. A change in phase (polarity or
direction of wave travel) is related directly to the digital information comprising the transmitted
information.

2. Coding schemes
In the atmospheric RaDAR application, two different types of binary phase codes are popular
– Barker codes, and the complementary codes.
Barker codes have been used in the RaDARs deployed for ionospheric incoherent scatter
measurements, where the correlation time of the scattering medium is substantially longer than the
full-uncompressed length of the transmitted pulse (Barker, 1953; Damtie et al., 2007). The
decoding involves adding and subtracting voltages. If the scattering centers move a significant
fraction of the RaDARs wavelength between the time of arrival of first and last baud of the pulse,
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the compression process may fails. The Barker code offers good pulse compression, and easy
decoding, however, it suffers from fairly unacceptable side-lobe suppression. In addition, the Barker
sequences are only available for the length of 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11 and 13 bauds (Table 4.9). Due to
these disadvantages, Barker codes have limited utility in the atmospheric RaDAR application.

Table 4.9: Barker codes of lengths 2 to 13.
Code Length
Sub pulse phases, 𝜑(𝑡)
2
{0, π} or {0, 0}
3
{0, 0, π}
4
{0, 0, π, 0} or {0, 0, 0, π}
5
{0, 0, 0, π, 0}
7
{0, 0, 0, π, π, 0, π}
11
{0, 0, 0, π, π, π, 0, π, π, 0, π}
13
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, π, π, 0, 0, π, 0, π, 0}
The complementary codes are another form of the binary phase codes that comes in pair
(Golay, 1961). They are decoded by matched filter / delay line combination whose impulse
response is time reverse of the pulse. The two pulses encoded with the complementary pair have the
property that their side-lobes are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, so when the outputs are
added, the side-lobes cancel out, leaving only the central peak. As far as complementary codes are
concerned, there is still one main restriction i.e. the phase changes introduced by the target must
vary only on a time scale much longer than the Inter-Pulse Period (IPP). This restriction has
prevented the use of this code in military applications and in incoherent scatter from ionosphere,
where the Doppler shifts are too large. But for the very small Doppler shifts associated with the
atmospheric RaDAR (e.g. ASTRAD), the use of complementary codes for pulse compression is
fully compatible. However, the selection of most suitable complementary code pairs must be
decided based on several performance measures like merit factor, discrimination, quality factor,
Integrated Side-lobe Level (ISL) and Peak Side-lobe Level (PSL), discussed elsewhere (Kumar et
al., 2012).
3. Complementary codes and their properties
Golay defined a pair of complementary codes as two equally long finite sequences of two
kinds of elements with the property that the number of pairs of like elements with any given
separation in one sequence is equal to the number of pairs of unlike elements with the same
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separation in the other sequence (Golay, 1961). Here an example of complementary pairs: A = {-1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1} and B = {-1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1} is used to clarify the definition, as illustrated
in Fig.4.15 in which, each code has a length of 8 bits, and the two kinds of elements are 1 and -1. In
the code sequences binary ‘1’ represents 0° phase and binary ‘-1’ represents 180° out of phase. ‘L’
is used to denote a pair of like elements and ‘U’ as a pair of unlike elements in code A or B. For the
given separation of 2, it is shown that code A has one pair of unlike elements and four pairs of like
elements, and code B has four pairs of unlike elements and one pair of like elements. Any other
separations (0, 1, 3, and so forth) can be used to check the property of the pair of complementary
codes. The given code pairs remain complementary pairs, if they are reversed, or the two kind of
their elements are interchanged, or their elements at even orders are altered. Further, longer
complementary code pairs can be generated through appending and interleaving operations.

Fig.4.15. Complementary code sequences, A = {-1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1} and B = {-1, -1, -1, 1, 1,
1, -1, 1} and their properties.

The complementary sequences are governed by two major correlation properties that forms
the basis of pulse compression in RaDAR applications (Hussain, 2008).
i.

The complementary codes come in a pair of two binary sequences of the same length whose
Auto-Correlation Functions (ACFs) have side-lobes equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.
The sum of these ACFs gives a single ACF with the peak of twice the original length and
zero elsewhere. For any two complementary sequences 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 of length N, it holds:
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𝑅𝐴𝑇 (𝜏) + 𝑅𝐵𝑇 (𝜏) = {

2𝑁, 𝜏 = 0
0, 𝜏 = ±1, ±2, … . ±(𝑁 − 1)

(4.19)

where, 𝑅𝐴𝑇 (𝜏) and 𝑅𝐵𝑇 (𝜏) represent the ACFs of 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 with lags 𝜏. This property plays
a key role in the atmospheric RaDAR application when the sequences 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 are used in
the phase modulation of two successive transmit Radio Frequency (RF) pulses separated by
the IPP, respectively.
ii.

The transmitted complementary sequences 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 of length N, and the received
sequences AR and BR of the same length holds the relation:
𝑅𝐴𝑇 𝐴𝑅 (𝜏) + 𝑅𝐵𝑇 𝐵𝑅 (𝜏) = 0, for 𝜏 = ±1, ±2, … . . ±(𝑁 − 1)

(4.20)

where, 𝑅𝐴𝑇 𝐴𝑅 (𝜏) represents the correlation between 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐴𝑅 , and 𝑅𝐵𝑇 𝐵𝑅 (𝜏) represents the
correlation between 𝐵𝑇 and 𝐵𝑅 .
4. Complementary coded waveform generation
If 𝐴𝑇 = {𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 , . . . . . . 𝑎𝑁 } and 𝐵𝑇 = {𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , 𝑏3 , . . . . . . 𝑏𝑁 }, where, 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ∈ {−1, +1} for 1 ≤
𝑖 ≤ 𝑁, then the coded transmitted RaDAR signal is represented as:
𝑇𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑇𝑥𝐴𝑇 (𝑡) + 𝑇𝑥𝐵𝑇 (𝑡 − 𝐼𝑃𝑃)
𝑡−𝑖𝜏

𝑁
= (∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 ( 𝑃𝑊 )) cos(𝜔𝑐 𝑡) + (∑𝑖=1 𝑏𝑖 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(

𝑡−𝐼𝑃𝑃−𝑖𝜏
𝑃𝑊

)) cos(𝜔𝑐 (𝑡 − 𝐼𝑃𝑃))

(4.21)

where, the width of each pulse (bit) in a code is called baud width (𝜏), and the number of bits
in the code is referred as baud length (N). The pulse width (PW) is computed as 𝑁 × 𝜏. The angular
frequency, 𝜔𝑐 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑐 , IPP = Inter pulse period or Pulse Repetition Time (PRT), and 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡() is the
rectangular function.
Let us consider the 16-bit complementary code pairs, AT = { 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1 , -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1,
-1, -1, 1, -1} and BT = { 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1}. These code pairs are
modulated on the carriers waves cos(ωct) and cos(ωc(t-IPP)), to form the coded pulse compression
waveforms. Fig. 4.16(a-b) shows the resulting transmit signals coded with the code sequences 𝐴𝑇
and 𝐵𝑇 , respectively. In this case, fc, the carrier frequency is chosen as 206.5 MHz which is the
ASTRAD operating frequency, IPP as 125 μs, N as 16-bit, and baud width, τ as 1 μs. In addition,
Fig. 4.16c shows the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the two codes 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 . The transmit RF
signal in a given IPP is available only during the pulse width duration where its phase is altered
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according to the first code AT, and after some blanking period, the system waits for the return
signals until the start of the next cycle of IPP, where code BT is used for coding. In practical
RaDAR operation, generally four IPP cycles are used for reliable coded transmission, and the
coding sequence follows 𝐴𝑇 , 𝐵𝑇 , 𝐴′𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇′ , where, 𝐴′𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇′ are the complements of 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 ,
respectively. The same sequence is repeated in the next four IPP cycles and so on, as long as the
RaDAR transmission continues.
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Fig.4.16. Modulation of transmit RF pulse using code sequence (a) AT (b) BT , and (c) the Power
Spectral Density of these code pairs.

To band-limit the transmission, coded RF signals are generally passed through the InfiniteImpulse Response (IIR) digital bandpass filtering stage. The reason behind the choosing IIR filter is
that it is quite common in atmospheric Radar and it is computationally more efficient to implement
than a comparable Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. Fig. 4.17(a-b) shows the pulse shapes, rise
time, fall time and overshoots for the two successive coded RF signals, modulated with the same
16-bit complementary sequences 𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑇 , respectively.
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Fig. 4.17. Pulse shapes, rise time, fall time and overshoots of the coded transmit RF pulse using
code sequence (a) AT, and (b) BT

The received signal Rx(t) in RaDAR is the time-shifted (delayed by to) replica of the
transmitted signal Tx(t) plus the additive noise n(t), given by:
Rx(t) = Tx(t – to) + n(t)

(4.22)

In this equation, Tx(t) is expressed by equation (4.21). The noise and Doppler shifts (fd = 1/to)
may causes the ACFs of the complementary pairs to lose their ideal properties, resulting in the
undesired side-lobes not being completely cancelled out, in actual RaDAR application. These
leftover side-lobes may suppress the detection from small targets or may cause false target
detection. One possible approach to mitigate such problems to arise in the atmospheric RaDAR is
proper selection of the complementary code pairs. The good pair is one that has very high merit
factor and discrimination, and extremely low ISL and PSL (Kumar et al., 2012).

4.4.5.2. Radio frequency interference and clutter removals
The quality of profiles in any atmospheric RaDARs often get degraded due to conglomeration
of unwanted echoes originating from non-atmospheric and fixed targets, in the form of Radio
frequency Interference (RFI) and Zero-Doppler Clutter (ZDC). Some of the clutter and interference
sources are shown in Fig. 4.18.
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Fig.4.18. Major sources of interferences for atmospheric RaDARs.

The ZDC appears as a line of strong returns at zero-Doppler, extending throughout the range
bins in the Doppler profile, and possibly it may arises primarily due to the undesired echoes,
resulting when the skirts of low level side-lobes of the antenna array illuminates the stationary
artefacts or hard targets like surrounding terrains, mountains, buildings etc. (Sato and Woodman,
1982). The RFI often arises due to the presence of undesired wireless communication channels
active in the nearby regions of the RaDAR site, or from the nearby power lines. Both these
phenomenon’s outweighs, and thereby overwhelms, the desired Doppler detection from the
atmospheric targets. Moreover, the characteristics of clutters, in general, are location dependent,
and hence it is essential to determine the most ideal methodology for eliminating these undesired
interferences from the Doppler spectra, to avoid fallacy in the signal detection. Further, the practical
implementation of the devised methodology in the application software is a crucial step, and should
essentially be worked out, especially during the commissioning phase of any RaDAR.
Significant efforts in the hardware aspects have been put to minimize the contributions from
these undesirable sources, and at the same time, several robust algorithms or schemes were
suggested in the signal processing by the researchers for the RaDARs operating at ~ 50 MHz and
~ 400 MHz frequency bands (e.g. May and Strauch, 1998; Lehmann and Teschke, 2001; Anandan
and Jagannatham, 2013), however, the performance checking of these algorithms on ASTRAD
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observations, or any profilers operating ~ 200 MHz bands, have never been checked so far.
Therefore, an initial attempt in this direction is made in this work on few sample Doppler spectra
obtained from ASTRAD, and the results are discussed in the next Chapter of this thesis.

4.4.5.3. Validation of the wind measurements from ASTRAD observations
Radiosonde observations are often considered as a means of verifying the observations made
by other collocated systems. Therefore, the wind measurements from the radiosonde observations
from ARIES, Nainital is used to achieve meaningful validation of the zonal (U) wind, meridional
(V) wind, and wind speed estimated from the ASTRAD observations. During the process of
validation, the following points have been considered:
i.

The consistency in the ASTRAD data is checked by comparing the same beam frames
obtained during the first scan cycle with the corresponding frames in the next scan cycle and
so on. If the differences between them exceeds certain threshold values, then the frames are
discarded.

ii.

To eliminate outliners in the data, the raw radial velocities obtained from ASTRAD are
averaged for every 15-20 min intervals.

iii.

To account for temporal differences between the wind observations from the Radiosonde
and ASTRAD, the time averaging interval of ASTRAD data was centered at the middle time
of the radiosonde launch.

iv.

To account for the differences in their spatial resolutions, the height resolution of the
radiosonde observation is brought to the RaDAR resolution, and the data were extrapolated
accordingly.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1. Studies on atmospheric aerosols – their variations, evaluation, utilization, and transport
5.1.1. Seasonal variations in aerosol optical parameters over the study region
Aerosols are highly variable components of the Earth’s atmosphere, and they influence the
climate directly by scattering and absorbing the incoming solar radiation, and indirectly by
modifying the microphysical and hence the radiative properties, amount and lifetime of clouds
(Hansen et al., 1997; Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005; Ming et al.,
2010; Lau et al., 2010; Wang, 2013; Lee and Wang, 2015; Boucher et al., 2013, 2015; Banerjee et
al., 2018). Their presence in large volume has an adverse effect on human’s health, and leads to
poor visibility, acidic deposition, and changes in the Earth’s radiation balance (Lippmann et al.,
2000; Ruzer and Harley, 2004; OECD, 2014). During past, inadequate measurements on the
temporal and spatial variations in aerosols, together with their limited understanding on the optical
and microphysical properties, pose large uncertainties in quantifying their impacts on the Earth’s
climate system. Over the last few decades, the advent of satellite technology such as MODIS,
MISR, OMI, CALIPSO etc., together with the establishment of ground based AERONET networks,
and field studies/ research campaigns, have greatly enhanced our level of understanding on the
distribution and properties of aerosols (e.g. Holben et al., 1998, 2001; Veefkind et al., 2000; Wang
et al., 2000; Torres et al., 2002a, 2002b; Savtchenko et al., 2004; Remer et al., 2005; Young and
Vaughan, 2009; Winker et al., 2010; Wang, 2013; Solanki and Singh, 2014; Satheesh et al., 2017;
Kumar et al., 2018), but not up to the desired level, particularly at regional scales (IPCC, 2007;
Srivastava et al., 2012). Furthermore, the aerosol measurements from both satellite and groundbased tools are limited over the complex mountainous terrains, having several sensitive ecosystems
and landscapes of regional and global significance such as the pristine Himalaya.
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Knowledge on the sources and size distribution of aerosols is essential in order to study the
radiative effects, and also to understand the health impacts due to the pollutant particles. However,
this study deals with the distribution of aerosols over the Himalayan region, which have gained
serious concern as a result of seasonal transport of various forms of pollutants. The AERONET
based aerosol observations from ten stations located in the region under study, namely, Nainital,
Pantnagar, Kanpur, New Delhi, Lahore, Gual Pahari, Gandhi College, Jaipur, Lumbini, and Pokhara
are subjected for investigation. The present analysis in the direction of understanding the optical,
and physical/ chemical properties of aerosols to different air mass origins and local aerosol sources,
and their spatio-temporal characteristics, may serves as the crucial input for modeling and
prediction on air quality and climate system of the mountainous region.
The details regarding the stations subjected for investigation, are covered in the previous
chapter. The seasonal variations in the aerosol volume size distribution for these stations are
presented in Fig. 5.1. The figure shows the bi-modal size distribution of aerosols (Schuster et al.,
2006) at these stations during all the seasons.

Fig. 5.1. Seasonal variation of aerosol volume-size distribution for ten AERONET stations in the
Himalayan region.

The bi-modal log-normal function is the most suitable approach for representing the fine and
coarse mode particle size distributions (e.g. Eck et al., 1999; Dubovik et al., 2002; Schuster et al.,
2006). Although, the volume concentrations shown in Fig. 5.1 exhibits few differences over each
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stations, however, their shapes are analogous across all the seasons. Further, Table 5.1(a) shows the
seasonal means±SD of fine, coarse, and total AOD at 500 nm for these stations, alongwith the
mean±SD FMF values. From Table 5.1(a) it seems that the AOD and FMF values are zero bounded
and not Gaussian distributed, therefore, their median and interquartile range (IQR), which is defined
as the difference between 75th and 25th percentiles, are also computed (Table 5.1(b)).

Table 5.1: AOD (fine mode, coarse mode, and total) at 500 nm, and FMF for ten AERONET
stations in the Himalayan region: (a) Seasonal mean±SD.
Station
Nainital

Pantnagar

Kanpur

New Delhi

Lahore

Gual Pahari

Gandhi College

Jaipur

Lumbini

Seasons
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON

fine mode AOD
0.08±0.07
0.15±0.11
0.16±0.07
0.09±0.06
0.44±0.22
0.29±0.18
0.35±0.26
0.52±0.34
0.56±0.34
0.24±0.13
0.28±0.20
0.62±0.36
0.66±0.48
0.23±0.10
0.26±0.30
0.68±0.22
0.46±0.37
0.25±0.15
0.35±0.26
0.55±0.44
0.57±0.36
0.25±0.14
0.22±0.19
0.47±0.33
0.78±0.44
0.35±0.21
0.33±0.21
0.65±0.37
0.30±0.24
0.14±0.07
0.17±0.10
0.33±0.29
0.73±0.46
0.54±0.29
0.37±0.27
0.71±0.41

coarse mode AOD
0.01±0.02
0.15±0.14
0.16±0.08
0.02±0.03
0.06±0.08
0.25±0.13
0.23±0.18
0.06±0.05
0.08±0.07
0.33±0.21
0.40±0.31
0.11±0.09
0.07±0.03
0.38±0.16
0.37±0.17
0.15±0.04
0.09±0.07
0.32±0.22
0.44±0.24
0.18±0.11
0.08±0.09
0.34±0.16
0.42±0.22
0.16±0.08
0.07±0.05
0.27±0.14
0.35±0.29
0.08±0.09
0.08±0.06
0.28±0.15
0.40±0.18
0.11±0.08
0.06±0.04
0.23±0.11
0.26±0.40
0.04±0.02
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total AOD
0.09±0.07
0.30±0.19
0.32±0.10
0.11±0.07
0.51±0.22
0.54±0.23
0.58±0.33
0.59±0.35
0.64±0.33
0.57±0.26
0.68±0.34
0.73±0.33
0.73±0.49
0.62±0.20
0.63±0.32
0.83±0.21
0.55±0.38
0.57±0.29
0.79±0.30
0.73±0.42
0.65±0.37
0.59±0.24
0.64±0.27
0.63±0.30
0.85±0.43
0.62±0.26
0.69±0.33
0.73±0.35
0.39±0.24
0.42±0.17
0.58±0.20
0.44±0.27
0.79±0.47
0.77±0.31
0.63±0.49
0.75±0.41

FMF
0.84±0.15
0.52±0.20
0.50±0.15
0.85±0.15
0.85±0.18
0.52±0.15
0.63±0.21
0.87±0.11
0.83±0.15
0.44±0.16
0.44±0.24
0.81±0.17
0.87±0.06
0.38±0.11
0.39±0.18
0.80±0.10
0.79±0.13
0.45±0.15
0.43±0.19
0.69±0.18
0.85±0.16
0.42±0.13
0.36±0.18
0.69±0.21
0.89±0.11
0.56±0.17
0.52±0.24
0.85±0.15
0.75±0.16
0.35±0.14
0.31±0.15
0.68±0.20
0.90±0.08
0.67±0.14
0.66±0.21
0.92±0.06

Pokhara

DJF
MAM
JJA
SON

0.34±0.25
0.49±0.41
0.23±0.19
0.28±0.21

0.03±0.02
0.14±0.10
0.07±0.09
0.02±0.02

0.38±0.25
0.62±0.43
0.30±0.24
0.30±0.21

0.88±0.08
0.74±0.15
0.77±0.15
0.90±0.08

(b) Seasonal [median, interquartile range (IQR)].

[median, interquartile range]
Station
Nainital

Pantnagar

Kanpur

New Delhi

Lahore

Gual Pahari

Gandhi
College

Jaipur

Lumbini

Pokhara

Seasons
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF
MAM
JJA
SON

fine mode AOD

coarse mode AOD

[0.06, 0.06]
[0.12, 0.10]
[0.15, 0.09]
[0.07, 0.07]
[0.42, 0.27]
[0.24, 0.19]
[0.27, 0.29]
[0.42, 0.42]
[0.49, 0.46]
[0.20, 0.15]
[0.21, 0.18]
[0.58, 0.49]
[0.55, 0.52]
[0.21, 0.15]
[0.19, 0.10]
[0.76, 0.31]
[0.35, 0.41]
[0.20, 0.14]
[0.26, 0.19]
[0.40, 0.48]
[0.49, 0.46]
[0.21, 0.17]
[0.17, 0.07]
[0.42, 0.41]
[0.72, 0.56]
[0.31, 0.26]
[0.27, 0.23]
[0.59, 0.46]
[0.23, 0.22]
[0.12, 0.07]
[0.15, 0.08]
[0.22, 0.27]
[0.60, 0.69]
[0.49, 0.39]
[0.32, 0.33]
[0.64, 0.48]
[0.27, 0.23]
[0.37, 0.38]
[0.19, 0.21]
[0.22, 0.22]

[0.006, 0.01]
[0.11, 0.11]
[0.14, 0.10]
[0.005, 0.02]
[0.03, 0.05]
[0.21, 0.13]
[0.20, 0.27]
[0.05, 0.06]
[0.06, 0.07]
[0.29, 0.22]
[0.36, 0.31]
[0.08, 0.11]
[0.06, 0.04]
[0.36, 0.19]
[0.34, 0.23]
[0.15, 0.06]
[0.08, 0.06]
[0.28, 0.21]
[0.41, 0.24]
[0.16, 0.15]
[0.04, 0.05]
[0.31, 0.20]
[0.39, 0.25]
[0.16, 0.14]
[0.05, 0.04]
[0.25, 0.21]
[0.32, 0.41]
[0.05, 0.06]
[0.07, 0.06]
[0.26, 0.17]
[0.37, 0.21]
[0.11, 0.11]
[0.04, 0.06]
[0.21, 0.14]
[0.11, 0.20]
[0.04, 0.02]
[0.03, 0.02]
[0.11, 0.11]
[0.04, 0.06]
[0.02, 0.01]
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total AOD
[0.07, 0.07]
[0.24, 0.23]
[0.32, 0.12]
[0.09, 0.10]
[0.47, 0.23]
[0.50, 0.27]
[0.54, 0.51]
[0.50, 0.42]
[0.57, 0.43]
[0.52, 0.31]
[0.63, 0.36]
[0.68, 0.42]
[0.62, 0.55]
[0.60, 0.24]
[0.57, 0.34]
[0.92, 0.29]
[0.44, 0.42]
[0.51, 0.34]
[0.74, 0.34]
[0.62, 0.46]
[0.55, 0.45]
[0.57, 0.31]
[0.60, 0.31]
[0.59, 0.35]
[0.77, 0.54]
[0.60, 0.38]
[0.69, 0.39]
[0.68, 0.41]
[0.32, 0.23]
[0.40, 0.20]
[0.53, 0.25]
[0.37, 0.26]
[0.63, 0.71]
[0.75, 0.42]
[0.53, 0.56]
[0.68, 0.48]
[0.31, 0.23]
[0.52, 0.43]
[0.23, 0.28]
[0.24, 0.21]

FMF
[0.90, 0.20]
[0.51, 0.28]
[0.50, 0.23]
[0.92, 0.17]
[0.93, 0.09]
[0.51, 0.21]
[0.60, 0.37]
[0.91, 0.15]
[0.90, 0.20]
[0.42, 0.22]
[0.38, 0.33]
[0.88, 0.23]
[0.87, 0.11]
[0.38, 0.14]
[0.32, 0.10]
[0.84, 0.05]
[0.82, 0.17]
[0.44, 0.18]
[0.38, 0.19]
[0.71, 0.29]
[0.92, 0.13]
[0.41, 0.21]
[0.30, 0.11]
[0.74, 0.37]
[0.94, 0.09]
[0.54, 0.26]
[0.47, 0.42]
[0.91, 0.15]
[0.77, 0.22]
[0.32, 0.18]
[0.27, 0.15]
[0.68, 0.33]
[0.94, 0.08]
[0.69, 0.20]
[0.72, 0.26]
[0.94, 0.05]
[0.90, 0.11]
[0.76, 0.21]
[0.78, 0.18]
[0.93, 0.09]

From Fig. 5.1a-b, it is evident that the seasonal average particle size distribution is
characterized by two modes, namely the fine and coarse modes. It is seen that the fine mode
particles is near 0.15 µm and the coarse mode particles is lying between 1-10 µm for all the stations,
with very high volume concentration of coarse mode particles reaching close to 0.2 µm 3/µm2 or
above for Kanpur, New Delhi, Lahore, Gual Pahari, Gandhi College, and Jaipur, during premonsoon and monsoon. The overall pattern of aerosol size distributions over these stations are
similar, characterized as bi-modal log-normal distribution with prominent peak in coarse mode,
particularly during monsoon and pre-monsoon seasons, suggesting dust-dominated environment.
Further, the coarse mode concentrations over the Himalayan stations - Nainital, Lumbini, and
Pokhara are about two times lower than the above-mentioned IGP stations, and about 1.5 times
lower than the foothill station, Pantnagar.
During monsoon and pre-monsoon, the coarse mode particles (primarily from long-range
transports) are dominant in the IGP regions, that includes Gual Pahari (FMF as 0.36±0.18 and
0.42±0.13, respectively) (Hyvarinen et al., 2010), New Delhi (FMF as 0.39±0.18 and 0.38±0.11,
respectively) (Srivastava et al., 2012, 2014), and Kanpur (FMF as 0.44±0.24 and 0.44±0.16,
respectively) (Tripathi et al., 2005; Ram et al., 2016). On the other hand, the fine mode particles in
these regions are dominant during post-monsoon and winter, with average FMF of ~ 0.77 and
~0.85, respectively. During winter, the northern India experience western disturbances, moving
from west to east, leading to intense fog, haze, and cold waves in the region, that contributes to
significant increase in AOD value (Kumar et al., 2015; Alam et al., 2018). The high concentration
of fine mode aerosols over IGP during post-monsoon is mainly due to biomass burning, and
continental aerosols.
Generally, high altitude locations have lower AODs and the densely populated, low-altitude
urban and industrialized locations have higher AODs, and the same is evident here when the AOD
values between Nainital (a high altitude site) and the nearby low-land industrial station, Pantnagar
are inter-compared. During post-monsoon and winter, the AOD values is ~ 5 times higher in
Pantnagar than Nainital, and ~ 1.5 time higher during pre-monsoon and monsoon. The lower AOD
at Nainital may be attributed to the BL dynamics as the site is in the free troposphere and free from
any local sources due to the presence of the surrounding mountains, that acts as barrier to aerosol
transport from the IGP region (Dumka et al., 2014). The FMF value at both these stations are high
(> 0.8) during post-monsoon and winter, confirming the dominance of fine mode aerosols, while
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during pre-monsoon and monsoon, the dust activities peaks, as inferred from the low FMF values
(0.5 - 0.63) over these regions.
At Gandhi College, the fine-mode aerosols are dominant during post-monsoon and winter,
with FMF values as 0.85±0.15 and 0.89±0.11, respectively. During pre-monsoon and monsoon,
mixed type of aerosols (i.e. mixture of both fine and coarse-mode) are present, with the fine mode
and coarse mode AOD values are closer to each other. For Jaipur station, the dominance of the
coarse mode particles, mainly dust, is evident from Table 5.1 during pre-monsoon and monsoon
with FMF values as 0.35±0.14 and 0.31±0.15, respectively. During these seasons, the influx of dust
over this region is not only from the Thar desert, but also from the far away locations in the west or
northwest, mainly from Afghanistan/Iran and Middle-Eastern peninsular regions. The contribution
of fine mode particles in post-monsoon and winter is mainly of the continental origine, and the
atmosphere in Jaipur is stable during winter with total AOD lowest (0.39±0.24) than other season
(Verma et al., 2015, 2017).
The highest aerosol loading in Lahore is observed during monsoon (total AOD: 0.79±0.30),
while the lowest in winter (total AOD: 0.55±0.38), with the dominance of coarse (FMF: 0.43±0.19)
and fine mode (FMF: 0.79±0.13) aerosols, respectively. The occurrence of peak AOD with coarse
mode dominance during pre-monsoon and monsoon is mainly attributed to mineral dust transported
from the Thal, Dasht, and Thar deserts (Ali et al., 2014), while the low AOD values in winter is
mainly due to local vehicular and industrial/urban emissions, house-hold fires, and crop residue
burning (Alam et al., 2012; Ali et al., 2014).
In Lumbini, the total AOD values are on higher side (> 0.6) with FMF > 0.65, during all the
seasons. The dominant fine mode aerosols throughout the seasons could be due to nearby pollutants
(that includes the contribution from industrial and vehicular emissions, biomass burning from
cooking activities and agro-residue burning) and regional (IGP region) biomass burning (Rupakheti
et al., 2017, 2018). The build-up of haze due to burning of rice paddy residue during post-monsoon
and its intensification by winter over the major portion of western India and eastern Pakistan could
be thought as the major contributor for extremely high FMF value (> 0.9) in Lumbini. The coarse
mode AOD is highest during pre-monsoon and monsoon, indicating the additional contribution
from desert dust originating mainly from the Thar desert. In Pokhara, the aerosol loading during
pre-monsoon showed highest variability with the total AOD values of 0.62+/-0.43. A substantial
fraction of coarse mode particles are seen over this station during pre-monsoon (FMF value as
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0.74+/-0.15) and monsoon (FMF value as 0.77+/-0.15), while the post-monsoon and winter are
dominated by the fine mode aerosol particles (Xu et al., 2014), with FMF values as 0.90+/-0.08 and
0.88+/-0.08, respectively (Aryal et al., 2015).

5.1.2. Assessment of satellite aerosol retrievals – MODIS and CALIPSO
5.1.2.1. Assessment of MODIS collections with coincident AERONET measurements
To make an assessment of MODIS collections (C5.1 and C6.0), four cases on spatio-temporal
comparisons were considered. In the first two cases, the average of MODIS AOD within 20 km ×
20 km from ARIES, Nainital are compared with the average AOD from AERONET within (a) ±30
minutes and (b) ±15 minutes, and in the latter two cases, the average of MODIS AOD within 30 km
× 30 km are compared with the average AOD from AERONET within (c) ±30 minutes and (d) ±15
minutes of the closest Terra/Aqua overpass occurrences. From the statistics on the four spatiotemporal combinations, as given in Table 5.2, case (c) is found to perform better with almost all the
metrics in good agreement as compared to other three cases. Since, MODIS Terra shows high
Pearson correlation (R ~0.90), Spearman correlation (S ~0.9), and high %EE (~62) in comparison
to Aqua (R ~0.75, %EE ~54) with ground based AERONET measurements. Therefore, one has to
essentially decide upon the most suitable collection of Terra retrievals out of C5.1 DT, C6.0 DT and
C6.0 DB.

Table 5.2: Statistical summary on AOD (550 nm) comparison between the MODIS and AERONET
retrievals for the four spatio-temporal cases. All the correlations shown are significant at the 0.05
level (2-tailed).

MODIS Terra
DT: C5.1, C6.0
DB: C6.0

N
Pearson
Correlation
(mean±SD±SEM)
Spearman
Correlation
(mean±SD±SEM)
RootMSE
(mean±SD)
%EE (mean±SD)
MBE (mean±SD)
AER (mean±SD)

Case-(a)

Case-(b)

Case-(c)

Case-(d)

24

24

27

27

0.90±0.05±0.03

0.89±0.05±0.03

0.90±0.04±0.02

0.90±0.03±0.02

0.87±0.05±0.02

0.87±0.05±0.02

0.90±0.02±0.01

0.89±0.01±0.01

0.068±0.02

0.069±0.02

0.067±0.01

0.068±0.02

52.8±17.4

48.6±17.3

61.7±15.5

56.8±17.1

0.052±0.04
0.13±0.14

0.052±0.04
0.14±0.16

0.054±0.04
0.105±0.10

0.054±0.04
0.12±0.13
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MODIS Aqua
DT: C5.1, C6.0
DB: C6.0

N
Pearson
Correlation
(mean±SD±SEM)
Spearman
Correlation
(mean±SD±SEM)
RootMSE
(mean±SD)
%EE (mean±SD)

22

21

22

22

0.72±0.06±0.03

0.66±0.02±0.01

0.75±0.06±0.04

0.69±0.04±0.02

0.67±0.08±0.05

0.61±0.08±0.05

0.72±0.10±0.06

0.69±0.10±0.06

0.081±0.003

0.089±0.003

0.084±0.006

0.093±0.004

57.5±2.6

53.9±14.6

54.5±9.1

51.5±13.8

MBE (mean±SD)

0.057±0.03

0.056±0.03

0.059±0.03

0.055±0.03

AER (mean±SD)

0.102±0.06

0.12±0.10

0.12±0.08

0.13±0.11

For the reasonable assessment with the ground truth, the study in case (c) is extended for 174
coincident AOD measurements available during 2008-2010. Each of the three collections is
subjected to one-one line comparison with AERONET AOD values as shown in Fig. 5.2. From the
figure, it is evident that MODIS Terra C5.1 DT showed high Pearson correlation (R ~0.92) and low
RootMSE (~ 0.087), thereby reflecting lowest variability, whereas, MODIS Terra C6.0 DB
demonstrated the highest percentage of MODIS AOD values falling within the defined EE
(±0.05±0.15τ) boundary (%EE ~77.01). However, MODIS Terra C6.0 DT is showing good
correlation (R ~0.90), but the least %EE (~45.98) among all.

Fig.5.2. Scatter plot with one-one line comparison for MODIS Terra and AERONET AOD
measurements; green + yellow = complete, green = for values within %EE.

Based on the %EE values, a total of 127, 80 and 134 data points respectively for C5.1 DT,
C6.0 DT and C6.0 DB are found to be within EE limits, which are further subjected to statistical
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analysis. The statistics confirms that the MODIS Terra C6.0 DB is the best choice among others.
MBE and AER values for the three collections are found to be positive, indicating the
overestimation of MODIS AOD as compared to the ground based AERONET measurement. The
overestimation may be attributed to the huge spatial differences in measurements, as the groundbased AOD measurement through AERONET is a point observation, whereas the MODIS retrievals
of AODs are over 10 km x 10 km at each instance. Owing to the large spatial coverage, the MODIS
retrieved AOD may get influenced due to the presence of small clouds, geographical locations etc.

5.1.2.2. Inter-comparison of CALIPSO product versions
CALIPSO mission announced the release of its level 1B ver. 4.00 data product in November
2014 and, level 1B and 2 ver. 4.10 during November 2016, however, the two differ only in the
ancillary data sets used in their computations. In comparison to the earlier ver. 3.xx (that includes
ver. 3.01 to ver. 3.04), the quality in ver. 4.10 release is enhanced with the inclusion of the updated
Digital Elevation Map (DEM) from CloudSat and high-quality MERRA-2 product (Vaughan et al.,
2016). Study on a global scale has reported that the MRDs in the total attenuated backscatter (

 '532,total (r ) ) provided in ver. 4.xx (4.00 and 4.10), tends to be positive in comparison to the
preceding ver. 3.xx products, however, deviations are higher for night as compared to the day time
observations (Zhang and Wu, 2016). To assess the changes in latest data product at regional scale,
three CALIPSO overpasses within ~100 km are used for comparative study as presented in Table
5.3.
Table 5.3: Statistical comparison on different versions of CALIPSO level-1B product.
Total Attenuated Backscatter 532,  532,total (r )
Mean bias (Mm-1sr-1)
MRD (%)
v4.1-v3 v4.1-v4.0 (v4.1-v3)/v3 (v4.1-v4.0)/v4.0
0.71
0.04
7.1
0.34
'

30 Mar 2012 (Day)
10 Nov 2011 (Night)

0.39

0.02

7.8

0.39

9 Dec 2010 (Night)

0.12

0.04

1.6

0.52

For the days mentioned in this table,

 '532,total (r ) values are higher in level-1B ver. 4.xx than

ver. 3.xx, and the relative mean bias and MRD are highest in ver. 4.10 than ver. 3.xx and ver. 4.00
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products. Increasing the DEM resolution from 30 to 15 arc seconds in ver.4.10, an enhancement in
surface detectability is also seen. For the number of detected surfaces, the MRDs between ver. 4.10
and earlier version i.e. ver. 3 are found to be ~1.25 % (30 March 2012) during day-time, and during
night-time, it is ~ 2.42 % (10 November 2011) and ~ 2.53 % (9 December 2010). Further analysis
on the DEM surface elevation data for all the CALIPSO overpasses (206 nights and 153 days) that
occurred within the region extending to 1° in all the four directions from the site during the period
2011-2015 is made. Study using the valid 6510 (night-time) and 4644 (day-time) LASER footprints
on the Earth’s surface within defined region for the given period revealed that for the number of
detected surfaces, the MRD between ver. 4.10 and ver. 3.xx is ~3.41 % with more deviation during
night (~3.47 %) than during day (~3.33 %).
In going from CALIPSO ver. 3 to ver. 4.10, major code and algorithm modifications were
implemented, e.g. improved data filtering strategies, changes in the calibration algorithms for both
532 nm and 1064 nm, and the revised Probability Density Functions (PDFs) in CAD algorithm. To
highlight some of the associated changes due to modifications in ver. 4.10, a typical CALIPSO level
2 VFM profile of 10 May 2008 (~02:00 hrs Local Time (LT)) is processed, and the vertical features
as well as the aerosol sub-type classifications are extracted, as shown in Fig. 5.3(a-b).
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Fig. 5.3. CALIPSO (ver. 3.xx and ver. 4.10) derived (a) vertical feature mask, and (b) aerosol subtype classification images of 10 May 2008 (~02:00 hrs LT) transact.

The major changes in the CALIPSO versions are labelled as 1-8 in Fig. 5.3(a, b), whose details are
presented in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Summary of the changes in the CALIPSO ver. 4.10 in relevance to Fig. 5.3(a, b)
Label #
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Description
Some of the cloud layers in ver. 3.xx are converted to aerosols in ver. 4.10.
In ver. 4.10, there is an increase in the number of layers reported.
Few additional surfaces are detected in ver. 4.10 as compared to ver. 3.xx.
The nomenclatures from ‘polluted continental’ and ‘smoke’ in ver. 3.xx has been
changed to ‘polluted continental/smoke’ and ‘elevated smoke’, respectively in ver.
4.10.
Enhancement in the lofted dust and polluted dust classifications is noticed in ver.
4.10 as compared to ver. 3.xx.
Few polluted continental classifications in ver. 3.xx has been changed to elevated
smoke in ver. 4.10.
Few polluted dust cases in ver. 3.xx have been reported as polluted
continental/smoke in ver. 4.10.
Few dust cases in ver. 3.xx have been converted to polluted dust in ver. 4.10.

To investigate the changes in vertical features provided by two CALIPSO versions, an
analysis is performed by extracting the Feature Classification Flag (FCF) of each detected layer
from the level-2 VFM data files for the CALIPSO transacts within the defined geographical region
of 28.86°-29.86° N and 78.96°-79.96° E with Nainital almost its center for the period of August
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2006 - April 2017. The vertical feature type, with a confidence level of at least ‘medium’ i.e. 50 ≤
|CAD score| < 70 for aerosol and cloud layers (confirmed using FCF bits 4 and 5), is obtained by
decoding the FCF bits 1-3 in decimal form (Vaughan et al., 2016). The changes w.r.t. ver. 3, as
observed in ver. 4.10 are explained by constructing a confusion matrix as given in the Table 5.5.
The confusion matrix shows the comprehensive statistical comparison of the changes in the vertical
feature type classifications provided by CALIPSO’s ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 products within a
coincidence box around Nainital. The overall agreement between ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 in this case is
computed by summing the samples which remained unchanged (e.g. clear air – clear air, cloud cloud) divided by the total number of samples expressed in percentage, and is found to be 94.64 %
when a total of 437 day and night-time profiles were taken into account. The level of disagreement
between ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 is ~1 % higher in the night-time profiles (Table 5.6) as compared to
the day-time profiles (Table 5.7).
Table 5.5: Confusion matrix showing the ‘Tropospheric feature type’ expressed in percentage, as
obtained from 437 day and night-time CALIPSO VFM profiles, with rows representing the
classification using ver. 3 and the columns representing the classification using ver. 4.10.
Feature Type, ver. 4.10

Feature Type, ver. 3

DAY+NIGHT
invalid

clear air

cloud

tropospheric
aerosol

surface

no signal/ totally
attenuated

TOTAL

Nil
Nil
Nil
0.04 %
Nil

Nil
97.44 %
3.32 %
5.89 %
0.27 %

Nil
0.40 %
87.62 %
1.17 %
0.36 %

Nil
1.84 %
6.09 %
90.54 %
0.69 %

Nil
0.30 %
1.92 %
2.35 %
98.55 %

Nil
0.02 %
1.05 %
0.01%
0.13 %

0
23414038
1821564
3679968
1057769

no signal/totally
attenuated

0.01 %

9.31 %

0.48 %

1.14 %

1.75 %

87.31%

5721878

TOTAL

2092

23626671

1765319

3945937

1333610

5021588

35695217

invalid
clear air
cloud
aerosol
surface

Overall Agreement between ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 = 94.64 %

It is observed that about 6 % of the ‘cloud’ in ver. 3 is converted to ‘tropospheric aerosols’,
and a few ‘cloud’ or ‘aerosol layers’ (~ 4 %) are converted to ‘surface’ in ver. 4.10. Furthermore,
~10 % of the features that were ‘totally attenuated’ (‘no signal’) due to opaque clouds, aerosols,
and/or stratospheric layers in ver. 3 are classified as ‘clear air’/ ‘aerosol’/ ‘cloud’ or as ‘surface’ in
ver. 4.10. The surface detection scheme in ver. 3.xx is based on the general purpose top-down
detection scheme that relies on the significant positive excursions in the backscatter signal,
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however, the technique sometime during multi-layer scenes and/or highly turbid atmospheres gets
fail and leads to signal attenuation. The problem is attended in ver. 4.10 by implementing the
derivative-based peak finding algorithm for the surface detection. Hence, the observed additional
surface detections in ver. 4.10 may be attributed to this changes in the layer detection schemes
between ver. 3 and ver. 4.10. In addition, the detection of extra surfaces in ver. 4.10 primarily
happened due to the increase in the DEM resolution from 30 to 15 arc seconds.

Table 5.6: Confusion matrix showing the ‘Tropospheric feature type’ expressed in percentage, as
obtained from 218 night-time CALIPSO VFM profiles, with rows representing the classification
using ver. 3 and the columns representing the classification using ver. 4.10.
Feature Type, ver. 4.10

Feature Type, ver. 3

NIGHT only
invalid

clear air

cloud

tropospheric
aerosol

surface

no signal/ totally
attenuated

TOTAL

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
96.43 %
1.26 %
4.20 %
0.10 %

Nil
0.43 %
89.83 %
1.54 %
0.30 %

Nil
2.90 %
5.47 %
91.21 %
0.51 %

Nil
0.24 %
2.52 %
3.04 %
98.86 %

Nil
Nil
0.92 %
0.01%
0.23 %

0
7423842
700504
1762829
390295

no signal/totally
attenuated

Nil

7.94 %

0.67 %

1.40 %

2.29 %

87.70 %

2072168

TOTAL

0

7406806

703659

1892190

522096

1824887

12349638

invalid
clear air
cloud
aerosol
surface

Overall Agreement between ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 = 93.92 %

Table 5.7: Confusion matrix showing the ‘Tropospheric feature type’ expressed in percentage, as
obtained from 219 day-time CALIPSO VFM profiles, with rows representing the classification
using ver. 3 and the columns representing the classification using ver. 4.10.
Feature Type, ver. 4.10

Feature Type, ver. 3

DAY only
invalid

clear air

cloud

tropospheric
aerosol

surface

no signal/ totally
attenuated

TOTAL

invalid

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

clear air

Nil
Nil

97.90 %
4.62 %

0.40 %
86.23 %

1.35 %
6.48 %

0.32 %
1.54 %

0.03 %
1.13 %

15990196
1121060

aerosol

0.08 %

7.44 %

0.82 %

0.01%

1917139

Nil

0.37 %

0.39 %

89.93 %
0.79 %

1.72 %

surface

98.38 %

0.07 %

667474

no signal/totally
attenuated

0.01 %

10.08 %

0.38 %

0.99 %

1.45 %

87.09 %

3649710

TOTAL

2092

16219865

1061660

2053747

811514

3196701

23345579

cloud

Overall Agreement between ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 = 95 %
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Fig. 5.4. CALIPSO (ver. 3 and 4.10) derived vertical feature types for (a) 26 March 2015, 20:30 UTC (~02:00 hrs. LT),
(b) 01 December 2007, 20:21 UTC (~01:50 hrs. LT), (c) 08 August 2013, 07:38 UTC (~13:08 hrs. LT), and (d) 08 June
2007, 20:35 UTC (~02:05 hrs. LT), for the altitudes between -0.5 km to 8.2 km.

To illustrate some of the major changes in the vertical features between the CALIPSO
versions, four typical transacts on 26 March 2015, 01 December 2007, 08 August 2013, and 08 June
2007 were selected, and the results are presented in Fig. 5.4(a-d). It can be inferred from the figure
that in ver. 4.10 there is an enhancement in the feature detection (Fig. 5.4a-c) as compared to ver.3.
Surface detection is typically higher in ver. 4.10 as compared to ver. 3, and the same is evident in
the figure. It is also visible that some of the ‘clouds’ and ‘clear air’ features in ver. 3 are changed to
‘tropospheric aerosols’ in ver. 4.10 (Fig. 5.4c-d).
Together with the information on feature types, the CALIPSO VFM product also provides the
breakdown of the atmospheric layers including the feature sub-types of aerosols and clouds (Omar
et al., 2009). For the same period, the aerosol sub-types were investigated over the defined region.
The VFM product ver. 4.10 identifies the seven major aerosol sub-types based on the geographical
location, surface elevation, surface type, attenuated backscatter, color ratio and the volume
depolarization ratio. These seven different aerosol sub-types in ver. 4.10 are - clean marine, dust,
polluted continental/smoke, clean continental, polluted dust, elevated smoke and dusty marine
(Vaughan et al., 2016).
In comparison to the aerosol sub-type classifications defined in ver. 3, it is found that the
nomenclatures for two sub-types were re-defined and one additional sub-type is included in product
ver. 4.10. The change in the nomenclatures from ‘polluted continental’ and ‘smoke’ in ver. 3 to
‘polluted continental/smoke’ and ‘elevated smoke’, respectively in ver. 4.10 are to overcome the
misclassification observed under certain circumstances as reported in earlier studies (Powell et al.,
2009; Adams et al., 2012). This change in the nomenclature also eliminates the uncertainties
associated with the discrimination between smoke and polluted continental aerosol within the
planetary boundary layer. The inclusion of ‘dusty marine’ in ver. 4.10 is to distinguish it from the
clean marine aerosol, and is applicable for the cases where the marine aerosols are contaminated
with dust and anthropogenic pollution. Since CALIOP is an elastic backscatter LiDAR, therefore, to
accomplish the above-mentioned changes in the aerosol sub-types, the LRs corresponding to these
sub-types have also been updated, as portrayed in Fig. 5.5, which also shows the frequency of the
aerosols sub-types identified by the two CALIPSO product versions over the defined region during
August 2006 – April 2017.
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Fig. 5.5. Aerosol sub-types and 532 nm LiDAR ratio identified by the CALIPSO product ver. 3 and
4.10 over the geographical region of 28.86°-29.86° N and 78.96°-79.96° E for the period of August
2006- April 2017.

To further understand the changes over the defined region, the FCF bits 10-12 that defines the
aerosol sub-types are decoded after confirming the feature type as aerosol with the quality assurance
level as “high” (FCF bit 13) in both the CALIPSO versions. The confusion matrix is formed (Table
5.8) to show the changes in the aerosol sub-types retrieved using ver. 3 and ver. 4.10 data. In the
case of aerosol sub-type the overall agreement between the two versions is found 68.62 %, for a
total of 437 day and night-time VFM profiles. The level of disagreement is ~9.5 % higher in nighttime (Table 5.9) profiles as compared to that of day-time (Table 5.10).
From Table 5.8, it is seen that in ver. 3, the sub-types identified as ‘dust’ (~23.5 %), ‘smoke’
(~ 24 %) and ‘polluted continental’ (~25.5 %) have now become ‘polluted dust’ in ver. 4.10. The
major portion of ‘clean continental’ (~ 42.5 %) in ver. 3 are converted to ‘polluted
continental/smoke’ in ver. 4.10. About 28.7 % of ‘smoke’ and ~ 65.2 % of ‘polluted continental’ in
ver. 3 are changed to ‘elevated smoke’ and ‘polluted continental/smoke’ in ver. 4.10. All these
changes in aerosol sub-types can be attributed to the major revisions done in the aerosol retrieval
and classification algorithms of ver. 4.10 data release, as mentioned in the data quality summary
(https://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/resources/calipso_users_guide/qs/cal_lid_l2_all_v4-10.php).
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Table 5.8: Confusion matrix showing the ‘Aerosol sub-type’ expressed in percentage, as obtained
from 437 day and night-time CALIPSO VFM profiles, with rows representing the classification
using ver. 3 and the columns representing the classification using ver. 4.10.
Aerosol sub-type, ver. 4.10

Aerosol sub-type, ver. 3

DAY + NIGHT
not
determined
clean
marine
dust
polluted
continental
clean
continental
polluted
dust

not
clean
determined marine

dust

polluted
continental
/smoke

clean
continental

polluted
dust

elevated dusty
smoke marine

TOTAL

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

Nil

Nil

75.50 %

0.65 %

0.13 %

23.43 %

0.29 %

Nil

1047178

Nil

Nil

0.39 %

65.24 %

1.40 %

25.51 %

7.46 %

Nil

187050

Nil

Nil

0.13 %

42.47 %

29.60 %

12.16 %

15.63
%

Nil

31266

Nil

Nil

13.20 %

6.15 %

0.69 %

77.62 %

2.34 %

Nil

1688253

smoke

Nil

Nil

0.80 %

45.89 %

0.59 %

23.98 %

Nil

514944

others
TOTAL

Nil
0

Nil
0

Nil
1018494

Nil
482243

Nil
27937

Nil
1730721

Nil
0

0
3468691

28.73
%
Nil
209296

Overall Agreement between ver. 3.xx and ver. 4.10 = 68.62 %

Table 5.9: Confusion matrix showing the ‘Aerosol sub-type’ expressed in percentage, as obtained
from 218 night-time CALIPSO VFM profiles, with rows representing the classification using ver. 3
and the columns representing the classification using ver. 4.10.
Aerosol sub-type, ver. 4.10

Aerosol sub-type, ver. 3

NIGHT only
not
determined
clean
marine
dust
polluted
continental
clean
continental
polluted
dust
smoke
others
TOTAL

not
clean
determined marine

dust

polluted
continental
/smoke

clean
continental

polluted
dust

elevated
smoke

dusty
marine

TOTAL

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

Nil

Nil

69.57 %

0.66 %

0.23 %

29.40 %

0.13 %

Nil

465719

Nil

Nil

0.45 %

59.44 %

2.02 %

27.42 %

10.66%

Nil

126799

Nil

Nil

0.12 %

31.38 %

38.29 %

8.40 %

21.81%

Nil

22405

Nil

Nil

16.11 %

5.81 %

1.50 %

73.52 %

3.06 %

Nil

775916

Nil
Nil
0

Nil
Nil
0

0.31 %
Nil
450493

39.33 %
Nil
241436

0.86 %
Nil
26315

28.59 %
Nil
824652

30.91 %
Nil
129892

Nil
Nil
0

281949
0
1672788

Overall Agreement between ver. 3.xx and ver. 4.10 = 63.70 %
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Table 5.10: Confusion matrix showing the ‘Aerosol sub-type’ expressed in percentage, as obtained
from 219 day-time CALIPSO VFM profiles, with rows representing the classification using ver. 3
and the columns representing the classification using ver. 4.10.
Aerosol sub-type, veer 4.10

Aerosol sub-type, ver. 3

DAY only
not
determined
clean
marine
dust
polluted
continental
clean
continental
polluted
dust
smoke
others
TOTAL

not
clean
determined marine

dust

polluted
continental
/smoke

clean
continental

polluted
dust

elevated
smoke

dusty
marine

TOTAL

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

Nil

Nil

80.25 %

0.64 %

0.04 %

18.64 %

0.42 %

Nil

581459

Nil

Nil

0.26 %

77.44 %

0.10 %

21.47 %

0.73 %

Nil

60251

Nil

Nil

0.17 %

70.53 %

7.62 %

21.68 %

Nil

Nil

8861

Nil

Nil

10.73 %

6.44 %

0.004 %

81.10 %

1.72 %

Nil

912337

Nil
Nil
0

Nil
Nil
0

1.41 %
Nil
568001

53.82 %
Nil
240807

0.26 %
Nil
1622

18.41 %
Nil
906069

26.10 %
Nil
79404

Nil
Nil
0

232995
0
1795903

Overall Agreement between ver. 3.xx and ver. 4.10 = 73.20 %

Fig. 5.6(a-d) illustrates some of the major changes in the aerosol sub-types between ver. 3
and ver. 4.10 for the CALIPSO transacts on 12 May 2016, 24 April 2015, 09 September 2006, and
29 April 2016. As seen from Fig. 5.6a, some of the ‘dust’ sub-type is changed to ‘polluted dust’ in
ver. 4.10, along with the appearance of new layers of ‘polluted dust’, ‘elevated smoke’ and
‘polluted continental/smoke’ (Fig. 5.6b-d). The inclusion of these additional sub-types seems to be
valid because they are the dominant sources of pollutants over the studied region as shown in earlier
studies (Badarinath et al., 2006; Pant et al., 2006; Solanki et al., 2013; Kazuo, T., 2014; Ojha et
al., 2014; Vijayakumar et al., 2016).
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Fig. 5.6. CALIPSO (ver. 3 and 4.10) derived aerosol sub-types for (a) 12 May 2016, 07:39 UTC (~13:09
hrs. LT), (b) 24 April 2015, 07:38 UTC (~13:08 hrs. LT), (c) 09 September 2006, 20:30 UTC (~02:00
hrs. LT), and (d) 29 April 2016, 20:34 UTC (~02:04 hrs. LT), for the altitudes between -0.5 km to 8.2
km.
5.1.2.3. Evaluation of CALIPSO with AERONET measurement
It is noted from the previous sub-sections that the CALIPSO ver. 4.10 has shown significant
changes in the data quality, hence further attempt is made to evaluate the columnar AOD retrievals
of CALIPSO with AERONET AOD measurements. Within 100 km distance from the site, a total of
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23 valid overpasses were observed between 2008 - 2012, which were coinciding with the day-time
AERONET measurements and subjected for the statistical analysis as shown in Fig. 5.7.

Fig. 5.7. Scatter plot with one-one line comparison for AERONET AOD and (a) CALIPSO ver.
4.10, (b) ver. 3 column AOD measurements for 23 valid overpasses observed between 2008 - 2012.

Result shows that AOD from CALIPSO ver. 4.10 is highly correlated with AERONET AOD
(R ~0.92) and having high %EE (~86.95) whereas for ver. 3 it turned out to be relatively low
correlation (R ~0.76) with EE value of ~56.52%. The evaluation of the two versions has revealed
that the CALIPSO ver. 4.10 is significantly improved and enhanced version, particularly over the
region of this study.

5.1.2.4. Comparison of MODIS Terra (C6.0 DB) and CALIPSO (ver. 3 and 4.10)
Previous sub-sections have revealed that the AOD values provided by MODIS Terra C6.0 DB
and CALIPSO ver. 4.10 are in better agreements with the ground truth, therefore, with this
background, it will be interesting to inter-compare these satellite products as well (Kittaka et al.
2011; Redemann et al., 2012; Bibi et al., 2015). The CALIPSO ver. 4.10 is most recent product
being explored on the regional scale, particularly, over the Himalayan region. Hence, to assess the
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improvements reported in ver. 4.10 over the established and widely used CALIPSO ver. 3, both the
versions are compared with MODIS AOD as given by Fig. 5.8.

Fig. 5.8. Scatter plot with one-one line comparison for the AOD from MODIS Terra C6.0 DB and
CALIPSO (ver. 3 and 4.10).

The AOD retrievals from CALIPSO product ver. 4.10, demonstrated better Pearson’s
correlation (R ~0.79) and reduced MRD (~ 31.3%) with MODIS AOD, as compared to the
CALIPSO ver. 3. In addition, the RMS deviation and MBE in the AOD values between CALIPSO
product ver. 4.10 and MODIS Terra C6.0 DB (~0.12 and ~0.06, respectively), are comparatively
lower, in comparison to that observed between CALIPSO product ver. 3 and MODIS Terra C6.0
DB (~0.18 and ~0.07, respectively). These matrices indicate that the AOD retrievals from
CALIPSO ver. 4.10 can be used in synergy with MODIS Terra C6.0 DB, over the complex
Himalayan region. In general, the correlation values estimated between MODIS and CALIPSO are
relatively lower as compared with the AERONET measurements individually. This may be
attributed to certain limitations and uncertainties associated with the sensors depending upon the
prevailing weather conditions (e. g. clouds), solar radiation, geographical locations, instrument
calibration, coincidence circle, collocation criteria etc. (Redemann et al., 2012).
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5.1.3. Utilization of the satellite (MODIS and CALIPSO) based aerosol retrievals
5.1.3.1. Estimation of LR using AERONET and MODIS
The LR computed for the three LiDAR systems operated at ARIES, Nainital during 2008 2012, by using the AOD values retrieved from AERONET and MODIS Terra collections, is
represented by box plot together with the statistics in Fig. 5.9. The horizontal line inside the box is
the median value of LR for various data sets.
The LR values computed through ground truth range from about 10 to 45 for various systems,
and the same while computed through three collections of MODIS Terra, it is found to vary
between 6 and 52. However, LR values in all the combinations are found to be lower (< 16) during
December-January and higher (> 43) in the months of spring and summer months (March and
May). From the figure, it may be noticed that median LR computed using Terra C5.1 DT (LR~22)
and C6.0 DB (LR~18) are closer to that of AERONET (LR~21), as compared to Terra C6.0 DT
(LR~35) which is quite high and showing a maximum LR of 52.

Fig. 5.9. LR box plot and statistics derived using LiDAR and (a) AERONET, (b) MODIS Terra
C5.1 DT, (c) MODIS Terra C6.0 DT, and (d) MODIS Terra C6.0 DB.
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The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is estimated in reference to LR using AERONET, for all
three Terra collections as shown in Fig. 5.10(a-c), and C6.0 DB, among all, is found to be highly
correlated (R~0.72) with AERONET. Here, the non-zero and positive intercepts in the plots
represents the bias that could be associated with the differences in the AOD values obtained from
AERONET and MODIS (due to different methodology/ retrieval algorithms), that were used in the
iteration process for LR computation.

Fig. 5.10. Scatter plot with one-one line comparison for AERONET LR and (a) MODIS Terra C5.1
DT, (b) MODIS Terra C6.0 DT, and (c) MODIS Terra C6.0 DB.

5.1.3.2. Estimation of BL height using Radiosonde and CALIPSO
In order to make use of the evaluated CALIPSO ver. 4.10 data sets, here an attempt is made to
estimate the boundary layer height and compared with the in-situ radiosonde measurements from
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the site. Fig. 5.11(a-d) shows the typical BL height computed using the radiosonde (PT and SHgradient methods) and CALIPSO (threshold and WCT methods) observations for 16 June 2011 at ~
11:30 hrs and ~ 13:15 hrs LT, respectively. Fig. 5.11e shows the total aerosol backscatter
coefficient profile obtained from CALIPSO for 16 June 2011 on which the threshold and WCT
methods are applied (Fig. 5.11c-d).

Fig. 5.11. Typical radiosonde profiles (16 June 2011, ~11:30 hrs.) of (a) potential temperature, (b)
specific humidity with BL height marked by circle; BL height estimated from CALIPSO (ver. 4.10
level-1B) using (c) threshold, and (d) WCT methods that were applied on (e) the total aerosol
backscatter coefficient profile (an average of the profiles lying within 100 km coincidence circle of
the closest CALIPSO overpass) of 16 June 2011 (~13:15 hrs. LT); (f) BL heights obtained from
radiosonde (PT and SH-gradient methods) and CALIPSO (threshold and WCT methods) for the 10
studied days.
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From the study location (ARIES, Nainital), which is a complex terrain, the BL height is not
expected to evolve beyond 1.2 km AGL (Singh et al., 2016), therefore most of the time one looks
for its estimation within 2 km AGL for a given location. However, above this height and up to ~ 5
or 6 km amsl, the wind pattern usually changes (referred as wind transition zone) that leads to the
interaction with different air masses, that sometime causes rapid fall in the air temperature, for e.g.
in the shown case of 16 June 2011, the air temperature fell down rapidly to 8°C (~3.5 km) from
12.5°C (~ 3.2 km). This rapid fall in temperature introduces the sharp gradient in the potential
temperature () as evident in Fig. 5.11a at ~ 3.2 km. The potential temperature is is related as

P 
 T  0 
P

R/cp

, where, T is the absolute temperature at pressure P, P0 is a standard reference

pressure, R is the gas constant, cp is specific heat capacity, R/cp= 0.286 for air. However, as we go
up in the atmosphere the air temperature T decreases as per the standard lapse rate whereas P has
exponential decrease.
Fig. 5.11f shows the decent agreement between the BL height derived from the radiosonde
and CALIPSO. A recent study (Singh et al., 2016) over the complex terrain of ARIES, Manora peak
has revealed that, with radiosonde, the SH-gradient method for BL height estimation is the good
choice. However, SH and PT-gradient methods (radiosonde) were utilized, to compare the
CALIPSO derived BL height. It is evident from the figure that 90% BL heights from SH-gradient
method matches (within ±50 m tolerance) with CALIPSO derived BL heights. In 70% of the cases,
a reasonably good agreement between the SH-gradient (radiosonde) and the WCT (CALIPSO)
methods is seen, whereas in 90 % of the cases, the WCT derived BL height is very well matching
with the radiosonde derived BL height using either of the methods (PT and SH-gradient). This
suggests that with CALIPSO, the WCT method works well and could be the best choice for BL
height computation over the complex terrain such as ARIES, Nainital, and complements the SHgradient method used in the BL height retrieval with radiosonde observation. Moreover, a number
of studies across the globe have also proved the effectiveness of WCT method in BL height
estimation (Brooks, 2003; Compton et al., 2013).
The use of CALIPSO data in estimating the BL height over typical sites where ground based
measurements are difficult to conduct, could be one of the paramount importance, for the studies
related to the vertical transport of pollutants and their dispersions. Additionally, there are other
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model products like WRF (Hegarthy et al., 2018), MERRA-2 and ECMWF (Palm et al., 2005;
McGrath Spangler and Denning, 2012) that may also be used in conjunction with CALIPSO for
PBL height detection and evaluation.
Further, it is established that the BL heights from the CALIPSO profiles computed using the
WCT method shows high degree of accuracy and offers larger adjustability than the threshold
method. With this background a long term seasonal statistics on the BL heights were estimated
using the CALIPSO data (December 2006- May 2017) for the two contrasting seasons – DJF and
MAM, averaged over the geographical boundary 26-36°N and 72-86°E, where the major portion of
north India is confined, as shown in Fig. 5.12(a, b). For this study only the daytime observations
were considered to avoid the influences from residual layer. The errors associated with clouds were
also nullified by considering only the cloud-free profiles obtained from CALIPSO.

Fig. 5.12. Frequency distribution of average BL heights over 26-36°N and 72-86°E from CALIPSO
satellite data of 11 years (2007 - 2017) for (a) winter season i.e. December-February (DJF), and (b)
for spring/summer season i.e. March – May (MAM).

Fig. 5.12(a, b) reveals that the BL heights over the studied region tends to be on the higher
side during MAM, as compared to the winter season. Similar finding is reported on a local scale
from ARIES Nainital site based on the studies conducted using the ground based RaDAR wind
profiler measurements (Singh et al., 2016).
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5.1.4. Aerosol transport studies based on synergic ground and satellite observations
5.1.4.1. AERONET measurements
As discussed in the previous section, it is observed that low LR mainly belong to the winter
and high LR to the spring and summer, however, post-monsoon month of November witnesses the
transport of pollutants originating from the agricultural fire activity in the nearby western part of the
country and may contribute to high LR values. In order to study the dynamics, the data sets
available from ground and satellite based measurements are explored over this region. In the
process, three suitable cases in coincidence to the CALIPSO overpass days (Table 5.3) were picked
up 9 December 2010 (9D10), 10 November 2011 (10N11) and 30 March 2012 (30M12), and
investigated thoroughly for the source of production, and their transport. To understand the aerosol
loading and mode of particles, the AERONET measurements from the study site (ARIES, Nainital)
is utilized for the above mentioned days. Fig. 5.13(a-c) shows the diurnal variations in the
AERONET measured AOD (500 nm), temporal variation of AE in the wavelength band of 440 870 nm (AE440-870) along with columnar water vapor content derived from 935 nm channel for the
above mentioned study days. The AE is an indicator of average aerosol concentrations which are
broadly distributed between fine and coarse mode particles, where each mode has a characteristic
size distribution, chemical composition, and optical properties. AE ≤ 1 and AE > 1 indicate the
presence of coarse and fine mode aerosols, respectively. AE > 1.5 is an indication of intensive fine
mode aerosols.
AOD values observed are least on 9D10, overall high on 30M12 and in between the two on
10N11. However, a strong diurnal variability in the afternoon hours (06:00-08:00 UTC, LT = UTC
+05:30 hrs) is observed on 30M12 and 10N11 in AOD and columnar water vapour with an
increasing trend that approaches to a maximum thereafter. Since the site is located at the ridge top,
therefore enhancement in the AOD values on these days may be due to the dominance of slope
winds, flowing during daytime hours that would have brought the aerosols and the pollutants from
the adjoining plains and nearby valleys to the site. Past studies over the site have also reported that
AOD and aerosol black carbon mass concentrations are generally on the higher side during
afternoon in comparison to the morning hours due to plain-to-mountain and mountain-valley
circulations (Pant et al., 2006; Dumka et al., 2014).
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Fig. 5.13. AERONET measured (a) AOD at 500 nm, (b) AE at 440-870 nm, (c) columnar water
vapor content, and (d) total aerosol optical thickness in the spectral range from 340 - 870 nm, for 9
December 2010, 10 November 2011 and 30 March 2012.

On 10N11, a sudden increase in AOD (0.09 to 0.38) and columnar water vapour (1.0 to 1.2
cm) is noted after 07:00 UTC, also at the same time AE, although high (~1.34 ± 0.25), but showed
the decreasing trend (1.59 to 1.03). An extremely high value of columnar water vapor, along with
high AOD and AE (>1) on 10N11 may be understood as the presence of anthropogenic particles in
the atmosphere with the tendency to attract moisture into condensation. Similarly, on 30M12 (a
summer day), the maximum enhancement in AOD from 0.19 to 0.35 with AE (~1.07 ± 0.07) may
be attributed to the long range transport of coarse mode particles that are usually associated with the
dust. The volume particle size distribution derived from the AERONET inversion algorithm for
10N11 and 30M12, is given by Fig. 5.14, which has a bimodal nature, and clearly shows the
presence of fine and coarse mode particles on these respective days. The aerosol size distribution
data for 9D10 was not available, and hence missing in this figure. The aerosol particles with radius
ranging from 0.05 to 0.6 μm are considered as fine (case of 10N11), while those greater than 0.6 μm
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are considered as coarse (case of 30M12) (Dubovik et al., 2002). The dominance of a particular
mode in the aerosol distribution curve is governed by the factors such as geographical location,
season, production sources and their abundance. The detailed description on the source
apportionment and nature of the aerosol particles for these days are discussed in great details in the
sub-sections. On 9D10, the AOD values are quite low with peak value of ~0.03 at 09:30 UTC, until
then there exists an opposite trend between the AOD and columnar water vapor. The rapid rise in
the AE between 08:00 and 09:00 UTC is also seen on 9D10, which surpasses even a maximum of 2.
This extremely high AE value indicates the presence of intensive fine mode particles that might
have been produced elsewhere and transported to the site by winds. To understand the mechanism
behind extremely low AOD and extremely high AE on 9D10, a thorough investigation is also
included in the subsequent section as one of the case study. The total optical thickness (

 total   aerosol   Rayleigh   Gases   cloud ) typically decreases with increasing wavelengths, and the same
is noticeable in Fig. 5.13d. On 30M12, the total optical thickness variations within the spectral
range from 340 to 870 nm are highest as compared to the other two days. The total optical thickness
variations on 10N11 are also on the higher side, and on 9D10 it is found to be the lowest.

Fig. 5.14. AERONET derived volume particle size distributions at ARIES, Nainital for 10
November 2011 and 30 March 2012.
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It is interesting to note enhanced columnar water vapor content on 10N11 than other study
days (Fig. 5.13c), which could be due to the dominant fine mode particles (e.g. smoke plumes) in
the atmosphere. In general, the anthropogenic sources, mainly emanating smoke is thought to be
hydrophobic, but there have been reports of high water vapor content within the smoke plumes
(e.g., Clements et al., 2006; Parmar et al., 2008). Further investigation performed in this direction
suggested associations with the cyclone Keila, which developed over the Arabian Sea during 28
October - 3 November 2011, and moved west to west-northward and ended up in increasing the
moisture over a large region including our site of observation. To understand the connection, the
variations in the 6-hourly Total Column Water (TCW) in cm, is studied for the region 0-40°N and
55-100°E during 26 October– 12 November 2011. Fig.5.15(a-t) shows the temporal variations in
TCW during the circulation phase of Keila.
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Fig. 5.15.(a-t) Variation in total column water (in cm) w.r.t. the circulation of cyclone Keila for the
region 0-40°N and 55-100°E during 26 October– 12 November 2011 obtained from 6-hourly ERAInterim product.
The cyclonic circulation that formed south-eastern sector of the Arabian Sea moved westnorth-westward during 26-27 October 2011 (Fig.5.15(a-b)), and on 28 October 2011, the strong
low pressure persists in the central parts of Arabian Sea (Fig.5.15(c-d)). During 29-30 October
2011 (Fig.5.15(e-f)), the low pressure showed signs of intensification and the cyclonic circulation
move towards Oman in the north-west direction. On 31 October 2011 (Fig.5.15(g)), it persists near
Oman and adjoining Yemen. On 1 November 2011 (Fig.5.15(h)), the storm continued over west
central Arabian Sea with slight intensification. On 2 November 2011 (Fig.5.15(i)), the deep
depression further get intensified in to cyclone Keila and moved closer to the Oman coastline, and
on the same night, it made landfall over southern Oman. On 3 November 2011 (Fig.5.15(j)), the
cyclone weakened into deep depression over the same area and started moving towards southeastern side during 4-5 November 2011 (Fig.5.15(k-l)). On 6 November 2011 (Fig.5.15(m)), it
again started moving towards west-northwestward, while during 7-8 November 2011 (Fig.5.15(no)), it moves with a much lower intensity towards northern and north-western portion of India. This
results in enhanced increase in TCW over Gujarat, Rajasthan and Punjab on 9 November 2011
(Fig.5.15(p)), and subsequently on 10 November 2011 (Fig.5.15(q-s)), there is an increase in TCW
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over the southern slopes of Himalaya and including the study site, and by 12 November 2011
(Fig.5.15(t)) the complete cyclonic circulation settled down, with the reduction in the TCW value.

5.1.4.2. Case study on the continental transport of smoke plumes (10 November 2011)
In order to ascertain the dominance of fine or coarse mode of aerosols, the FMF value is
utilized as an indicator from AERONET and MODIS measurements. The FMF values of 0 and 1
represent the purely coarse and purely fine mode particles respectively, and practically, the value
lies in between the two. For the case of 10N11, mean FMF observed from AERONET is 0.98, and
from MODIS Terra it is 0.89, hence, confirming the major contribution from anthropogenic
sources. Considering the fact that Nainital is surrounded by high mountain ranges of central
Himalayas from east, west and north, the transport of fine mode particles from the foothills and
adjacent plains (which is the open south side), to this region is most likely to take place due to
general tendency of upslope flows that develop in the mountainous terrain during day-time (Pant et
al., 2006; Solanki et al., 2016).
To investigate the type of aerosols prevailing over the site on 10N11, ver. 4.10 of
′
CALIPSO/CALIOP level-1B total attenuated backscatter (𝛽𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,532
(𝑟)), together with level-2 VFM

data product which is able to classify the aerosol sub-type, are analyzed. Fig. 5.16(a-b) shows the
′
CALIPSO profiles of 𝛽𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,532
(𝑟) and the aerosol sub-type, respectively for the overpass that

occurred on 10N11 at about 20:40 UTC (~02:10 hrs. LT of 11 November 2011) over the region
[(44.12°N, 84.33°E), (17.32°N, 77.03°E)]. The minimum distance between the site and CALIPSO
overpass is found to be ~44.6 km. It is noticeable that the presence of aerosol type over the region is
marked by the prevalence of polluted continental/smoke and polluted dust, however, the
concentration is dominated with fine mode particles. The fine mode particles resulting from the
agricultural burning in the north-west region could be transported in the form of smoke plumes to
the Himalayan foothills and higher altitudes (Badarinath et al., 2006).
Therefore, to assign a source to the production of smoke, MODIS C6.0 active fire product
MCD14ML in the surrounding regions of site for the period 1-10 November 2011 are studied. The
occurrences of the fire-events with nominal (30-79 %) and high (80-100 %) confidence levels are
taken into account for analysis as presented in Fig. 5.17, whereas the low confidence cases have
been neglected, in order to reduce the uncertainty in result.
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Fig. 5.16. CALIPSO (ver. 4.10) profile of the (a) vertical distribution of 532-nm total attenuated
′
backscatter (𝛽𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,532
(𝑟)) from level-1B, and (b) the corresponding aerosol sub-type plots using
level-2 VFM product ver. 4.10 for 10 November 2011 at 20:38:35 – 20:46:01 UTC (i.e. 02:08:35 02:16:01 hrs LT of 11 November 2011).

Fig. 5.17. Region showing fire occurrences during 1-10 November 2011, along with the 5-days
HYSPLIT back-trajectories of air mass ending at the study site.
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The MODIS fire data reveals the strong fire-event occurrences during 1-10 November 2011
over Punjab and northern Haryana states of India. The statistics on the fire-events that occurred in
these states (27.39°N – 32.32°N, 73.55°E – 77.36°E) during 1-10 November 2011 is presented in
Table 5.11, which clearly demonstrate significant fire-events (NAqua = 4827 and NTerra = 434, where
N is the number of fire counts), with mean/maximum FRP of 18.2±14 MW/ 197.5 MW (Aqua) and
12.4±9.3 MW/ 83.8 MW (Terra).
Table 5.11: Fire-event statistics over Punjab and Haryana (27.39°N – 32.32°N, 73.55°E – 77.36°E)
during 1-10 November 2011 as observed with MODIS Aqua and Terra satellites.
Aqua: 4827
Terra: 434
Confidence Level
FRP (MW)
Aqua: 4.5%
Aqua: 18.2±14
0-29 %
Mean
(low fire)
Terra: 0.9%
Terra: 12.4±9.3
Aqua: 80.5%
Aqua: 197.5
30-79 %
Max
(nominal fire) Terra: 92.8%
Terra: 83.8
Aqua: 15%
Aqua: 3.8
80-100 %
Min
(high fire)
Terra: 6.3%
Terra: 3.8
No. of fire-events

The intense fire episodes in Punjab and Haryana are mainly attributed to the agriculture based
burnings, as during post-monsoon season, the farmers of these states, before sowing the seeds,
generally, fertilize and/or clear their fields by burning the residues/ leftover straws of last cropping.
Although the fire events cannot be truly linked to agriculture based burning, there could be some
other fire sources like industries etc. However, considering the fact that both the states have strong
agricultural base with more than 60 % of agricultural lands, the information may be useful in the
present context of increased AOD and high concentration of fine mode aerosol particles on 10N11.
Past studies have reported that more than 65 % of the annual fire-events occurring in these areas
come from agriculture based burnings and mainly during March-May and October-December
(Singh and Panigrahy, 2011; Vijayakumar et al., 2016).
To understand in a broader sense, long term MODIS fire data (MCD14ML) for the November
month of 2011-2015 are analyzed further over the major portion of northern India, as shown in Fig.
5.18(a-e).
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 5.18. MODIS reported (a)-(e) fire events for the November month of 2011-2015 over the major
portion of northern India.
Fig. 5.18(a-e) revealed that the occurrence of fire episodes in northern India is a continued
practice, and such episodes are intense in Punjab and Haryana regions located in the geographical
boundary 27.39°N – 32.32°N and 73.55°E – 77.36°E, than other north Indian states. The total
number of fire counts (nominal and high confidence levels) and the radiated power associated with
detected fires over these two states during the period 2011-2015 for the month of November is
shown in Fig. 5.19, which further ascertains that the continued fire activities since last 5-years are
consistently high in these states during November with significant number of fire counts (nominal
and high) and high magnitude of FRP.
The type of aerosol and the sources of production have been assigned using the ground and
satellite based measurements as mentioned in the previous paragraphs. Further to confirm the
transport of smoke plumes originating from the aforementioned regions, 5-days air mass backward
trajectories analysis using HYSPLIT model is carried out. The trajectories between 0.5 and 1.5 km
above ground level are drawn and projected over the fire density plot as displayed in Fig. 5.17,
which indicate the transport of smoke plumes from Punjab and northern Haryana over the site. The
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prevailing wind at the site during 1-10 November 2011 was near-westerly and north-westerly, and
the same is confirmed from the 6-hourly vertical slices (between 800 to 400 hPa pressure levels) of
zonal, meridional and vertical (Omega) wind velocities provided by ERA-Interim.

Fig. 5.19. Punjab and Haryana states (27.39°N – 32.32°N, 73.55°E – 77.36°E): MODIS reported
nominal and high fire count (in numbers, at the top of each bar), total Fire Radiative Power for the
fire events reported during November months (2011-2015) for MODIS (a) Terra, and (b) Aqua
satellites.
Fig. 5.20(a-c) shows the mean zonal, meridional, and vertical wind patterns (00 hrs, 06 hrs,
12 hrs, and 18 hrs) obtained from ERA-Interim product over 29°N-30°N, 79°E-80°E during 1-10
Nov 2011. ERA-Interim adopts the meteorological convention for winds with zonal component
positive for westerly wind (west to east) and meridional component positive for southerly wind
(south to north).
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Fig. 5.20. ERA-Interim 6-hourly averaged (a) zonal, (b) meridional, and (c) omega wind velocities
between 800 to 400 hPa pressure levels during 1-10 Nov 2011 over 29°N-30°N, 79°E-80°E.
The smoke plumes basically consisting of fine mode particles are lifted up and with the
prevailing winds subsequently gets transported to the surrounding regions and towards high altitude
locations in the Himalayas, which are confirmed with LiDAR observations and satellite
measurements over the site under study. Very often such emanated smoke plumes, together with the
urban and industrial pollutions reach the southern slopes of Himalaya and contributes to the
formation of haze (Ramanathan and Ramana, 2005) in the Himalayan region as evident in Fig.
5.21(a-c). The LiDAR observations on 2 November 2011 (20:00 – 23:30 hrs LT) from ARIES,
Nainital (Fig. 5.21a-b) is clearly displaying the high concentration of aerosol in the atmosphere up
to about 2 km above the site, and the mean aerosol extinction and AOD for 2 km column is found to
be 0.16±0.03 km-1 and 0.34±0.02 respectively. The LiDAR observation is in agreement to the
image captured from MODIS Terra satellite (Fig. 5.21c) on 3 November 2011 (~ 05:15 hrs LT)
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showing a cover of dense haze above the site which is spreading over the southern valley and
foothills of Himalayas.

Fig. 5.21. (a) Height-time contour plot of the LiDAR Range-corrected signal of 2 November 2011
(20:00 – 23:30 hrs. LT) from Manora peak; Vertical and temporal resolutions are 15 m and 120 sec
respectively, (b) corresponding aerosol extinction profile showing mean and standard deviation for
the profiles captured between 20:00 – 23:30 hrs on 2 November 2011, and (c) MODIS Terra
satellite image of 3 November, 2011 at ~ 05:15 AM local time showing the haze stretching from
Pakistan south-eastward to Bangladesh (NASA image courtesy MODIS Rapid Response Team at
NASA GSFC. Caption by Michon Scott.).

Besides the production of haze, the negative consequence of crop residue burning and
transport of smoke plumes are mainly - the increase in production of greenhouse gases, health
hazards, atmospheric aerosol loading, changes in the air quality and impact on environment at
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regional and continental scales (Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Streets et al., 2003; Pope and Dockery,
2006; Estrellan and Iino, 2010; Jain et al., 2014; Long et al., 2016). Among the by-products of
agricultural burning, CO is the most active component to contribute in both air pollution and
climate change, and particularly, plays a critical role in reducing the OH concentrations. It has the
residence time of even more than 60 days and gets easily transported to long distances. It also
affects methane (CH4), carbon dioxide (CO2), and tropospheric ozone (O3). Considering such an
important role of CO, it is vital to understand its distribution during fire episodes and variability in
the atmosphere (Ding et al., 2015). The CO emissions associated with the observed high confidence
fire episodes for November (2011 - 2015) are presented in Fig. 5.22 and found in agreement with
the fire counts and FRP, however, the highest values of about 3.4x10-9 kg m-2s-1 and 2.3x10-9 kg m2 -1

s , are observed during 2012 and 2014 respectively over the agriculture dominated regions of

Punjab and northern-Haryana.

Fig. 5.22. Punjab and Haryana states (27.39°N – 32.32°N, 73.55°E – 77.36°E): Monthly carbon
monoxide emission (ENSEMBLE) in kg m-2 s-1 obtained from MERRA-2 for November months
(2011-2015).

The tropospheric ozone has not shown significant enhancement in the emission hence not
presented here. The transported CO reaching to the surrounding regions and high altitude locations
in the Himalayas, may affect the human health by creating respiratory problems, help developing
the heart diseases, and reduces the efficiency of vital organs (Pope and Dockery, 2006; Ding et al.,
2015). Considering the negative consequences of crop residue burning and to preserve the
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environment for future generation, it become essential that the community, especially the farmers of
Punjab and northern Haryana should be made aware of the negative consequences of crop residue
burning. Through awareness campaigns, government initiatives, viable schemes and training
programmes, they should be trained for the sustainable agricultural practices by which they can
reduce their environmental footprints.

5.1.4.3. Case study on the long range transport of dust (30 March 2012)
The source apportionment and the nature of aerosols over the site on 30M12 is investigated
using the ground LiDAR and the satellite based CALIPSO measurements. The LiDAR RCS plot
shown in Fig. 5.23a depicts two separate aerosol layers each within and above the local boundary
layer (Singh et al., 2016). The layer closer to the ground dissipates and tends to settle in the late
evening hours, with the appearance of an elevated aerosol layer intensifying after ~ 22:00 hrs.
However, the elevated layer above the boundary layer at about 2 km also intensifies and continues
to be there. The dissipation of the aerosol layer closer to ground is primarily due to the
strengthening of the down slope winds over mountainous topography, whereas the elevated aerosol
layer formation together with the dominance of coarse mode particles on 30M12 confirms the long
range transport over the site and surrounding region.
The signature of the elevated layer is also evident in the mean aerosol extinction profiles
obtained from both the CALIPSO and LiDAR measurements (Fig. 5.23b and c). The AOD values
reported by the two different CALIPSO versions are 0.367±0.03 (ver. 3) and 0.395±0.01 (ver. 4.10),
and found to be in good agreement with ground based AOD measurements using LiDAR
(0.349±0.02) and AERONET (0.393±0.05). The AOD values retrieved with MODIS Aqua and
Terra are 0.337 ± 0.14, and 0.296 ± 0.024, respectively. CALIPSO provides the time constrained
observations of aerosol vertical distributions, whereas the ground based LiDAR provides
information on the evolution of the distribution over a location. The difference in the peak of
extinction profiles retrieved from LiDAR and CALIPSO observations as shown in Fig. 5.23c and d
could be due to the factors like - spatial and temporal mismatches, poor signal-to-noise ratios, large
sensor-to-target distances, horizontal inhomogeneity’s in aerosol conditions, limitations associated
with their transmission i.e. downward-looking (CALIPSO) vs. upward-looking (LiDAR), selection/
assumption of the constants e.g. LiDAR ratio, and the differences in their screening algorithms,
calibration methods etc. (Hunt et al., 2009; Powell et al., 2009; Solanki and Singh, 2014; Kumar et
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al., 2018). In Fig. 5.23d, the CALIPSO VFM product evidently demonstrates the dominance of
coarse mode particles due to the intrusion of dust over the site and the surrounding regions and
provides a fair classification of several aerosol sub-types, each represented by the different color
codes as shown.
Elevated aerosol layer formation over the central Himalayas is generally observed during
spring aided by the strong synoptic north-westerly wind flow, transporting dust from arid regions of
Thar desert, Middle-East and North Africa. The transportation of dust over the longer distances is
usually episodic and mainly occurring in favourable meteorological conditions. Time averaged plot
for dust column mass density in Fig. 5.24a evidently exhibits the prevailing high concentration of
aerosol and dust, on 30M12, mainly over north-west Africa, north-east part of Saudi Arabia and
Iran.

Fig. 5.23. Temporal vertical profile of the (a) LiDAR range-corrected signal (RCS) for the
observation on 30 March 2012 (20:10 to 23:40 hrs. LT) from Manora peak; Unit: arbitrary (a.u.);
Vertical and temporal resolutions are 15 m and 120 s, respectively, (b) the corresponding LiDAR
derived average aerosol extinction profile, (c) CALIPSO (ver. 3.02 and ver.4.10) measured aerosol
extension profile (average of the valid profiles with CAD score < -35 available within ~100 km
horizontal distance; profile vertical resolution is 60 m) of 30 March 2012 (~13:35 hrs. LT), and (d)
the corresponding aerosol sub-type plot using level-2 VFM product ver. 4.10 for 30 March 2012.
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The dominant mechanism behind the lifting of aerosol and dust is basically intense solar
radiation during summer that gives rise to the strong convection. Especially, over the arid regions,
coarse mode particles rise up with the thermals (warm air parcels) and reach up to higher altitudes
in the lower troposphere, which then are further transported to distant locations depending upon the
horizontal winds at different altitudes. This may be clearly seen in the trajectory plot (Fig. 5.24b)
that the synoptic wind flow between 0.5 and 2.3 km is north-westerly to near westerly and bringing
in the aerosols and dust that has been lifted up somewhere else in the west as described above.
In order to understand the impact of transport of coarse aerosols and dust to the Himalayan
region, in a much better way, the geographical boundary of study is extended to 28–34° N and 78–
98° E, where the major portion of central Himalaya (India, Nepal and Tibet) is confined. The idea
behind selecting the aforementioned region is to elucidate upon the effect of dust loading over the
central Himalayan glaciers and snow cover, as very limited studies are available particularly
focussing over this spectacular and dramatic region (Ren et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2010; Mal et al.,
2016). During the recent past, the region has encountered a number of damages due to natural
disasters like - the devastating earthquake of April 2015 which killed more than 8,000 people
(Mendoza et al., 2016), and flash flood incident of Kedarnath in June 2013 which resulted in more
than 10,000 killings (Dobhal et al., 2013).

Fig. 5.24. (a) Time averaged plot of MERRA-2 based dust column mass density (in kg m-2), and (b)
168 hrs HYSPLIT back-trajectories for 30 March 2012 showing the transport of air mass to the site.
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The spring and summer mainly witnesses the long range transport, therefore, to investigate the
presence of dust over a wider region, the data set on dust column mass density for all available days
of March month of each year during 2011-2015 is subjected to analysis and the time series maps for
the monthly mean dust density over the region specified are produced as shown in Fig. 5.25. The
highest column mass density (~ 4 x 10-4 kg m-2), which is an indicative of dust loading, is observed
in March 2012, as compared to the other years. The average AOD (550 nm) for March 2012 is also
higher than the other years, with MODIS C6.0 Terra DB, DT and combined DB-DT mean values of
0.38±0.32, 0.43±0.31, and 0.37±0.17, respectively.

Fig. 5.25. Average dust column mass density, in kg m-2 (MERRA-2: 0.5° x 0.625° resolution) over
28–34° N and 78–98° E during March (2011 – 2015).
To examine the effect of dust transport on the glaciated surface during March (2011-2015),
the snow depth over the glaciated surface (from MERRA-2) at the same spatial resolution as used
for dust column mass density i.e. 0.5° x 0.625° is studied. Consequently, the corresponding snow
depth over glaciated surface as seen in Fig. 5.26 is found to be at the lowest level for March 2012.
In March 2015 the snow depth over glaciated surface is ranging from 0.4 - 0.8 m in the region 28–
34° N and 78–86° E, due to the obvious reason that the corresponding average dust column mass
density has been at the lowest levels. The possible mechanism suggests that the clouds forming in
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the presence of dust contain small droplets and produce little precipitation by drop coalescence
(Rosenfeld et al., 2001) and hence leads to the inhibited snow fall.
The major portion of the defined region is covered with snow throughout the year, and the
loading of the transported dusts nearby or over the snow covers may alters the surface albedo and
hence, allows more absorption of solar radiation which in turn may raise the rate of melting of the
snow cover. As an impact, the waning of glaciers, change in the seasonal snowfall pattern, and early
stream runoff may take place, which disturbs the ecosystem of the Himalayan region. Furthermore,
the accumulation of desert dust over the foothills and Himalayan slopes may produce the
detrimental impacts on rainfall and surface radiative balance (Aoki et al., 2006; Duchi et al., 2014).
The accrual of dust and other pollutants over the mighty Himalayan region, transported from distant
locations are also responsible for the growing extreme weather events over the region to some
extent.

Fig. 5.26. Average snow depth over glaciated surface, in m (MERRA-2: 0.5° x 0.625° resolution)
over 28–34° N and 78–98° E during March (2011 – 2015).
The mean albedo computed from GLDAS model, over the glaciated surface during March
2011 and 2013-2015 is found to be as high as ~70-75% that may be inferred from Fig. 5.27
indicating relatively lower impact on the snow cover as compared to the March 2012. In general,
the typical value of the Albedo from the clean and dry snow lies between 80 % and 95 %. Contrary
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to this, average Albedo over the glaciated surfaces during 2012 is found to be less than 55%,
thereby implying that more than 45-50% of the incoming solar radiation is absorbed. As an impact
the surface including the snow packs may become warmer and the anomalous snow melting can
occur. The adverse effect of the change in the snow cover, essentially over Himalayan region
should be looked upon as such occurrences might influence the phasing of the seasonal cycle and
also trigger the abnormal change in the parameters like atmospheric temperature, precipitation,
cloud formations, soil moisture and polluted runoffs.
To show the impact of aerosols on glaciated surface and the snow fall, a regression analysis is
performed between these parameters and the dust column mass density over a period of 1980-2017.
Line regression as given by Fig. 5.28(a, b) elucidates that snow depth cover and snow fall are
negatively correlated with dust column mass density. However, the impact of dust is more severe on
snow depth cover as compared to the snow fall, as discussed in earlier section as well. The analysis
extricates that in addition to the dust loading in the atmospheric column, as the dust settles on the
snow, it adversely affect the snow due to its property of absorbing radiation and creating a heating
impact, more than affecting the cloud formation mechanism.

Fig. 5.27. Surface albedo distribution over 28–34° N and 78–98° E, in percentage (GLDAS model:
0.25° x 0.25° resolution) during March (2011 – 2015).
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Fig. 5.28. Line regression plot showing the relation between monthly Dust column mass density
and (a) monthly Snow depth over glaciated surfaces, (b) monthly Snowfall, obtained from
MERRA-2 data sets for the period 1980-2017 over 28–34° N and 78–98° E.

5.1.4.4. Case study on the dominance of ultra-fine aerosol particles (9 December 2010)
The aerosol variations are inherently linked with the meteorological parameters such as
temperature, humidity, wind speed etc. and the presence of hygroscopic particles at occasions may
lead to the formation of clouds as well. In contrast to the episodes of continental and long range
transport of aerosols, one such case observed on 9D10, is discussed here. The diurnal cycle of AOD
at 500 nm (Fig. 5.13a) does not show any pronounced variability, and AOD values remain low and
almost same over the day. However, the AE increases with the advancement of day and reaching to
a maximum in the afternoon about 01 hrs. LT, and thereafter decreases until evening (Fig. 5.13b). It
indicates that the influence of the transport of aerosols mostly of fine and, coarse mode nature is
negligible. Hence, the ultra-fine particles of local origine under high humidity conditions seems to
be contributing in the formation of localized cloud on the day, which during evening hours
dissipates and moisture settles down, thereby, marking a very low water column as shown by (Fig.
5.13c).
The CALIPSO/CALIOP total attenuated backscatter profile (Fig. 5.29a-b) on 9D10 confirms
the existence of a thin cloud during midnight (20:43 UTC) at ~3 km altitude in the nearby areas of
the study site.
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Fig. 5.29. CALIPSO (a) vertical distribution (log scale), and (b) average profile (linear scale) of
'
532-nm total attenuated backscatter (  532,total (r ) ) for the overpass distance up to 80.8 km observed
on 9 December 2010 during 20:43:05 to 20:43:24 UTC.

To check for the diurnal pattern, the meteorological parameters obtained from ERA-Interim
data for the closest co-ordinate (29.5°N, 79.5°E) between 800-400 hPa pressure levels,
corresponding to the vertical structure up to about 7 km are examined and presented in Fig. 5.30,
which shows the mean and SD of 6-hourly temperature, humidity, wind velocity and cloud water
contents for 9D10. ERA-Interim has adopted the meteorological convention for winds with U
component positive for eastward wind (west to east) and, V component positive for northward wind
(south to north). The RH depicts wide variations between 700-600 hPa (around 3 km to 4.2 km),
showing the high and low values of 72.2 % (06:00 UTC) and 0.3% (12:00 UTC), respectively. The
negative trend in the vertical velocity (omega) with pressure level on this date confirms the rising
motions that have played an important role in the formation of cloud as observed in Fig. 5.30, with
cloud index and a maxima in liquid water content between 3 and 4 km. Moreover, the zone of
uplifts in coincident with the high RH is very favourable for convective cloud development as
evident in the vertical profiles of cloud water contents (both liquid and ice).
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Fig. 5.30. Meteorological conditions on 9 December 2010 derived from ERA-Interim 6-hourly reanalysis product for the coordinate (29.5°N, 79.5°E).

5.2. Climatological study on the absorbing aerosols over the Himalayan region
5.2.1. Seasonal and monthly climatology on dust
More than one-third of the global land masses are occupied by large deserts e.g., the Sahara,
Arabian, Atacama, Thar, Karakum, Taklamakan and Gobi deserts. These desert areas are the source
for emission of ~2000 Mt of dusts into the atmosphere, ~1500 Mt of depositions on the land
surface, and ~500 Mt over the oceans (Tegen and Fung, 1994; Shao et al., 2011), which are
responsible for scattering, reflecting and absorbing solar radiation and other effects of the radiation,
and hence contributing to the global warming (IPCC, 2013). With this background, the seasonal
dust distribution scenario over the global (land only) is deduced using the long-term MERRA-2 reanalysis data, and shown (Fig. 5.31) as the mean (1980-2017) dust column mass density for the four
distinct seasons – winter (DJF), summer/spring (MAM), monsoon (JJA), and post-monsoon (SON).
The figure clearly shows that the arid and semi-arid regions, in particular the Middle East, Saharan
Africa, and Mongolia hosts the largest dust source throughout the four seasons, and hence
contributing to global dust emission at a great extent (Middleton and Goudie, 2001; Washington et
al., 2003; Ginoux et al., 2012; Schepanski, 2018).
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Fig. 5.31. Seasonal global mean (1980-2017) dust column mass density (kg m-2) from MERRA-2
(0.5° x 0.625°) over the globe (land only) for the four seasons - DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON.

The accrual of dust and other pollutants over the Himalayan region are also responsible for
growing extreme weather events to some extent (Pant et al., 2018; Krishnan et al., 2019). Fig. 5.32
presents the corresponding mean plots of dust column mass density using MERRA-2 re-analysis
data, for the Himalayan region, where the major portions are covered with snow throughout the
year, and the burden of dusts nearby or over the snow covers may alters the surface albedo and
hence, allows more absorption of solar radiation which in turn may raise the rate of melting of the
snow cover. As an impact, the changes in the seasonal snowfall pattern, the waning of glaciers, and
early stream runoff may takes place that disturbs the ecosystem of the Himalayan region.
Furthermore, the accumulation of desert dust over the foothills and the Himalayan slopes may
produce the detrimental impacts on rainfall and surface radiative balance (Aoki et al., 2000; Duchi
et al., 2014). The massive dust outbreaks during MAM and JJA from the northern China region,
especially from the Taklamakan desert of Tarim Basin and the Gobi desert is clearly noticeable in
Fig. 5.32. The intensification of dust activity is also observed in the north-western portion of Indian
subcontinent alongwith the adjoining states of Pakistan and Afghanistan during these two seasons.
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Fig. 5.32. Seasonal mean (1980-2017) of dust column mass density (kg m-2) from MERRA-2 (0.5°
x 0.625°) over the Himalayan region for the four seasons - DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON.

The analysis based on Fig. 5.31 and Fig. 5.32, revealed that the average dust loading, over the
globe and the Himalayan regions are highest during MAM. Together with this, JJA also experiences
intense dust. The dust loading during MAM is observed as ~12.4 % and ~5.4 % more in comparison
to JJA, across the globe and over the Himalayan regions, respectively. Further, on the basis of
analysis using past 38 years of data record, it is inferred that the dusts over the Himalayan region
have occupied nearly 8.5 % (JJA), 7.9 % (MAM), 6.4 % (SON), and 4.7 % (DJF) of the total
volume of the global dust column mass density during the mentioned seasons.
To understand monthly variations in dust, the month-wise climatology (1980-2017) of dust
column mass density from MERRA-2 is derived as shown in Fig. 5.33a, which clearly demonstrate
the dust loading over the Tarim Basin and Thar desert, peaking during May and June, respectively.
The influence from the Karakum desert of Turkmenistan is also noticed during April-July. The
mean and SD of the dust column mass density (Fig. 5.33b) elucidates May and December as
maxima and minima dust depositing months, respectively over the investigated region.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.33. (a) Month-wise climatology (1980-2017) of mean dust column mass density from
MERRA-2 (0.5° x 0.625°) over the Himalayan region, and (b) the corresponding mean ± SD plot.

5.2.2. Seasonal and monthly climatology of absorbing aerosols
The dust particles falls under the category of the absorbing aerosols with AI value being
positive, represented by AAI. The index AAI also denotes the contributions from other absorbing
aerosol pollutants like smoke, black carbon etc., therefore with this background it is important to
know the climatology of AAI as well. The TEMIS data record of AAI from multiple sensors i.e.
MS-AAI ver. 1.7, is utilized here for plotting the seasonal climatology on global scale and over the
Himalayan region, shown by Fig. 5.34 and Fig. 5.35, respectively. Global mean AAI over is
observed highest during JJA (~0.4), while over the Himalayan region, it is ~0.75 (highest) during
MAM, and ~0.73 during JJA.
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Fig. 5.34. The mean (1980-2017, excluding the period June 1993 - May 1995) absorbing aerosol
index from multi-sensors over the globe (land only) for the four seasons - DJF, MAM, JJA, and
SON.

Fig. 5.35. The mean (1980-2017, excluding the period June 1993 to May 1995) absorbing aerosol
index from multi-sensors over the Himalayan region for the four seasons - DJF, MAM, JJA, and
SON.
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The month-wise climatology of AAI over the Himalayan region is shown in Fig.5.36a, and
the statistics that emerge from an analysis is shown as monthly mean±SD, minima, and maxima in
Fig. 5.36b.

Fig. 5.36. (a) Month-wise climatology (1980-2017, excluding the period June 1993 to May 1995) of
absorbing aerosol index from multi-sensors over the Himalayan region, and (b) the corresponding
statistics.

5.2.3. Trend analysis on dust and other absorbing aerosols
The air quality over the Himalaya and its surrounding regions has received significant
attention during the past few decades due to unprecedented overall economic growth, population,
and rapid urbanization. The rapid increase in the concentration of pollutant from distinct sources
over the Himalayan region has resulted in a large environmental impact and climate change. To
analyse the trends of dust over the study region, the normalized monthly anomaly of the average
dust column mass density (expressed in kg-m-2) from MERRA-2 is derived for the last 38 years
(1980-2017) as shown in Fig. 5.37. The figure also shows the top five month-year combinations
with highest (positive anomalies) and lowest (negative anomalies) dust intrusions as compared to
the remaining years of the same month, in tabular form.
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Fig. 5.37. The monthly anomaly for January 1980 through December 2017 of average dust column
mass density from MERRA-2 (0.5° x 0.625°) over the Himalayan region. Each value is the monthly
anomaly normalized by the standard deviation for the month.
The monthly anomaly of AAI for the same 38 years is deduced from MS-AAI ver. 1.7 data, as
depicted in Fig. 5.38, which also shows the top five month-year combinations of the most positive
and the most negative anomalies in the AAI as compared to the remaining years of the same month.

Fig. 5.38. The monthly anomaly for January 1980 through December 2017 of AAI (1° x 1°)
obtained from MS-AAI v1.7 data over the Himalayan region. Note that the period June 1993 to
May 1995 were not considered due to non-availability of data.
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From Fig. 5.37 and Fig. 5.38, it is evident that the pollutants (e.g. dust) over the Himalayan
region is showing the rising trend in dust column density and AAI, however the slopes of the
positive anomalies of AAI is negative beyond October 2004. The anomaly derived using the past 13
years (2005-2017) AAI data from OMI instrument shows the negative slope of -0.0083 and
intercept as 16.55. The MS-AAI and OMI showed the anomaly peaks in AAI during October 2004
and May 2008, respectively.

5.3. Study on the distribution of clouds and precipitation over Northern India
5.3.1. Rainfall pattern
The rainfall data obtained from the TRMM satellite for the individual states in the NSI region
during 1998-2016, is analyzed to compute the monthly mean rainfall (mm/day) characteristics, as
shown in Fig. 5.39.

Fig. 5.39. Monthly mean (1998-2016) rainfall pattern (mm/day) obtained from TRMM for the
northern states of India.

Fig. 5.39 reveals that the rainfall peaks during monsoon month of July in NSI region and
dominates over Uttarakhand. Rainfall in Jammu & Kashmir is lowest and showing little variations
as compared to the other states during all the months. Additionally, the amount of monthly mean
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rainfall in Uttarakhand (~11.5 mm/day) is significantly higher than other states of northern India
during June-September. In general, the onset of the southwest monsoon enters in the form of moist
air currents which get deflected towards western Himalayas after hitting the eastern Himalayan
ranges. It brings the monsoon rainfall in most of the regions of Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh by
the mid of June and gets intensified by July (Krishnamurthy and Shukla, 2000; Gadgil, 2003). As
the strength of monsoon winds carrying the moisture source decreases along the path of its travel
from east to west, therefore, the north-western part of NSI, especially Jammu & Kashmir receives
the last and the least rainfall during June - September as compared to other NSI states (Goswami,
1987; Krishnamurthy and Shukla, 2000; Gadgil, 2003; Basistha et al., 2007; Shrestha et al., 2012;
Kothawale and Rajeevan, 2017). Typically, monsoon in NSI continues till the end of September.
The southwest monsoon as a whole contributes more than 70 % of the annual rainfall of India, and
hence controls the water and agricultural resources of the country.
During winter (December - March), westerly winds associated with western disturbances
originated in the Mediterranean region as extra-tropical cyclones, brings precipitation in the NSI
states, sometimes resulting in heavy snowfall over higher reaches of Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal
Pradesh and Uttarakhand (Dimri et al., 2015). These western disturbances also brings rainfall
during non-monsoonal months over the major portions of north and north-west India.

5.3.2. Vertical distribution of clouds
The classified cloud types do not have the same characteristics, and they do not get formed
under the same conditions or in the same regions. Their impact on the hydrological cycle and
weather are different, some of them produces precipitation on the ground and the others do not, and
they also interact with the solar radiation differently. Therefore, to understand the long-term
distribution patterns of different types of clouds (Sc, Cu, Ac, As, Ns, Ci, and DC) over the NSI
region, the DARDAR product variable ‘CLOUDSAT_Cloud_Scenario’ is analyzed for the period
2007-2016. The analysis is limited to the identified 1068 days of day-time overpasses (between
06:30 - 07:40 UTC). It is to be noted that the cloud type information for the year 2011 is not taken
into account in the present and the henceforth investigations, due to very less data records (30 days).
Fig. 5.40(a-g) portrays the normalized distribution of seven different cloud types (Sc, Cu, Ac, As,
Ns, Ci, and DC) over the NSI for the period 2007-2016.
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Fig. 5.40. Normalized distribution using DARDAR for (a) stratocumulus (Sc), (b) cumulus (Cu),
(c) altocumulus (Ac), (d) altostratus (As), (e) nimbostratus (Ns), (f) cirrus (Ci), and (g) deep
convective (DC) cloud types over the northern states of India for the period 2007-2016. Plots in the
red box represents low level clouds, and those in the blue box are the middle level clouds.
Further, the statistics is computed, that revealed that the frequencies of DC clouds is high
during 2007 (~22.2%) and 2013 (~14.7%), while the gloomy Ns clouds are on the higher side in
2014 (~15.2%) and 2015 (~13.1%). Both these cloud types have association with heavy
precipitation, snow and severe weather events. The mean occurrences of low level clouds i.e. Sc and
Cu are highest in 2015 (~14.1%) and 2013 (~16.4%), respectively, while the middle level clouds Ac
and As have maximum mean occurrences in 2010 (~17.1%) and 2015 (~19.5%), respectively. The
Ci appeared more in 2007 (~17.9%) and 2013 (~15.5%) in comparison to the remaining years.

5.3.3. Spatial distribution of clouds
Clouds occur frequently over the study region, and based on the investigation, its distribution
(considering all the seven cloud types) over a decade (2007-2016) and during two seasons – JJAS
and DJMF is deduced by accumulating the vertical granules representing any of the seven cloud
scenes (Sc, Cu, Ac, As, Ns, Ci, or DC) between the surface to 18 km height over the grid box
resolution of 1°



1°, and the obtained result is shown in Fig. 5.41(a-c). The multi-year (annual and

seasonal) accumulation approach in this case is adopted to provide a better representation of cloud
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statistics. Out of these seven studied cloud types, five of them (Ns, Sc, Cu, Ac, and DC) are
categorized as precipitating clouds, and remaining two (Ci, and As) are non-precipitating clouds.

Fig. 5.41. Cloud (Sc, Cu, Ac, As, Ns, Ci, and DC altogether) distribution over the northern states of
India, accumulated over the surface to 18 km height for (a) decade period 2007–2016, (b) season
JJAS, and (c) season DJFM. The ‘accumulated pixel count’ in colour bar represents the total
number of accumulated granules in each grid box.
The vertical profiles of the seven different cloud types shown in Fig. 5.40 revealed their
occurrences over NSI region, and so far it is also established that these clouds are distributed over
the entire study zone (Fig. 5.41), and are more dominant over Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh,
Jammu & Kashmir, and major portions of western Uttar Pradesh during JJAS as compared to DJFM
seasons. Further, to understand the contribution of individual cloud types, an analysis is performed
in obtaining their relative frequency distribution averaged on an annual and seasonal scales for the
entire period of study, as depicted in Fig. 5.42(a-u). The relative frequency, defined in percentage
by the occurrence of an individual cloud type relative to all the cloud types being studied, has been
adapted in this case. From Fig. 5.42(a-u), it can be inferred that annual variation in ‘DC’ and ‘Ns’
cloud type follows similar pattern as observed during JJAS, and DJFM, respectively. The ‘Ci’ cloud
type is found to occur mainly in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana at both annual and seasonal
scales, however, its presence is also seen in Uttarakhand during the south-west monsoon season.
The ‘Ac’ and ‘Cu’ cloud types marked their presence mainly over Punjab, and Jammu & Kashmir,
respectively. Other two cloud types, i.e., ‘Sc’ and ‘As’ are also observed in most of the NSI regions.
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Fig. 5.42. Mean relative frequency distribution on (a-g) an annual, (h-n) season JJAS, (o-u) season
DJFM scales for duration 2007-2016, of seven Cloud types (stratocumulus, cumulus, altocumulus,
altostratus, nimbostratus, cirrus, and deep convective) over northern states of India, accumulated
over the surface to 18 km height.
In the process of extracting the distribution pattern of individual cloud types over NSI region,
the following relevant statistics were deduced:

i.

During JJAS more than 50% of the clouds/annum appears, and DJFM season accounts for
~25% of the annual cloud occurrences.

ii.

On an annual scale, the ‘As’ cloud type showed maximum frequency of occurrence when
compared with other cloud-types, and the order of occurrences over the last decade
(2007-2016) followed: As (19.2%) > Ns (17.1%) > DC (15.8%) > Ci (14.9%) > Sc
(13.8%) > Cu (11.2%) > Ac (8%).

iii.

The most dominant cloud types over NSI region during JJAS and DJFM seasons are ‘DC’
and ‘Ns’, respectively.

iv.

In JJAS season, the order of cloud occurrences followed: DC (24.6%) > As (20.5%) > Ci
(13.6%) > Cu (12.2%) > Ac (11.5%) > Sc (10.8%) > Ns (6.8%).

v.

During DJFM, the order is: Ns (32.8%) > Ci (21%) > Sc (16.3%) > As (16.1%) > Cu
(7.5%) > Ac (4%) > DC (2.3%).
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5.3.4. Concurrent occurrences of cloud types
There could be the possibility that at some instance more than one cloud type appears in a
single vertical column. To quantify the same, the statistics on such concurrent occurrences over the
NSI region is investigated for the seasons JJAS and DJFM (Table 5.12). From the table, it can be
interpreted that during both the seasons, the mid level clouds (Ac and As) dominate the cloud
regime, accompanying clouds at low level (Sc and Cu). The low and mid level (except Ns) clouds,
together with the cirrus in isolation are very rare and on an average ~40 % of them are accompanied
with the other cloud types. In JJAS, the Ci is found to appear maximum alongwith Ac (11.1 %)
cloud type, while during DJFM, it appears most often alongwith Sc (23.4 %) cloud type. Ns and DC
are found mostly isolated (more than 80 %), and their remaining volumes are mostly accompanied
by As and Ci cloud types, respectively during both the seasons.

Table 5.12: Frequency of concurrent occurrences of different cloud types over NSI region during
2007-2016.

cloud type
Sc
Cu
Ac
As
Ns
Ci
DC

Sc
-9
6.9
21.2
24.8
18.1
26.7
1.9
3.4
9.7
23.4
2
1.9

Cu
3.9
1.3
-5.2
3.5
9
7.7
1
0.2
2.6
1.7
0.3
2.1

Simultaneous occurrence frequency
for JJAS in %
for DJFM in %
Ac
As
Ns
10.5
6.6
0.4
3.9
10
1.7
5.9
7.5
0.5
2.9
15.1
0.5
-11.2
1.1
10.3
nil
15.1
-1.9
4.3
7.7
2.8
3.6
-nil
5.8
11.1
4
0.1
3
8.7
0.3
1.5
0.8
nil
3.1
nil
nil

Ci
4.7
13.2
2.8
5.1
10.8
10.9
5.2
13.1
0.2
0.3
-14.7
7.3

DC
0.4
0.03
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.4
nil
nil
nil
6.3
0.2
--

5.3.5. Spatial distribution and frequency of precipitation
The variation in precipitation over the NSI region is further attempted for the same period i.e.
2007-2016 by making use of coincident TRMM and DARDAR retrievals. Alongwith the cloud type
information (Kumar et al., 2019), DARDAR product provides the information on three precipitation
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types - liquid precipitation, solid precipitation, and possible drizzle, and making use of this product,
the frequency of occurrences of the individual precipitation types are derived for a decade and for
the two seasons (JJAS and DJFM) as shown in Fig. 5.43(a-c). For the above-mentioned period, the
total rainfall (liquid precipitation) data from the TRMM, nearly coincident with the DARDAR
retrievals are also analyzed to obtain the total rainfall distribution pattern for a decade, and for the
two seasons, as portrayed in Fig. 5.43(a-c).
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Fig. 5.43. Precipitation distribution and frequency of its types (liquid precipitation, solid
precipitation, and possible drizzle) over the NSI region during (a) decade 2007-2016, (b) JuneSeptember, and (c) December-March, obtained from TRMM 3B42 and DARDAR products,
respectively.

The key merits of using both the TRMM and DARDAR products for precipitation study in
this research work is obtaining the two-fold information(s) – (i) compare and evaluate the two
products as far as liquid precipitation (rainfall) is concerned, which can further be used in synergies
to fill-the gaps in missed (undetected) regions, and (ii) identify the regions where the solid and
liquid precipitations are dominant. As far as the liquid precipitation estimated using the TRMM and
DARDAR is concerned, occasional differences is found in few states like Punjab and Haryana,
however, this could be due to the differences in their operating frequency, sensitivities, dynamic
range, and the uncertainties associated in their retrievals. From Fig. 5.43(a-c), it is seen that both
the TRMM and DARDAR identified maximum liquid precipitation in Uttarakhand, Himachal
Pradesh, and few districts in the south-western part of Jammu & Kashmir over the last decade,
especially during Indian summer monsoon. Rainfall resulting due to its interaction with the western
disturbances is also observed in these states, however, it is found to be less significant, as compared
to that observed during summer monsoon. Further, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and few
portion of Uttarakhand receives the highest amount of solid precipitation (in the form of snow) over
the decade (2007-2016), especially during the active months of western disturbances i.e. JJAS.
Precipitation occurs primarily in the form of rainfall (liquid precipitation) and snow (solid
precipitation). Owing to the presence of Himalaya and the varied topography, different sub-portions
of the NSI region experiences different precipitation climatology. Precipitation in this region is
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mainly governed by the two dominant weather systems i.e. the southwest monsoon and the WDs.
The study on the precipitation climatology over the NSI region for the period 2007-2016 (a decade)
shown in Fig. 5.43 revealed that in comparison to the other regions of NSI, the hilly portion of
western and central Himalaya, comprising of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and
Uttarakhand witnessed the highest precipitation, and there has been a substantial increase in the
frequency of extreme weather events in these states in the last 30–40 years (International Disaster
Database; http://www.emdat.be). The contributing factors for the higher precipitation over these
areas could be the complex orography features andsynoptic-scale factors, and multiple-scale
interactions over these hilly regions (Rudari et al., 2004; Sen et al., 2011). In addition, the increase
in extreme weather events in the form of cloudbursts, flash floods, landslides etc. in these NSI states
have strong connection to the land-use changesdue to man-made activities (e.g. urbanization,
industrialization, deforestation, forest-fires) leading to the intensification of atmospheric processes
and dynamics.
The heavy rainfall over the three NSI states - Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and
Uttarakhand, mainly occurs due to the interaction between the well-formed low pressure system of
the south-west monsoon from east to west and the upper air westerly trough running from northwest regions to the east. However, several studies have reported significant decreasing trends in
precipitation during monsoon (e.g. Naidu et al., 2009; Singh and Mal, 2014; Kumar and Jaswal,
2016), which is possibly linked to the warming over the Indian Ocean that weakens the southern
oscillation and decreases the temperature gradients over south Asia (Basistha et al., 2009; Naidu et
al., 2009). Furthermore, studies have reported mixed trends during active western disturbance
months (winter)in these states (e.g. Guhathakurta and Rajeevan, 2007; Kumar and Jain, 2010;
Singh and Mal, 2014; Kumar et al., 2015) and the winter warming has shifted the ratio of snowfall
to rainfall towards increasing rainfall components, resulting in the uneven changes in the snowpack
and snowmelt runoffs, and increase in their associated consequences (Stewart, 2009; Madhura et
al., 2015).
Overall, the NSI region exhibits two salient features of precipitation that are - liquid
precipitation / rainfall decreases westwards or north-westwards, while the solid precipitation
increases westwards or north-westwards.
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5.3.6. Associations between cloud and precipitation types
Variations in cloud fraction affect the microphysical processes in clouds, and may have a
substantial influence on the occurrence and intensity of precipitation. Furthermore, different forms
of precipitation (solid or liquid) have associations with the type of clouds present and vice versa. To
quantify the same, an investigation is done using the retrieved information on the cloud (Kumar et
al., 2019) and precipitation types over the NSI region for the period 2007-2016, and Table 5.13
summarizes the associated precipitation for each cloud type on annual, and seasonal (JJAS and
DJFM) scales.

Table 5.13: Frequency of different precipitation forms during the occurrences of individual cloud
types on an annual and seasonal (JJAS and DJFM) scales for the period 2007-2016.
cloud
type

Sc

Cu

Ac

As

Ns

Ci

DC

temporal
scales

total no. of
occurrences
(clouds)

annual
JJAS
DJFM
annual
JJAS
DJFM
annual
JJAS
DJFM
annual
JJAS
DJFM
annual
JJAS
DJFM
annual
JJAS
DJFM
annual
JJAS
DJFM

1743589
782543
514998
1414916
885048
237339
1014998
831354
127016
2435075
1480347
509491
2173183
491959
1036049
1886175
987487
662512
2006733
1775933
73303

total no. of
co-occurrences
(clouds +
precipitation)
847275 (48.6%)
376658 (48.1%)
236599 (45.9%)
888058 (62.8%)
484508 (54.7%)
185186 (78.0%)
49292 (4.9%)
46068 (5.5%)
2400 (1.9%)
4120 (0.2%)
2960 (0.2%)
728 (0.14%)
1498461 (68.9%)
318225 (64.7%)
780040 (75.3%)
nil
nil
nil
1047553 (52.2%)
914684 (51.5%)
36704 (50.1%)

co-occurrence frequency
liquid
precipitation

solid
precipitation

possible
drizzle

38.6%
62.3%
12.8%
43.5%
61.0%
5.5%
50.7%
48.6%
100%
35.4%
49.3%
nil
23.7%
68.8%
11.2%
nil
nil
nil
98.4%
99.8%
86.4%

51.6%
19.3%
85.1%
55.2%
36.7%
94.4%
20.6%
21%
nil
28.2%
nil
100%
76.0%
29.7%
88.8%
nil
nil
nil
1.6%
0.2%
13.6%

9.8%
18.4%
2.1%
1.3%
2.3%
0.1%
28.7%
30.4%
nil
36.4%
50.7%
nil
0.3%
1.5%
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

Based on the statistics presented in Table 5.13, it can be inferred that Sc clouds occurred
highly in association with liquid precipitation during JJAS (62.3% of the total Sc cloud and
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precipitation co-occurrences), and with solid precipitation during DJFM (85.1%). On the annual
scale, its frequency is highest with solid precipitation (51.6%) as compared to the other forms of
precipitation. Similar connections are noticed for Cu and Ns cloud types, with association of 61%
and 68.8%, respectively to the liquid precipitation (JJAS). The association of Cu and Ns cloud types
with solid precipitation during DJFM is observed as 94.4% and 88.8%, respectively. Both these
cloud types showed the highest frequency of occurrences of solid precipitation (55.2% and 76%,
respectively) when checked on the annual scale. On the other hand, the DC cloud type, which
occurred more than 50 % with precipitation, showed its maximum frequency of occurrences with
the liquid precipitation (> 85 %) in all the time scales. The concurrent occurrence of precipitation
and cirrus clouds were not observed in any cases, and additionally, the middle level Ac and As cloud
types also marked their least occurrences (< 6 % and ≤ 0.2 %, respectively) with precipitation in
both the annual and seasonal scales.

5.4. Study on the meteorological parameters using remote sensing and in-situ measurements
5.4.1. Surface meteorology using AWS measurements
Surface meteorology plays an important role in air pollutants formation, dispersion, transport
and dilution. Therefore, making use of the AWS data from ARIES, Nainital during January 2013 –
December 2018, an understanding is developed on the variations in the near-surface meteorological
variables - ambient temperature, relative humidity, pressure, rainfall, wind speed and wind
direction. Fig. 5.44(a-d) shows the plots on the monthly variations in temperature, RH, pressure,
and rainfall during the above period at ARIES, Nainital.
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Fig. 5.44. Monthly variations in the average (a) temperature, (b) relative humidity, and (c)
atmospheric pressure, and the variations in the (d) total rainfall at ARIES, Nainital obtained from
AWS measurements during 2013-2018.
From Fig. 5.44 it is inferred that during last 6 years (2013-2018), the temperature of the site
varies from minimum (monthly average: 10.4°C ± 1.5°C) in winter (December to February) to
maximum (monthly average: 20.1°C ± 1.7°C) during April to mid of June. The average variation in
RH is 65 % ± 18 %, with minimum observed during April 2016 (monthly average: 34.3 %) and
maximum in July 2016 (monthly average: 98.8 %). In July and August, the RH is found on much
higher side (> 95 %) than other months. The atmospheric pressure varied from 812.6 hPa to 822.9
hPa during these 6 years, with highest during October-November, and lowest during June-July. The
monsoon in this region generally begins from mid of June, gets intensified by the month of July,
and continues till September. The study revealed that July received the highest average rainfall of
567 mm ± 226.7 mm, which accounts for ~ 30 % of the total annual rainfall. August is observed as
the second highest rainfall month with 520.5 mm ± 87 mm of average rainfall. July 2014 and June
2013 are recorded as extreme rainfall months, with 837 and 755 mm of rain, respectively. The
maximum surface wind speeds (> 6 m/s) were recorded during March – June, and on the other
hand, the wind speed during winter (December-February) was found low with average intensity of
~ 2-3 m/s. To understand the wind behavior at the site, wind rose plots are generated from the
reproduced hourly averages (computed from AWS data files logged at every 10 min) of wind speed
and wind direction for the period 2015-2018. The wind measurements for the years 2013 and 2014
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are not considered due to large discontinuities in wind data. Averaging of wind direction is done
using the vector functions, which involves the computation of wind vectors ( u and v ) from wind
speed and direction values. Fig. 5.45 shows the seasonal wind roses, aggregated by day and night
hours to see the differences between their patterns. It is evident in the wind rose plots that nighttime
has a much greater proportion of low wind speeds than the daytime hours at this monitoring
location. The analysis revealed the dominance of westerly winds in all the seasons, except during
winter when the wind pattern drifts towards northwesterly. During daytime of spring/summer
seasons, signatures of strong south and southeasterly winds are also evident in the wind rose.

Fig. 5.45. Day (taken here as 06:00 – 18:00 IST) and night (taken here as 19:00 – 05:00 IST) wind
roses for ARIES Nainital site, obtained from the AWS measurements over the period 2015-2018,
during winter (DJF), spring/summer (MAM), monsoon (JJA), and autumn (SON).

It is worth to mention that the AWS site (Fig. 4.5) at ARIES is surrounded by rolling hills
along the north, northwest and northeast sides, and steep valleys touching the Tarai regions towards
its south and southwest. In addition to the geographic surroundings, the complex topography of the
site is highly favorable to slope winds that consists of upslope and downslope winds during day and
night times, respectively. The direct mechanic actions like orographic blocking from the
surrounding hills and valleys, or complex actions like thermal inversions could lead to significant
departures in the wind direction from what it would be expected, hence, without considering the
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local effects, the AWS measurements of wind direction, may not be accurate or true representative,
as far as the complex topography like ARIES, Nainital is concerned. Some of the local effects for a
given wind direction could be minimized or avoided by including the low level upper air
observations from the sensors placed on the meteorological towers at different levels, or through the
measurements using the atmospheric RaDAR, a part of which is covered in this research work.

5.4.2. Long term changes in the surface temperature on local and regional scales
Due to the complex topography and limited ground based meteorological stations, it is very
difficult to check and make time to time assessment of the hotspot locations in the Himalayan
region, which are the main sources for the climate change in Himalaya. By making use of the longterm, high resolution measurements from satellite remote sensing tools and re-analysis models, a
preliminary investigation in the direction of establishing a relation between surface temperature on
local and regional levels in the Himalayan region, at monthly and seasonal scales is attempted here.
The geographical grid boxes are defined as 29-30°N, 79-80°E for Nainital (local), and 26.5-40.5°N,
62.5-106°E for Himalaya (regional). The boundary defined for Nainital is basically the sub-set of
the Himalayan boundary, however, they are separately defined in the present investigation to
understand the effect of surface temperature and precipitation on local and regional levels.
Out of the available monthly data sets over the Himalayan region, it is found that the reanalysis data sets have more temporal coverage, and available at good spatial resolutions. For
surface temperature, the latest versions of the re-analysis data from MERRA-2 (with spatial
resolution of 0.5°



0.625°) and GLDAS (with spatial resolution of 0.25°



0.25°) are available

from January 1980 – December 2017 i.e. 38 years, and from January 2000 – December 2017 i.e. 18
years, respectively. On the other side, the long term monthly surface temperature
(daytime/ascending and nighttime/descending) records from AIRS (1°



1°), a satellite remote

sensor widely used for water vapour and temperature studies over the Himalayan region (Prasad
and Singh, 2009; Naja et al., 2016), is found for ~ 15 years till December 2017, and may be opted
as a source for this investigation.
For the selection of surface temperature data among MERRA-2, GLDAS, and AIRS, for this
study, a comparative statistical analysis is performed over the abovementioned latitude-longitude
grids defined for the Himalaya, and MERRA-2 turned out to be best choice among the three data
sets. For the matched period of data records, the correlation among these three data sets is found >
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0.92, and highest correlation (R~0.99) is observed between MERRA-2 and AIRS surface
temperature data sets. The absolute mean bias between MERRA-2 and AIRS is found < 1.2°K, with
coefficient of variation in MERRA-2 (~0.029) is closer to 0.026 observed with AIRS, and 0.02 with
GLDAS. Moreover, MERRA-2 data sets are available for the higher period than GLDAS and
AIRS, and hence used here for further investigation.
To understand the long term monthly average mean, minimum, maximum, and trends in the
surface temperature at Nainital and the Himalayan extents, the 2 m monthly surface temperature
data obtained from MERRA-2 is analysed for the period of 38 years (1980-2017). The results
obtained is summarized in Table 5.14 and Table 5.15 for both the regions. Here it is worth to
mention that for the given period, the monthly surface temperature data for both regional and local
scales are highly correlated with the Pearson’s correlation value, R ~ 0.95, and hence indicating the
regional representativeness of the Nainital location.

Table 5.14: Monthly mean, minimum, maximum, slope and intercepts in the monthly surface
temperature (2 m) for Nainital and Himalayan regions, computed over the period 1980-2017 using
MERRA-2 re-analysis model. Negative trends are highlighted in ‘yellow’ shades.
Months
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
overall

Nainital temperature (°C)
mean±std
9.8±1.1
12.1±1.3
16.8±1.3
22.5±1.4
26.5±1.2
27.3±1.4
24.8±1.3
23.4±0.6
21.8±0.6
18.5±0.7
14.6±0.8
11.3±0.8
19.1±6.0

minimum
7.7
9.9
14.3
19.7
22.5
23.9
23.1
22.5
20.4
16.9
13.0
9.4
7.7

maximum
12.9
16.2
19.4
22.3
28.2
29.5
28.6
26.1
23.6
19.9
16.5
13.1
29.5

slope
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.004
-0.02
-0.04
-0.02
0.004
0.02
0.02
0.02
6E-4

Himalaya temperature (°C)
intercept
9.6
11.5
16.4
22.2
26.2
27.7
25.5
23.7
21.7
18.2
14.2
10.9
19.0

mean±std
-4.0±0.9
-1.5±1.3
3.7±1.0
9.5±0.8
14.3±0.7
17.9±0.4
19.2±0.4
18.1±0.4
14.3±0.5
8.6±0.6
2.6±0.7
-2.2±0.8
8.4±8.1

minimum
-6.1
-3.9
1.8
7.5
13.0
16.8
18.4
17.3
13.3
7.3
1.0
-3.8
-6.1

maximum
-2.5
1.5
5.9
11.0
15.9
18.7
20.0
18.9
15.4
10.0
4.3
2.9
20.0

slope
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.002

intercept
-4.2
-2.2
2.8
9.0
13.9
17.8
19.1
17.9
14.0
8.0
2.3
-2.4
7.9

Table 5.14 clearly shows January as the coldest month in the Himalaya, including Nainital,
while June and July are the hottest months in Nainital and Himalaya, respectively. The negative
trend is clearly seen in temperature on local scale during monsoon season, in contrast to the steady
positive trend (slope ~ +0.01) at regional level. Overall temperature trend is still positive at both the
scales, hence confirming the net warming in the Himalayan region.
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Table 5.15: The year-wise anomalies in the annual mean surface temperature for the past 38 years
(1980-2017) over Nainital and Himalaya using MERRA-2 re-analysis model. The trends ≥ 0.5 are
shaded in ‘yellow’, and that ≤ -0.5 are shaded in ‘green’.
Year
1980
1990
2000
2010

+0
+0.01
+0.05
-0.19
+0.54

+1
-0.26
+0.21
+0.16
-0.74

+2
-0.96
+0.16
+0.53
-0.22

Year
1980
1990
2000
2010

+0
-0.44
+0.14
+0.06
+0.35

+1
-0.55
-0.06
+0.34
-0.16

+2
-0.77
-0.47
+0.40
-0.56

Nainital
+3
+4
+5
-0.80
-0.07
-0.14
+0.21 +0.27 +0.12
-0.19
-0.12
-0.37
-0.45
+0.02 +0.03
Himalaya
+3
+4
+5
-0.64
-0.41
-0.11
-0.09
+0.19 -0.15
-0.02
+0.26 -0.19
+0.23 -0.05
+0.25

+6
-0.42
-0.23
+0.31
+0.79

+7
+1.11
-0.84
-0.25
+0.54

+8
+0.45
-0.03
-0.52

+9
+0.14
+0.69
+0.45

+6
-0.46
-0.23
+0.58
+0.85

+7
+0.28
-0.34
+0.23
+0.42

+8
+0.36
+0.54
-0.16

+9
-0.50
+0.63
+0.24

The least-square linear regression trend on the temperature anomalies for the 38 years shown
in Table 5.15 revealed that in ~ 68 % of the years, both local and regional scales follows the
correspondingly similar positive or negative trends in the surface temperature anomalies. The
declining trends are seen during the initial 6-7 years at both local and regional scales, which gets
reversed after 1987. Nainital experiences continuous rising trends since 1987, which continues till
1995. Somewhat similar pattern of declining-rising trend is also evident during 2011-2017 in this
local scale, where 2011-2013 showing the falling trend, and rising trend henceforth. For the
regional scale, such pattern is noticed during 1995-2002. The warmest year during the past 38 years
is recorded as 1987 and 2016 for local and regional scales, respectively. To determine the overall
trend in the annual variations in the surface temperature over regional and local scales, the anomaly
values in the annual mean surface temperature (Table 5.15) are plotted in Fig. 5.46(a and c) for
Himalaya and Nainital regions, respectively, and the corresponding regression lines are drawn. In
these plots, positive anomaly indicates warming, while negative anomaly indicates cooling at the
surface and the trends are statistically significant at 95% level. For further clarity, their residuals are
also drawn to show departures of anomaly values from the baseline, shown by Fig. 5.46b, and Fig.
5.46d, respectively.
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Fig. 5.46. Annual mean surface temperature anomalies for the period 1980-2017 over (a) Himalaya,
and (b) Nainital, and their corresponding residual plots in (c) and (d) respectively. The years 1980
to 2017 are shown as year numbers 1 to 38.

Fig. 5.46. shows that that the trends in surface temperature at both regional and local scales
are positive, with their slopes as +0.019 and +0.0062, respectively, and hence further confirming the
warming of the Himalayan region. In addition to this, the rising trend in absorbing aerosols over the
Himalayan region were also observed in the preceding section. Generally, aerosols, if present, tends
to cool the surface by cutting-off the incoming solar radiation through absorption and scattering,
which is known as the 'surface dimming' effect of aerosols. However, the positive anomalies
observed both in the surface temperature and absorbing aerosols over the Himalayan region are
opposite to this effect. Therefore, to explain the warming trend in surface temperature, trend in the
cloud cover at pressure levels 700-400 mb is checked over the Himalayan region, for which the data
is taken from MERRA-2 over the same 38 periods (1980-2017), as used in computing the trends in
absorbing aerosols and surface temperature. Analysis revealed decreasing trend (slope = -0.00022,
intercept = 0.0043) with 95% significance level in this mid-level cloud cover, which could possibly
be due to the enhanced solar absorption by the absorbing aerosols (which have the general tendency
of trapping the incoming solar radiation) in the atmosphere, which might have caused
intensification in the evaporation of the cloud droplets and accelerated the cloud burning (aerosol
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semi-direct effects). The decrease in the cloud cover greatly reduces the planetary albedo and
allows access to more solar radiations to penetrate the troposphere and reach the surface. Hence, it
may be said that the warming of the surface over the Himalayan region is not directly linked with
the rising trend in absorbing aerosol, however, it is likely linked to the reduction of cloud amount in
the atmosphere.

5.4.3. Vertical distribution of the meteorological parameters using radiosonde
From June 2011 to March 2012, there were regular radiosonde launches (4 times a day) from
ARIES, Nainital. These radiosonde launches were made as a part of RAWEX–GVAX campaign,
conducted during the above-mentioned period at ARIES, Nainital jointly by the government
departments from US and India. The basic meteorological parameters that were measured are –
atmospheric pressure, temperature, RH, wind speed (WS), and wind direction (WD). However,
using these basic meteorological parameters there are other derived parameters such as dew point
temperature, zonal and meridional components of the winds that are also utilized for atmospheric
studies. The variations in the above-mentioned basic parameters on monthly and seasonal scales,
and their comparison with the data obtained from AIRS satellite, MERRA re-analysis, and Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) simulation have been already carried out (Naja et al., 2016). The
radiosonde observations were also used in boundary layer studies, and comparison with the ground
based RaDAR Wind Profiler (RWP) and CALIPSO satellite retrievals (Singh et al., 2016; Kumar et
al., 2018).
In this work, the radiosonde observations made from ARIES, Nainital during June 2011 –
March 2012 are compared with the radiosonde data available from the nearby meteorological
station Delhi. Only the near coincident observations (±1 hr) between the two stations are considered
that include the 00 GMT and 12 GMT observations, that turned out to be 169 coincident
observations during winter, 59 during pre-monsoon, 118 during monsoon, and 178 during postmonsoon. Fig. 5.47 shows the mean vertical profiles of pressure, air temperature, RH, wind speed,
and wind direction for Nainital and Delhi stations during these seasons. Nainital is about 2 km amsl,
hence the measurements from Delhi are considered only above 2 km in order to maintain the
uniformity in the pressure levels. The vertical profile of pressure agrees well and shows the
expected exponential decrease in its level at both the stations, which are located around the same
latitude (within ±1°). Temperature ideally decreases with altitude in the troposphere at a rate of
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about 6.5°C/km, and then increases in the stratosphere, however, there appears some instantaneous
variations in the temperature profile particularly in the lower atmosphere due to the dynamical
aspects of the atmosphere, and the same is evident in the figure. The increase in temperature around
16 km and 18 km in case of Delhi and Nainital respectively is evident and represents the height of
tropopause at that level. The differences in the height of tropopause may arise due to the
geographical location of the two stations. Nainital is close to the mid latitude where the air masses
from tropical and mid-latitude regions interact and may give slight rise to tropopause, however this
needs to be understood in great detail and left for the future scope of study. RH is another important
meteorological variable which affects the local weather and ecosystem to a great extent. In general,
at this latitude the RH during monsoon is highest and falls mostly between 85-95%. Fig. 5.47
depicts that the mean RH at 2 km for Delhi during winter, pre-monsoon, monsoon and postmonsoon are about 27 %, 26 %, 75 %, and 40 % respectively, while the corresponding RH for
Nainital are 49 %, 43 %, 91 %, and 68 % respectively. The RH value at both the stations decreases
with altitude, however, it starts decreasing rapidly after ~ 6 km, and goes down to less than 10 %
beyond 10 km during winter and pre-monsoon at Nainital station. The differences in RH between
the two stations is least (about 5%) during post-monsoon except at 2-4 km level where the
differences exceed 20 %, while it is highest (even more than 10 %) during monsoon.
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Fig. 5.47. Vertical profiles (2-20 km amsl) of pressure, air temperature, relative humidity, wind
speed, and wind direction for Nainital (blue) and Delhi (red) stations obtained from radiosonde data
during (June 2011 – March 2012, coincident within ±1 hr) the seasons (a) winter (DecemberFebruary), (b) pre-monsoon (March-May), (c) monsoon (June-August), and (d) post-monsoon
(September-November). The solid blue line and blue shades in the plot represents mean and SD
profiles for Nainital, and the solid red line and red shades represents mean and SD profiles for Delhi
station.

Surface winds basically changes with the season and vary from one latitude region to the other,
however, the upper and lower level patterns by and large remains the same, except for monsoon
season in the tropical region when the reversal of the winds take place. Wind speed between 2 km
to about 10 km levels is observed slightly higher over Delhi than Nainital, beyond which the wind
speed over Nainital becomes higher than Delhi station. Overall, the wind speed over Nainital is
higher than Delhi station, with their maxima at ~ 12 km throughout the seasons, and then starts
decreasing. The high wind speeds between 10 km and 13 km are basically the tropical easterly jets
seen over both the stations. Wind speed at both the stations is found to be maximum during winter
and minimum during post-monsoon. The dominant wind direction are found mostly westerly and
northwesterly over the two stations, indicating the synoptic mean flow as evident in the wind rose
plots shown in Fig. 5.48.
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Fig. 5.48. Composite (2-20 km) seasonal wind rose plots for Nainital and Delhi stations obtained
from radiosonde data during (June 2011 – March 2012, coincident within ±1 hr).
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5.5. Preliminary studies pertaining to ASTRAD facility
5.5.1. GUI development on pulse compression technique
In atmospheric RaDAR including ASTRAD, maximum range coverage with smaller R and
high SNR at reasonable transmit power level is required, and to achieve this, pulse compression
technique is introduced. This technique is performed in the atmospheric RaDARs, by modulating
the complementary code sequences onto the pulsed carrier frequency during transmission, and on
the other hand while reception, the same sequence of codes are used to correlate and combine the
signals. This technique results in achieving the resolution (ΔR) of a short pulse at practically
acceptable transmit peak power levels.
A GUI package has been developed in LabVIEW environment to demonstrate the pulse
compression technique. The developed package is packed with an array of codes to perform many
of the mathematical and signal processing functions related to transmission and reception of
atmospheric RaDAR waveforms under coded and uncoded modes. The front-panel of the GUI is
shown in Fig. 5.49(a, b). It mainly comprises of two sub-sections – (1) control panel (Fig.5.49a),
and (2) display panel (Fig. 5.49b).

Fig. 5.49. (a) Control panel, and (b) display panel of the developed GUI for pulse compression
technique.
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The control panel is responsible for setting the simulation parameter required to initiate the
RaDAR pulse compression waveform generation and processing, and Table 5.16 explains the
properties of the individual parameters of this panel.

Table 5.16: GUI control parameters.
Parameter
Frequency

Properties
This is the RaDAR operating frequency which is kept fixed as
206.5 MHz i.e. ASTRAD operating frequency.
Baud length
User can choose to modulate the given signal using 4, 8, 16, 32 bit
codes, or without any modulation i.e. in uncoded mode.
Code sequences A and These fields shows the generated code sequences for A and B
B
according to the baud length chosen, e.g. for 8 bit length, it will
display A = {1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1} and B = {1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1}. For an
uncoded sequence it will give a blank display.
Pulse width
This parameter is the time duration of a pulse, and can be chosen
from 1 µs to 32 µs, in the step of 1 µs.
PRF
It is the number of pulses per unit time, and selected as any value
from 250 Hz to 8000 Hz.
IPP
It is the inter-pulse period or the time between two consecutive
pulses. IPP (=1/PRF) is displayed after specifying the PRF.
Duty Ratio
This displays the duty ratio once PRF and Pulse width is user
defined. The duty ratio is basically the ratio between pulse width
and IPP. The display box below shows: “Duty Ratio is out of
Range. Check PRF and PW values” if duty ratio exceeds 15%.
Mean Noise
This parameter specifies the mean noise that will be added when
generating the received signal. The user can vary this from 0 to 10
in increments of 0.1.
Variance of noise
This parameter specifies the variance of noise that will be added
when generating the received signal. The user can vary this from 0
to 2 in increments of 0.1.
Data points
This parameter gives the number of data points the user wants to
plot. It has been presented as a multiple of 1024. The value ranges
from 0.25 to 4. Lower values give better resolution while high
values give accurate results.
Amplitude
The user can vary amplitude from 0.1 to 100 in increments of 0.1
Doppler Frequency
It is the amount of the change in the observed frequency of a wave
due to Doppler Effect. The user can vary Doppler frequency from 10 KHz to 10 KHz in increments of 10 Hz.
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The display panel is composed of multiple sub-windows offering plots on the basis of user
inputs provided in the control panel (Pulse width, baud length, PRF, mean noise, variance of noise,
data points, amplitude, and Doppler frequency). The series of operations performed by the display
panel are as follows:
(a) Generates the time series and ACF plots of the individual complementary codes A, B, A’,
and B’, together with the summed ACF as final output in the left sub-windows of the display
panel. A’ and B’ are complements of A and B, respectively (e.g. Fig. 5.50a-b).
(b) Generates the modulated carrier wave at 206.5 MHz for 4, 8, 16, 32 bit code pairs in the
order A, B, A’, and B’ (e.g. Fig. 5.50c).
(c) Generates Gaussian noise with user-defined mean and variance added to the modulated
signal. User defined Doppler is also added, to form a simulated received signal (e.g. Fig.
5.50d).
(d) Plots the spectrum of the generated signal (e.g. Fig. 5.50e).
(e) Produces the band-limit signal achieved using a bandpass filter of 5MHz bandwidth (e.g.
Fig. 5.50e).
(f) Samples the filtered signal at a frequency of 9.5 MHz (undersampling) (Kumar et al., 2011),
and Generate the In-phase (I) and Quadrature-phase (Q) signals of the resulting waveform.
(g) Performs decoding of the filtered signals by performing cross-correlation with original
transmit signal for the respective code sequences (e.g. Fig. 5.50f).
(h) Generates the final output by summing the cross correlated outputs of the pulses during 4
Radar sweeps. (e.g. Fig. 5.50g for coded mode, and Fig. 5.50h for uncoded mode of
operation)
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Fig. 5.50. (a) Time series and ACF plots of 32 bit code A, (b) Sum of the ACFs of codes A, B, A’,
and B’, (c) modulated 206.5 MHz RF with code A, (d) modulated signal with noise, variance and
Doppler added, (e) spectrum (in dB) of the modulated signal and the band-limited signal, (f) crosscorrelated output of the signal modulated with code A. The sum of the cross correlated outputs of
the four consecutive signals modulated (g) using the codes A, B, A’ and B’, and (h) uncoded mode.

5.5.2. Pre-processing of Doppler spectra
The spectra obtained from the pulsed Doppler RaDAR are often non-Gaussian in shape and
contains unwanted ground clutters and multiple signal peaks of non-atmospheric targets. Hence a
pre-processing of the Doppler spectra is needed before extracting the actual wind information. The
effect of ZDC, characterized by signal components centred near zero Doppler is mostly visible in
the Doppler spectra, as evident in Fig 5.51(a, c) and Fig. 5.52(a1, b1, c1 and d1).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.51. Typical Range-Doppler spectra plots (a) and (c) in the original form, and plots (b) and
(d) after near zero Doppler clutter removal (processed).

Fig. 5.52. Typical Range-Doppler profiles of North, South, East, and West beams obtained from
ASTRAD, where (a1), (b1), (c1) and (d1) are the original profiles, and the corresponding profiles
(a2), (b2), (c2) and (d2) obtained after zero Doppler clutter removal (processed). (e) The composite
occurrence frequencies of the identified peaks i.e. Doppler frequency in the Doppler spectra of
North, South, East, and West beams.
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The ZDC’s in the Doppler spectra are removed by interpolation from the adjacent few
Doppler points on either side of the zero Doppler point, and by applying the 3 or 5 points running
average to create a smoothed spectra. After applying these processing steps, marked improvements
in the Doppler spectra is obtained as shown in Fig 5.51(b, d) and Fig. 5.52(a2, b2, c2 and d2). As
evident from the Fig.5.52e, the occurrence frequency of zero Doppler’s have been reduced from the
original 48.9 % to 10.1 % after processing, together with the enhancements in peaks at non-zero
Doppler points.
The spectra obtained from the pulsed Doppler RaDAR are often gets contaminated from the
RFI. One source is the harmonics of power line frequency (50 Hz), marked as strong peaks
throughout the range at constant Doppler frequency i.e. at ±25 Hz, ±12.5 Hz, ±6.25 Hz and so on,
hence forming multiple bands of undesired peaks. This may arises due to insufficient filtering and
poor isolation in the power supply of the subsystems, or due to pick up’s by the RF cables from the
nearby electric utilities or wirings. The removal of these unwanted peaks is necessary before
performing moment estimation and wind extraction, because sometime they get misidentified as the
atmospheric signal. A simple approach to remove them is by applying a suitable notch filter
throughout the range where the bands are appearing, which allows the rejection of the undesired
bands, without affecting other response frequencies. In case if the original Doppler trace is not
getting affected in the majority of the range bins due to the constant bands of RFI, then those bands
are removed by subtracting the values at a range bin, which does not have Doppler echoes but have
interferences, from all other range bins as shown in Fig. 5.53.

Fig. 5.53. A typical range-Doppler spectra (a) with, and (b) without power line RFI.
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5.5.3. Preliminary results on ASTRAD wind validation
The most seminal job of atmospheric RaDARs like ASTRAD are to provide the vertical
profiles of wind (zonal, meridional, and vertical) in the sphere of its reach. The provided
information is critical for weather and climate studies, because winds are involved in multiple
processes and phenomenon that occurs in the atmosphere. Investigation on the reliability and
accuracy in the winds estimates from RaDAR is somewhat challenging, as there is no direct method
to derive the wind velocities on a continuous basis. There are wind measurements available with
satellites, rockets, aeroplanes etc., however they are mostly used for synoptic scale applications, and
rarely used for assessment of ground based RaDAR systems. The in-situ radiosonde observations
are primarily used for evaluation of the RaDAR derived wind information. Although the RaDAR
provides Eulerian estimates of the wind continuously over the entire range of altitudes at a given
time, while the radiosonde provides the Lagrangian values of wind and other meteorological
parameters from each altitude levels at different time stamps, however, there have been numerous
statistical comparison between the atmospheric RaDARs and radiosonde wind estimates showing
very good agreements between them (e.g. Fukao et al., 1982; Weber and Wuertz, 1990; Kottayil et
al., 2016) with root mean square differences of even < 4 m/s, and the Pearson’s correlation R > 0.8.
Hence, it becomes essential that before the ASTRAD is commissioned, the quality of its threedimensional winds is checked with the concurrent winds measured by radiosondes. To make a
preliminary assessment, the wind data from ASTRAD are subjected for comparison with the
collocated and simultaneous iMet-1-RSB radiosonde measurements, held on 02 February, 12 April,
and 04 May of 2017 as shown in Fig. 5.54(a-c), where the radiosonde profiles are shown by red,
and the ASTRAD derived winds are shown by black. The expected accuracy of the wind speed and
wind direction provided in the manufacturer’s datasheet of iMet-1-RSB is ±1 m/s and ≤ 5°,
respectively. To match with the height resolution (150 m) of ASTRAD, the radiosonde winds are
averaged over 150 m height intervals. The ASTRAD wind estimates are obtained with the DBS
technique using 7 clusters (343 transceivers).
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between ASTRAD and radiosonde wind measurements
up to ~10 km height on these three days are observed as 0.89, 0.82, and 0.86 for zonal wind,
meridional wind, and wind speed, respectively (Fig. 5.54d). The RMSE between the ASTRAD and
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radiosonde measurement are found ~ 6.5 m/s (zonal wind), ~ 4.8 m/s (meridional wind), and ~ 7.3
m/s (wind speed). Similarly, the zonal wind estimates from ASTRAD overestimates the radiosonde
measurement, with MBE of ~ 3.5 m/s, while the meridional wind and wind speed underestimates
the radiosonde observations and shows the MBE of about -1.4 m/s and ~ -2.9 m/s, respectively. As
evident in Fig. 5.54(a-c), the biases in wind speed and direction between the ASTRAD and
radiosonde measurements are higher in the lower heights (< 3 to 4 km above ground level), which
may be attributed to the inhomogeneous terrains in the proximity and influences from local
mountain waves. Although the agreements between radiosonde and ASTRAD winds are reasonably
good till 8 - 9 km (with R > 0.93), however, beyond this the disagreements between them tends to
grow. Few possibilities of showing such discrepancies are errors in wind estimation using ASTRAD
at higher height due to low SNR, sudden or unpredictable changes in the upper atmosphere, or large
separation between the RaDAR volume and radiosonde at higher heights, that generally occurs due
to large drifting of the balloon with wind as the height increases.

Fig. 5.54. Comparison between the ASTRAD (black) and radiosonde (red) obtained average zonal
(U) wind, meridional (V) wind, wind speed, and wind direction for the three balloon flights, labeled
as (a), (b), and (c) conducted, respectively, on 02 February, 12 April, and 04 May of 2017. The tiny
dots (grey) represents the data samples obtained from the individual ASTRAD profiles used for
averaging.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this research work, satellite remote sensing measurements have been combined with a
range of ground based and in-situ measurements and ancillary data sets to investigate the key
atmospheric parameters – aerosols, clouds, and precipitation over the Himalaya on regional and
local scales. The study on these parameters are very important from climate change perspective.
The seasonal variations in the aerosol volume-size distribution, total, fine and coarse mode
AODs, and FMF from ten AERONET stations (Nainital, Pantnagar, Kanpur, New Delhi, Lahore,
Gual Pahari, Gandhi College, Jaipur, Lumbini, and Pokhara) located in the Himalaya and adjacent
Gangetic plains are examined to understand the spatial and temporal characteristics of aerosols.
Dominance of coarse mode particles (mainly from long-range transport of dust) during premonsoon and monsoon seasons are observed highest (≥ 0.2 µm3/µm2) for Kanpur, New Delhi,
Lahore, Gual Pahari, Gandhi College, and Jaipur stations, and about two times lowest over
Nainital, Lumbini, and Pokhara stations. The prevailing fine mode aerosols are observed for
almost all the stations during post-monsoon and winter, which are mainly attributed to
biomass burning and of continental origine. Lower AOD values are observed at the high
altitude station i.e. Nainital than densely populated, low-altitude urban and industrialized
stations.
For the first time over a complex terrain in the southern part of central Himalayan
region, the most recent and updated aerosol data products (mainly AOD), retrieved from
satellite measurements (MODIS and CALIPSO) were evaluated, compared and utilized in
conjunction with the ground based measurements. Essentially the latest and updated information
will be utilized by the frontline researchers working on the climate change and modeling studies
over the Himalayan region or at the regional scale, and in understanding the dynamics and transport
of pollutants. By means of thorough investigation and statistical approaches it has been shown that
the MODIS Terra collection C6.0 DB and CALIPSO ver. 4.10 performed best in comparison
to other collections/versions over a complex terrain in Himalayan region. Over 20 coincident
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data sets from AERONET, and MODIS 10 km DB and DT retrievals were examined for various
spatio-temporal combinations. Comparison of MODIS (30 km × 30 km) Terra and Aqua AOD
values with that from AERONET (averaged within ±30 minutes of the satellite transacts) extricated
that Terra retrievals are much reliable (R~0.90, % EE ~ 62) than the Aqua (R~0.75, % EE
~54), and among various Terra collections, C6.0 DB has the closest agreement (R~0.9 and %
EE ~77) with the ground truth. Positive MBE and AER values discovered an overestimation of
MODIS AOD as compared to the ground truth, and the reason for the same is explained.
Latest release of CALIPSO aerosol product ver. 4.10, with its improved merits, for the
first time is assessed over the Himalayan region and utilized to resolve the aerosol properties at
the regional scales and found to be in better agreement (R ~ 0.92, %EE ~ 86.95 %) as compared
to the earlier version (R~0.76, %EE ~56.52). The surface elevation data obtained from CALIPSO
ver.4.10 and ver.3.xx for the 206 night (6510 LASER footprints) and 153 day-time (4644 LASER
footprints) overpasses within ± 1° latitude and longitude from the site is analyzed and inveterate the
change in the surface elevation in the latest CALIPSO ver. 4.10 release. The MRD between ver.
4.10 and ver. 3.xx are found to be more positive during nighttime (~3.47 %) as compared to
the daytime (~3.33 %). A typical case of 10 May 2008 is presented to demonstrate eight major
changes in CALIPSO ver. 4.10 release. The degree of closeness between the two CALIPSO
versions in terms of vertical feature and aerosol sub-types detections were estimated and
found as 94.62 % and 68.62 %, respectively over the selected study region for the period of
August 2006- April 2017. The evaluated MODIS and CALIPSO products also displayed reasonable
agreement when inter-compared, especially, CALIPSO ver. 4.10, demonstrated better
correlation (R ~0.79, MRD ~ 31.3%) with MODIS, as compared to ver. 3 (R ~0.66, MRD ~
38.4%). The latest satellite products evaluated in this study will help in understanding the dynamics
and transport of pollutants and to explore the environmental aspects on a larger scale, over this very
sensitive and fragile mountain systems.
The LR for three different LiDAR systems operated during 2008 to 2012, at the site are
computed iteratively using the synergetic LiDAR-AERONET, LiDAR-MODIS Terra C5.1 DT,
LiDAR-MODIS Terra C6.0 DT and LiDAR-MODIS Terra C6.0 DB measurement pairs. The LR
values in all the combinations showed the minimum values during December and January (<
16) and maximum values during March and May (> 43). The BL height is estimated using the
evaluated CALIPSO ver. 4.10 data and found in a good agreement with the in-situ radiosonde
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measurements. Results showed the effectiveness of WCT method used in the estimation of BL
height from CALIPSO ver. 4.10 data.
Case studies on continental (fine mode particles i.e. smoke), long-range transport (coarse
mode particle i.e. dust in the form of elevated aerosol layer), and no-transport of aerosols
(formation of local cloud), are carried out and discussed in details by utilizing HYSPLIT
trajectory model, satellite and in-situ AERONET and LiDAR measurements. To understand the
influence of pollutants over the Himalayan region, long-term data on active fire, carbon monoxide
emission, dust column mass density, snow depth, albedo and snowfall over the glaciated surfaces
are studied. These studies may expand the horizon of knowledge on the contributions from the
major pollutants pertaining to the climate change in the Himalayan context.
Essentially, the ecosystem and socio-economic conditions in majority of the regions across
the globe, including the mighty Himalaya are greatly affected due to transport and accumulation of
the absorbing aerosols, mainly dust, as they negatively contribute to cloud formation, snowfall, and
retreat of glaciers. Therefore, seasonal climatology on the absorbing aerosols with main emphasis
on dust has been attempted on a global scale as well as over the Himalayan region, using 38 years
of data records from MERRA-2 and multi-sensor observations retrieved from TEMIS. Study
revealed that the dust loading is highest during summer/spring season (March-May) across
the globe and over the Himalayan region, however, the contribution from the dust over the
Himalayan region to the total global dust volume is highest (8.5 %) during monsoon, and
lowest during winter (4.7 %). Monthly analysis on dust column mass density over the period
1980-2017 showed that May and December are the maxima and minima dust depositing months
over the Himalayan region. The absorbing aerosol index was observed highest (~ 0.4) during
JJA and MAM over the globe and Himalayan region (~0.75), respectively. Further analysis
using past 38 years of data showed the rising trend in the absorbing aerosols over the
Himalayan region, however, the positive anomaly slope of AAI is found negative since October
2004. The quantitative investigation on the absorbing aerosols, mainly dust over the Himalayan
region attempted here in this thesis, can be extended further to understand the driving mechanisms
behind snow surface darkening, undue melting of snowpack’s, increase in the extreme events etc.
and overall radiative impacts on the high altitude Himalayan region.
For the first time, a detailed study on the three-dimensional distribution of seven
different cloud types is carried out, using ten years (2007-2016) synergic space-borne RaDAR
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and LiDAR observations over northern Indian states. Their normalized vertical distribution showed
year-to-year variations, and the years showing the maximum occurrences of individual cloud types
are identified. Cloud dominant regions are detected over annual and seasonal scales, by
accumulating the vertical granules of all the cloud types up to 18 km, in the grid boxes of 1°

 1°

resolution. The mean relative frequency distribution of the individual cloud types are also
established at annual and seasonal time scales. Further statistics, revealed that the distribution of
altostratus, deep convective, and nimbostratus cloud types are higher than other cloud types
during the last decade, and during the seasons – DJFM (western disturbance) and JJAS
(southwest monsoon), respectively. The concurrent occurrences of different cloud types were also
noted and quantified.
Making use of the coincident observations available from TRMM and DARDAR retrievals
over the NSI region for the period 2007-2016, the frequency of occurrences of liquid precipitation,
solid precipitation, and drizzle are deduced for the two contrasting seasons (JJAS and DJFM). The
study revealed that Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir have
experienced maximum liquid and solid precipitation during the last decade, especially during
the monsoon and active months of western disturbances, respectively. The associations between the
cloud and precipitation types during DJFM and JJAS, and on annual scales are also investigated,
and the relevant statistics are shown. This quantitative study on the association between clouds and
precipitation may contribute to a profound understanding and a workable reference for regional
numerical models dealing with clouds and/or precipitation. The study on different forms of
precipitation over NSI region exhibits opposite circulation of its solid (increase) and liquid
(decrease) forms in westward or north-westward. The association of deep convective and
nimbostratus cloud types with solid precipitation on an annual scale are observed as 1.6 % and 76 %
of their total co-occurrences, respectively. On the other hand, their association with liquid
precipitation are found as 98.4 % and 23.7 %, respectively, thereby implying that nimbostratus
and deep convective clouds are the main contributor of solid and liquid precipitations,
respectively over the NSI region during the last decade.
The study on surface meteorological variables – temperature, RH, pressure, winds, and total
rainfall at ARIES, Nainital site is carried out using the ground-based AWS measurements for the
period 2013-2018. The minimum and maximum temperature at the site are observed during
winter (monthly average: 10.4°C ± 1.5°C) and spring/summer (monthly average: 20.1°C ±
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1.7°C), respectively. The RH varied from 34.3 % to 98.8 %, while the variation in the
atmospheric pressure are observed in the range 812.6 – 822.9 hPa. The rainfall measurement
records for 6 years duration identified July (567 mm ± 226.7 mm) and August (520.5 mm ± 87
mm) as the most favorable months for rain, and collectively they accounts for more than 55 %
of the annual rainfall. Wind speed at the site is observed highest during March-June (> 6 m/s),
and lowest during winter (~2-3 m/s). Wind direction at the site is found to be mainly westerly,
except during winter when northwesterly wind becomes dominant. Further, the uncertainty
associated with the wind direction measurement using AWS over the site is explained, and the
necessity of meteorological towers and/or atmospheric RaDAR for wind measurement is suggested.
Study on the surface temperature at local (Nainital) and regional (Himalaya) scales over the
period 1980-2017 is done using the evaluated MERRA-2 re-analysis data. Study identified
January as the coldest month, while June and July are observed as the hottest months at local
and regional levels, respectively. The climatologies and long-term study on meteorology over
the Himalayan region revealed the significant departures of the meteorological variables from
their usual ranges, especially the surface temperature. Overall surface temperature trend is
found positive with slopes +0.019 and +0.0062 at regional and local scales respectively, and
hence indicating warming in the Himalayan region.
Vertical distribution of atmospheric pressure, temperature, RH, wind speed, and wind
direction, obtained through the radiosonde measurements from Nainital and Delhi stations are
compared for the period June 2011-March 2012, and the seasonal differences in these parameters
over the height window from 2 km to 20 km amsl are explained. The vertical profiles of air
pressure and air temperature for both the stations are found nearly similar, however, the
temperature profile showed increase (tropopause) at ~ 16 km and ~ 18 km for Delhi and
Nainital, respectively. Seasonal differences are observed in the vertical profiles of RH, and
overall it is on the higher side for Nainital as compared to Delhi station. Wind speed is on the
higher side between 2-10 km and 10-20 km over Delhi and Nainital station, respectively. Both
the stations showed maximum wind speed during winter, and minimum during post-monsoon.
Wind direction are found mostly westerly and northwesterly over both the stations.
The functionality of the developed front-end GUI demonstrating the pulse compression
technique, required to achieve maximum height coverage without sacrificing the range resolution,
in the context of atmospheric RaDAR is explained. The developed GUI introduces the features of
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displaying coded and uncoded transmission and reception based on various user-defined
parameters. The pre-processing algorithms, mainly the zero Doppler clutter and radio
frequency interference removal, from the Doppler spectra obtained using the ASTRAD
observations are implemented and their performance are evaluated. Further, the threedimensional wind measurements from ASTRAD are inter-compared using the coincident
radiosonde observations. This preliminary inter-comparison showed reasonably good
agreements. However, there is further scope of improvements in the RaDAR data processing
aspect, that essentially to work out during the commissioning phase.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The present research on aerosols, clouds, and precipitation over Himalayan region is nowhere
near finished. There are still large uncertainties regarding these key atmospheric parameters, and on
their associations/interactions with each other. The uncertainties range from the microscale to the
mesoscale to the synoptic scale, and hence extensive research is needed on all the scales. The
mesoscale research presented in this thesis is almost exclusively based on freely available
datasets, therefore, it is essential that such datasets continue to be free of charge and easily
accessible to carry out further research on the topic in the future. The present study also
utilizes assimilated data products (e.g. MERRA-2, GLDAS etc.) in the trend analysis of aerosols
over the Himalayan region, however, this is quite possible that if the observational network will get
improved, then there may be an impact on the assimilated data. Therefore, it is necessary to
explore and investigate series of available data sources on aerosols time to time in a systematic
manner, to determine the correction factors for different aerosol types, that could be used to
re-estimate the long term trends on aerosols. Further, a reliable database provides higher
confidence in explaining or understanding the atmospheric processes over Himalaya, hence, there
is a great need of time to time assessment on the temporal and spatial accuracy and
representativeness of the latest releases of satellite remote sensing data products. It is also
very much essential to orient the emphasis of the Himalayan research more towards the
information-rich approach, instead of principle-based approach, by installing more ground
based remote sensing tools, and by establishing large number of in-situ observing facilities.
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